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RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION

Annual Report on Form 10-K
Year Ended December 31, 2000

PART I

ITEM 1. BUSINESS

General

      Range Resources Corporation (“Range”) is engaged in the acquisition and development of oil and gas properties, primarily in
the Southwest, Gulf Coast and Appalachian regions of the United States. The Company pursues development drilling and
exploitation projects, acquisitions and, to a lesser extent, exploration of its extensive acreage position. All Appalachian assets are
held through a 50% interest in a joint venture, Great Lakes Energy Partners L.L.C. (“Great Lakes”). Independent Producer Finance
(“IPF”), a wholly owned subsidiary, provides financing to small oil and gas producers through the purchase of overriding royalty



interests. Both Great Lakes and IPF are independently financed and IPF’s and Range’s proportionate share of Great Lakes’ assets
and operations are consolidated in the Company’s financial statements. At December 31, 2000, the Company had 583.7 Bcfe of
proved reserves, having a pre-tax present value of $2.0 billion based on constant prices of $26.80 per barrel and $9.77 per Mcf. The
pre-tax present value based on average projected futures prices as if they would have been in effect on December 31, 2000 of
$22.00 per barrel and $4.45 per Mcf would have been $814.3 million. The Company’s proved reserves are 73% natural gas by
volume, 70% developed and 83% operated. At year-end, the Company’s properties had a reserve life index of 10.5 years. In
addition, the Company owned 488,000 gross (219,000 net) acres of undeveloped leasehold.

History

      Between 1988 and 1997, the Company actively pursued small acquisitions and the further development of its properties. The
Company was consistently profitable and steadily increased its production and reserves. Between late 1997 and mid-1998, a series
of large acquisitions were consummated which proved extremely disappointing. Production from the acquired properties fell more
rapidly than anticipated and further development of the principal fields proved far less attractive than expected. In combination
with a steep decline in energy prices which began in late 1997 and the substantial burden imposed by debt and fixed income
securities taken on in connection with the purchases, the adverse impact on the Company’s operating results, balance sheet and
stock price was severe.

      In 1998 and 1999, sharp reductions in staff and capital budgets, sales of properties and the formation of Great Lakes allowed
the Company to materially reduce debt and stabilize its financial position. However, production and reserves fell as a result of these
actions. In the Great Lakes transaction, the single most significant step in the debt reduction effort, Range and FirstEnergy Corp.
(“FirstEnergy”) contributed their Appalachian oil and gas properties and associated gas pipeline systems to a joint venture, forming
one of the largest production companies in the region. To achieve equal ownership despite Range’s contribution of a
disproportionate share of the proved reserves, the venture assumed $188.3 million of Range’s bank debt and FirstEnergy
contributed $2.0 million of cash.

      Faced with high leverage and significant concern from its banks, the Company moved aggressively to hedge its production as
the oil and gas markets began to recover in late 1999. These hedges, which covered roughly 80% of the Company’s anticipated
production through the third quarter of 2000, were designed to assure financial viability while the restructuring was completed.
Given the continuing sharp rise in oil and gas prices throughout 2000, these hedges substantially limited the benefits to the
Company of the price increases. While the Company has continued to hedge on a rolling twelve to eighteen month basis since that
time, the rise in prices has permitted a substantial increase in the average price at which production is hedged, particularly since
September 30, 2000. At year end 2000, the
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Company had hedges in place on approximately 33.7 Bcfe of gas and 1 million barrels of oil at average prices of $4.07 per Mcf and
$28.62 per barrel. These hedges cover approximately 64% and 7% of the Company’s anticipated production on an Mcfe basis for
2001 and 2002, respectively.

      In 2000, with the benefit of rising oil and gas prices, the Company began to gradually increase capital expenditures while
keeping spending well below internal cash flow to allow the continued pay down of debt. Through these repayments and exchanges
of common stock for fixed income securities, debt was again substantially reduced. Despite capital constraints, the Company
managed to modestly increase production in the course of the year primarily by bringing proved non-producing reserves on stream.
While production rose during the year, it fell 17% from the prior year level primarily due to the impact of the Great Lakes
transaction in late 1999. By mid-year, the progress made in restructuring began to be recognized and the market for the Company’s
stock started to rebound. However, due to the lower capital expenditures the Company was unable to replace production and proved
reserves fell 5.4% during the year.

      In 2001, the Company expects to increase its capital budget by 46% to roughly $85 million. This should generate a continued
increase in production and, through the increase in spending and a greater emphasis on developing unproved reserves, may permit
reserve growth to resume. Finally, the benefits of sharply higher energy prices and reduced fixed charges should allow substantial
profitability and a continuing reduction of debt. By year-end 2001, management believes leverage will have been reduced to a fully
manageable level and that the Company will be well positioned to again pursue profitable long-term growth.

Description of the Business

      Strategy

      Between 1988 and 1997, assets grew from $7 million to $764 million as stockholders’ equity increased from less than
$1 million to $197 million. In 1998 and 1999, the Company incurred almost $200 million of losses from continuing disappointing
results on a series of large acquisitions consummated between late 1997 and mid-1998 which led to a series of impairments. These
losses materially reduced stockholders’ equity and increased leverage ratios. The significant improvement in oil and gas prices
since mid-1999 combined with the benefits of reduced costs allowed the Company to return to profitability in 2000. In 2001, the



Company’s goal is to continue to reduce debt while increasing capital expenditures. The 2001 capital budget should provide modest
production growth and may permit a resumption of reserve growth.

      At year end, the Company had over 2,100 proven development projects in inventory. Given current oil and gas prices and this
development inventory, the Company believes it can achieve growth in reserves, production, cash flow and earnings over the next
several years while further reducing debt. The Company currently anticipates spending $85 million on capital expenditures in 2001.
The Company’s approximately 488,000 gross (219,000 net) acre undeveloped leasehold position provides significant long-term
exploration and development potential.

      Development. Development projects include recompletions of existing wells, infill drilling and the installation of secondary
recovery projects. Such projects are pursued within core areas where the Company has significant operational and technical
experience. At December 31, 2000, 1,812 proven drilling locations and 318 proven recompletions were in inventory. In 2001, 236
development wells and 73 recompletions are planned.

      Exploration. Onshore exploration projects cover 264,810 gross (102,098 net) acres. These projects target deeper horizons in
existing fields as well as prospective fields in trend areas. Offshore exploration focuses on the shallow waters of the Gulf of Mexico
where 3D seismic data covering 3.5 million contiguous acres is held. Range has offshore leases covering 145,889 gross (37,012
net) acres on which it has to date identified nine specific projects. The Company’s exploration strategy is based on limiting risk by
allocating no more than 10% to 15% of the capital budget to such projects. At times, other companies pay all
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or a disproportionate share of exploration costs to earn an interest in a project. The Company currently anticipates participating in
up to 30 exploratory wells in 2001.

      Acquisitions. After a two year period during which the Company entirely withdrew from the acquisition market, management
expects to reactivate this effort in the latter part of 2001. At least initially, the focus will be on modest purchases of incremental
interests in existing and adjacent properties. To the extent the acquisition effort is successfully reinitiated and capital constraints are
reduced, a more substantial effort will be considered beginning in 2002.

Development and Exploration

      In 2000, the Company spent $53.5 million on oil and gas related capital expenditures, an increase of 43% over that expended in
1999 (see Note 16 to the financial statements). Of this amount, $17.6 million was expended in the Southwest, $12.7 million in
Appalachia and $23.2 million in the Gulf Coast. These expenditures were primarily focused on placing proved non-producing
reserves on stream. They funded 56 recompletions, 178 development and 16 exploratory wells, minor lease acquisitions and
seismic work. Exploration and development spending brought 28.3 Bcfe of proved non-producing reserves on stream and added a
net 22.4 Bcfe of new reserves. Net reserves added during the year replaced 41% of production (see Note 20 to the financial
statements).

Development

      Development includes recompletions, infill drilling and to a lesser extent, installation of secondary recovery projects. As
described below, the Company currently has 2,130 proven recompletion opportunities and drilling locations in inventory. Drilling
prospects are geographically diverse and target a mix of oil and gas, generally at depths of less than 8,000 feet. Approximately 83%
of the proved development locations are concentrated in ten fields covering 824,144 gross (445,928 net) acres. The Company
believes that such large acreage blocks and concentration of to be drilled wells provides economies of scale, access to competitively
priced field services and focused operating and technical expertise. The following table sets forth information pertaining to the
proven development inventory at December 31, 2000.

              
Development Projects

Recompletion
Opportunities Drilling Locations Total

Southwest 193 151 344
Gulf Coast 51 26 77
Appalachia 74 1,635 1,709

Total 318 1,812 2,130

Exploration



      Onshore. The Company currently has 165 onshore exploration projects covering 264,810 gross (102,098 net) acres. Each
project has multiple drilling prospects, some with several targeted formations. Given the current emphasis on debt reduction, only a
limited amount of work will be done on these projects in 2001.

      Gulf of Mexico. The Company has a 3D seismic database covering 700 contiguous blocks in the shallow waters of the Gulf,
primarily offshore Louisiana. This database has been used to map geological trends within this 3.5 million acre area, identifying
specific targets for further exploration. The Company’s current offshore leasehold inventory totals only 25,000 gross (8,383 net)
acres. To more fully exploit the 3D
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seismic database, it will be necessary to farm-in or lease significant additional acreage. To date, nine specific prospects have been
identified. These prospects target Miocene formations at depths of 8,000 to 18,000 feet.

Production

      Production revenue is generated through the sale of natural gas, crude oil and natural gas liquids (“NGL”) from properties
owned directly or through partnerships and joint ventures. The Company receives additional revenue from royalties. While
production is sold to a limited number of purchasers, only three account for more than 10% of oil and gas revenues. Management
believes that the loss of any individual customer would not have a material adverse effect on the Company. Proximity to local
markets, availability of competitive fuels and overall supply and demand are factors affecting the prices at which production can be
marketed. Factors outside the Company’s control, such as international political developments, overall energy supply and demand,
weather conditions, economic growth rates and other factors in the United States and world economies have had, and will continue
to have, a significant effect on energy prices.

      The following table sets forth production volumes, revenue and expense information for the past five years (in thousands,
except average sales price and operating cost data).

                       
Year Ended December 31,

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Production
Gas (Mcf) 21,231 38,409 45,193 50,808 41,039
Crude oil (Bbl) 1,018 1,371 2,175 2,247 2,035
Natural gas liquids (Bbl) 50 423 480 412 363

Total (Mcfe) (a) 27,639 49,173 61,123 66,762 55,428
Revenues

Gas $47,629 $101,217 $105,509 $108,115 $118,977
Crude oil 19,912 24,967 26,119 33,075 47,414
Natural gas liquids 513 3,833 3,965 4,302 6,691

Total $68,054 $130,017 $135,593 $145,492 $173,082

Average sales price (b)
Gas (Mcf) $ 2.24 $ 2.64 $ 2.33 $ 2.13 $ 2.90
Crude oil (Bbl) 19.56 18.21 12.01 14.72 23.30
Natural gas liquids (Bbl) 10.26 9.06 8.26 10.44 18.43
Mcfe (a) 2.46 2.64 2.22 2.18 3.12

Operating cost (Mcfe)
Direct costs $ 0.69 $ 0.57 $ 0.57 $ 0.58 $ 0.59
Severance and production taxes 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.11

Total $ 0.75 $ 0.64 $ 0.64 $ 0.65 $ 0.70

(a) Oil and NGL are converted to Mcfe at a rate of 6 Mcf per barrel.
(b) Average sales prices are net of hedging, which reduced average oil and gas prices in 2000 by $4.85 and $0.81, respectively.

      On an Mcfe basis, approximately 74% of the Company’s production is natural gas. Gas is sold to utilities, marketing companies
and industrial users. Gas sales are made pursuant to various contractual arrangements including month-to-month, one to three-year
contracts at fixed or variable prices and fixed prices for the life of the well. All contracts other than the fixed price contracts contain
provisions for price adjustment, termination and other terms customary in the industry. Great Lakes sells 90% of its gas
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production to FirstEnergy based on closing prices on the New York Mercantile Exchange (“NYMEX”). The terms automatically
renew for one-month periods through June 30, 2001. Oil is sold under contracts that can be terminated on 30 days notice. The price
received is generally equal to a posted price set by major purchasers in the area. Oil purchasers are selected on the basis of price
and service. In 2000, gas revenues totaled $119 million or 69% of oil and gas revenues while revenues from oil and natural gas
liquids totaled $54 million. Oil and gas revenues in 2000 increased 19% over the prior year despite a 17% decline in production.

Transportation, Processing and Marketing

      Transportation, processing and marketing revenues are comprised of fees for the transportation and processing of gas as well as
oil and gas marketing income. Transportation, processing and marketing revenues decreased 32% in 2000 to $5.3 million primarily
as a result of asset sales.

      The Company’s gas transportation and processing assets include (i) 50% ownership in approximately 4,700 miles of gas
pipelines in Appalachia held through Great Lakes and (ii) a number of smaller gathering systems associated with the Company’s
producing properties. The Appalachian gathering systems transport a majority of Great Lakes’ gas production as well as third party
gas to major trunklines and directly to end-users. Third parties who transport gas through the systems are charged a fee based on
throughput. In the Southwest and Gulf Coast regions gas production is transported through a combination of Company-owned and
third party gathering systems. The Company is typically charged a fee based on throughput in order to transport its gas through
third party systems.

      The Company markets its own gas production and manages the impact of price fluctuations through hedging. Only 2% of gas
production is currently sold pursuant to fixed price contracts at prices ranging from $1.25 to $4.73 per Mcf (averaging $2.98 per
Mcf). The remaining 98% of gas production is sold at market (generally NYMEX) related prices.

Hedging Activities

      The Company regularly enters into hedging agreements to reduce the impact of fluctuations in oil and gas prices. All such
contracts are entered into solely to hedge prices and to limit volatility. The Company’s current policy is to hedge between 50% and
75% of its production on a rolling twelve to eighteen month basis. At December 31, 2000, hedges were in place covering 33.7 Bcf
of gas and 1.0 million barrels of oil at prices ranging from $2.84 to $6.78 per Mmbtu (averaging $4.07) and from $26.96 to $33.71
per barrel (averaging $28.62). While these transactions have no carrying value, their fair value, represented by the estimated
amount that would be required to terminate them, was a net loss of $72.1 million at December 31, 2000. Due to the decline in
commodity prices, particularly natural gas, subsequent to year end, the fair market value of these hedge transactions was a net loss
of $54.5 million at February 28, 2001. The contracts expire monthly through December 2002 and cover approximately 64% of
anticipated 2001 production and 7% of 2002 production. Gains or losses on hedging transactions are determined as the difference
between the contract price and a reference price, generally closing prices on the NYMEX. Transaction gains and losses are
determined monthly and are included in oil and gas revenues in the period the hedged production is sold. Net gains (losses) relating
to these derivatives in 1998, 1999 and 2000 approximated $3.1 million, $(10.6) million and $(43.2) million, respectively. Effective
January 1, 2001, the gains (losses) in these hedging positions will be recorded at fair value on the Company’s balance sheet as
Other Comprehensive Income (Loss), a component of Stockholders’ Equity.

      In June 2000, the Company repriced 4.1 Bcf of natural gas hedges from an average price of $2.59 to $3.00 per Mmbtu. In
exchange, the Company hedged an average of 22,700 Mmbtu per day from April 2001 through March 2002 at an average price of
$3.20 per Mmbtu. While the Company’s payment requirement for the repriced hedges was affected, the $6.0 million of estimated
net losses on the original hedges were recorded in the periods in which they would have been recorded under generally accepted
accounting principles. A deferred loss and associated liability of $6.0 million were recorded on the Balance Sheet at June 30, 2000,
of which $665,000 and $945,000 remained at December 31, 2000,
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respectively. The imputed interest cost of the repricing was $168,000. See Note 7 for a summary of the Company’s hedge position
at December 31, 2000.

Independent Producer Finance (“IPF”)

      IPF provides capital to small oil and gas producers to finance acquisition and development projects in exchange for term
overriding royalty interests. The overrides are dollar-denominated and calculated to provide a contractual rate of return that
typically ranges between 15% and 25%. Almost all of the advances are for less than $5 million and most are for $1 million or less.
IPF funds itself through a combination of internal cash flow and bank borrowings. At December 31, 2000, IPF’s portfolio included
45 transactions having an aggregate book value of $48.9 million (net of $15.3 million of valuation allowances). The portfolio
balance declined 25% from December 31, 1999 primarily due to $24.8 million of repayments received during 2000. The reserves
underlying IPF’s royalty interests are not included in Range’s consolidated reserve disclosure.



      IPF provides valuation allowances against advances which may not be recoverable. These allowances reduce reported revenues.
During early 2000, IPF provided $603,000 in additional allowances. However, because of higher product prices and growing cash
receipts, IPF reversed $1.9 million of previously recorded allowances during the year. Accordingly, reported revenues increased a
net $1.3 million, from $8.7 million to $10.0 million. IPF expenses include general and administrative costs and interest expense,
which totaled $1.5 million and $3.4 million, respectively, in 2000. At current commodity prices, the Company believes that IPF’s
valuation allowances are adequate.

      IPF has three petroleum engineers and geologists with an average of 18 years of experience who identify and evaluate projects.
The staff is responsible for defining transaction risk, assessing reserve coverage and negotiating terms. Transactions are structured
to minimize risk by focusing on asset coverage and taking direct title to the royalty interests. As dollar-denominated royalties, the
transactions leave a portion of the commodity price risk with the producer. However, when extreme price declines occur, as they
did in 1998 and 1999, IPF is exposed to substantial losses.

      IPF provides capital to parties who are generally ignored by traditional financial institutions. These producers are typically
denied access to financing because: (i) they are too small to access the public securities markets; (ii) private equity and debt
financing is too restrictive and expensive; and (iii) few commercial banks are interested in small energy loans as consolidation in
the banking industry has raised the size threshold for lending. IPF’s portfolio decreased in 2000 as a limited number of fundings
were more than offset by principal repayments. IPF expects demand for funding to rise as acquisition and divestiture activity
accelerates and further consolidation in the banking industry reduces the availability of bank financing for small transactions. IPF’s
bank debt is non-recourse to Range.

      IPF investments involve the purchase of a term overriding royalty interest pursuant to which it receives a specified share of
revenues from specific properties. The producer’s obligation is non-recourse unless he fails to operate prudently, there is title
failure and in certain other circumstances. Consequently, IPF’s success is based on its ability to accurately estimate reserves
underlying its royalty, the prices at which the production will be sold, and the operator’s ability to recover the reserves on a timely
basis. Because the override is considered a property interest, if a producer goes bankrupt, IPF’s interest should be beyond the reach
of creditors. If a creditor, the producer as debtor-in-possession or a trustee in a bankruptcy proceeding were to argue successfully
that the transaction should be characterized as a loan, IPF may have only a creditor’s claim for repayment. IPF’s ownership in these
production payments is a non-operated interest. While IPF is unlikely to be exposed to liabilities associated with direct working
interests, such as environmental matters, personal injuries or death and property damage, such events could result in a loss of IPF’s
economic interest in the properties. The producer’s obligation to deliver a specified share of revenues to IPF is subject to the ability
of the burdened reserves to produce such revenues. As a result, IPF bears the risk that revenues will not be sufficient to amortize its
investment or provide an acceptable return.
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      IPF was acquired in 1998. The following table summarizes IPF’s historical investments:

                     
Year ended December 31,

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Total advances ($000) $19,100 $40,150 $45,822 $4,259 $6,985
Number of advances 27 39 75 30 26
Average advance ($000) $ 707 $ 1,029 $ 611 $ 142 $ 269

Interest and Other

      The Company earns interest on cash balances and various receivables. However, interest and other income in 2000 was
comprised principally of losses on property sales. The Company expects to continue to sell non-strategic properties. Interest and
other income in 2000 amounted to $(702,000), representing (0.4)% of revenues.

Competition

      The Company encounters substantial competition in acquiring oil and gas leases, marketing its production, securing personnel
and conducting drilling and field operations. Competitors in development, exploration, acquisitions and production include the
major oil companies as well as numerous independents, individual proprietors and others. Many competitors have financial and
other resources substantially exceeding those of the Company. Therefore, competitors may be able to pay more for desirable leases
and to evaluate, bid for and purchase a greater number of properties or prospects than the financial or personnel resources of the
Company permit. The ability of the Company to replace and expand its reserve base will depend on its ability to identify and
acquire suitable producing properties and prospects for future drilling.

      Acquisitions have generally been financed through the issuance of debt and equity securities and internally generated cash flow.
There is competition for capital to finance oil and gas projects. The ability of the Company to obtain financing on satisfactory terms



is uncertain and can be affected by numerous factors beyond its control. The inability of the Company to raise external capital in
the future could have a material adverse effect on its business.

Governmental Regulation

      The Company’s operations are affected in varying degrees by federal, state and local laws and regulations. In particular, oil and
gas production and related operations are or have been subject to price controls, taxes and other laws and regulations. Failure to
comply with such laws and regulations can result in substantial penalties. The regulatory burden on the industry increases the
Company’s cost of doing business and affects its profitability. Although the Company believes it is in substantial compliance with
all applicable laws and regulations, because such laws and regulations are frequently amended or reinterpreted, the Company is
unable to precisely predict the future cost or impact of complying.

The Restructuring

      A series of significant acquisitions financed principally with debt and convertible securities were completed between late 1997
and mid-1998. Due to the poor performance of the acquired properties compounded by a decline in oil and gas prices which began
in late 1997, the Company was forced to take a number of steps. These included a workforce reduction, a significant decrease in
capital expenditures, the sale of assets, the formation of Great Lakes and the exchange of common stock for fixed income
securities. Since year-end 1998, these initiatives have reduced parent company bank debt from over $365 million to $89.9 million.
Total debt (including trust preferred) has been reduced 37% to $458.1 million. While
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management believes these steps have stabilized the Company’s financial position, debt remains too high. For the Company to
return to its historical posture of consistent profitability and growth, further reductions in debt are believed necessary. The
Company expects to utilize excess cash flow to retire debt and to continue to exchange common stock or other equity-linked
securities for fixed income securities. While the Company hopes to reacquire the fixed income securities at a discount to face value,
existing stockholders will be substantially diluted if a material portion of the fixed income securities are exchanged. The extent of
dilution will depend on a number of factors, including the number of shares issued, the price at which stock is issued or newly
issued securities are convertible into common stock and the price at which fixed income securities are reacquired. While such
exchanges reduce existing stockholders’ proportionate ownership, management believes such exchanges enhance the Company’s
financial flexibility and could increase the market value of its common stock.

      While the Company currently believes it has sufficient liquidity and cash flow to meet its obligations, a material drop in oil and
gas prices or a reduction in production and reserves would reduce the ability to fund capital expenditures, reduce debt and meet
financial obligations.

Environmental Matters

      The Company’s operations are subject to stringent federal, state and local laws governing the discharge of materials into the
environment or otherwise relating to environmental protection. Numerous governmental departments such as the Environmental
Protection Agency (“EPA”) issue regulations to implement and enforce such laws, which are often difficult and costly to comply
with and which carry substantial civil and criminal penalties for failure to comply. These laws and regulations may require the
acquisition of a permit before drilling commences, restrict the types, quantities and concentrations of various substances that can be
released into the environment in connection with drilling, production and pipeline, limit or prohibit drilling activities on certain
lands lying within wilderness, wetlands, frontier and other protected areas, require some form of remedial action to prevent
pollution from former operations such as plugging abandoned wells, and impose substantial liabilities for pollution resulting from
operations. In addition, these laws, rules and regulations may restrict the rate of production. The regulatory burden on the oil and
gas industry increases the cost of doing business and affects profitability. Changes in environmental laws and regulations occur
frequently, and changes that result in more stringent and costly waste handling, disposal or clean-up requirements could adversely
affect the Company’s operations and financial position, as well as the industry in general. Management believes the Company is in
substantial compliance with current applicable environmental laws and regulations. The Company has not experienced any material
adverse effect from compliance with environmental requirements, there is no assurance that this will continue. The Company did
not have any material capital expenditures in connection with environmental matters in 2000, nor does it anticipate that such
expenditures will be material in 2001.

      The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (“CERCLA”), known as the “Superfund” law,
imposes liability, without regard to fault or the legality of the original conduct, on certain classes of persons who are considered to
be responsible for the release of a “hazardous substance” into the environment. These persons include the owner or operator of the
disposal site or sites where the release occurred and companies that disposed of or arranged for the disposal of the hazardous
substances at the site where the release occurred. Under CERCLA, such persons may be subject to joint and several liability for the
costs of cleaning up the hazardous substances that have been released into the environment, for damages to natural resources and
for the costs of certain health studies. It is not uncommon for neighboring landowners and other third parties to file claims for
personal injury and property damages allegedly caused by the release of hazardous substances or other pollutants into the
environment. Furthermore, although petroleum, including crude oil and natural gas, is exempt from CERCLA, at least two courts



have ruled that certain wastes associated with the production of crude oil may be classified as “hazardous substances” under
CERCLA and that such wastes may become subject to liability and regulation under CERCLA. State initiatives to further regulate
the disposal of oil and gas wastes are pending in certain states and these initiatives could have a significant impact on the Company.
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      The Federal Water Pollution Control Act (“FWPCA”) imposes restrictions and strict controls regarding the discharge of
produced waters and other oil and gas wastes into navigable waters. Permits must be obtained to discharge pollutants into state and
federal waters. The FWPCA and analogous state laws provide for civil, criminal and administrative penalties for any unauthorized
discharges of oil and other hazardous substances in reportable quantities and may impose substantial potential liability for the costs
of removal, remediation and damages. State water discharge regulations and the federal National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System general permits applicable to the oil and gas industry generally prohibit the discharge of produced water, sand and some
other substances into coastal waters. The cost to comply with zero discharges mandated under federal and state law have not had a
material adverse impact on the Company’s financial condition and results of operations. Some oil and gas exploration and
production facilities are required to obtain permits for their storm water discharges. Costs may be incurred in connection with
treatment of wastewater or developing storm water pollution prevention plans.

      The Resources Conservation and Recovery Act (“RCRA”), as amended, generally does not regulate most wastes generated by
the exploration and production of oil and gas. RCRA specifically excludes from the definition of hazardous waste “drilling fluids,
produced waters, and other wastes associated with the exploration, development, or production of crude oil, natural gas or
geothermal energy.” However, these wastes may be regulated by the EPA or state agencies as solid waste. Moreover, ordinary
industrial wastes, such as paint wastes, waste solvents, laboratory wastes and waste compressor oils, are regulated as hazardous
wastes. Although the costs of managing solid hazardous waste may be significant, the Company does not expect to experience
more burdensome costs than similarly situated companies.

      The U.S. Oil Pollution Act (“OPA”) requires owners and operators of facilities that could be the source of an oil spill into
“waters of the United States” (a term defined to include rivers, creeks, wetlands and coastal waters) to adopt and implement plans
and procedures to prevent any spill of oil into any waters of the United States. OPA also requires affected facility owners and
operators to demonstrate that they have at least $35 million in financial resources to pay for the costs of cleaning up an oil spill and
compensating any parties damaged by an oil spill. Substantial civil and criminal fines and penalties can be imposed for violations
of OPA and other environmental statutes.

      Stricter standards in environmental legislation may be imposed on the oil and gas industry in the future. For instance, legislation
has been proposed in Congress from time to time that would reclassify certain oil and gas exploration and production wastes as
“hazardous wastes” and make the waste subject to more stringent handling, disposal and clean-up restrictions. If such legislation
were enacted, it could have a significant impact on the Company’s operating costs, as well as the industry in general. Compliance
with environmental requirements generally could have a material adverse effect on the capital expenditures, earnings or
competitive position of the Company. Although the Company has not experienced any material adverse effect from compliance
with environmental requirements, no assurance may be given that this will continue.

Risk Factors and Cautionary Statement for purposes of the Safe Harbor Provisions of the Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act of 1995

      Certain information included in this report, other materials filed or to be filed by the Company with the Securities and
Exchange Commission (“SEC”), as well as information included in oral statements or other written statements made or to be made
by the Company contain or incorporate by reference certain statements (other than statements of historical fact) that constitute
forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934. When used herein, the words “budget,” “budgeted,” “assumes,” “should,” “goal,” “anticipates,” “expects,”
“believes,” “seeks,” “plans,” “estimates,” “intends,” or “projects” and similar expressions that convey the uncertainty of future
events or outcomes are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Where any forward-looking statement includes a statement
of the assumptions or bases underlying such forward-looking statement, we caution that while we believe these assumptions or
bases to be reasonable and to be made in good faith, assumed facts or bases almost always vary from actual results and the
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difference between assumed facts or bases and the actual results could be material, depending on the circumstances. It is important
to note that our actual results could differ materially from those projected by such forward-looking statements. Although we believe
that the expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements are reasonable and such forward-looking statements are based
upon the best data available at the date this report is filed with the SEC, we cannot assure you that such expectations will prove
correct. Factors that could cause our results to differ materially from the results discussed in such forward-looking statements
include, but are not limited to, the following: production variance from expectations, volatility of oil and gas prices, hedging
results, the need to develop and replace reserves, the substantial capital expenditures required to fund operations, exploration risks,



environmental risks, uncertainties about estimates of reserves, competition, litigation, government regulation, political risks, and
our ability to implement our business strategy. All such forward-looking statements in this document are expressly qualified in their
entirety by the cautionary statements in this paragraph.

      With the previous paragraph in mind, you should consider the following important factors that could cause actual results to
differ materially from those expressed in any forward-looking statement made by the Company or on its behalf.

Common shareholders will be diluted if additional shares are issued

      The Company has filed shelf registration statements which allow it to issue additional common stock and has exchanged
common stock for its fixed income securities over the past two years. In 1999, 2000 and early 2001, the Company exchanged
common stock for 5 3/4% trust convertible preferred securities, convertible debentures and $2.03 convertible preferred stock. The
exchanges were made based on the relative market value of the common stock and the convertible securities at the time of the
exchange, incorporating negotiated terms ranging from a 6% discount to a 7% premium. The convertible securities were acquired
at discounts to their face value ranging from 10% to 63%. During 2000, $25.0 million of trust preferred, $13.8 million of 6%
convertible debentures and $23.2 million of $2.03 convertible preferred stock was acquired in exchange for common stock. See
Notes 6 and 9 to the financial statements. While the exchanges reduce interest expense, dividends and future repayment obligations,
the larger number of common shares outstanding have a dilutive effect on existing shareholders.

      The Company continues to review alternatives to further strengthen its balance sheet and to retire debt and convertible
securities. The Company expects any alternative to involve the prospective issuance of a large number of shares of common stock.
Therefore, such alternatives will tend to dilute current shareholders. The Company expects to continue to exchange common stock
or other equity linked securities for its fixed income securities. While the Company anticipates reacquiring fixed income securities
at a discount to their face value, existing stockholders will be substantially diluted if material portions of the fixed income securities
are exchanged. The extent of dilution will depend on various factors, including the number of shares issued, the price at which
newly issued securities are convertible into common stock and the price at which fixed income securities are reacquired. While
such exchanges reduce existing stockholders’ proportionate ownership, management believes such exchanges enhance the
Company’s financial flexibility and could increase the market value of its common stock. The Company’s ability to consummate
exchanges and the terms of the exchanges is dependent on a number of factors beyond its control, such as the level of various
interest rates, the willingness of other parties to engage in transactions, state and federal regulations covering such transactions and
capital market conditions.

Dividends restrictions

      Restrictions on the payment of dividends and other restricted payments as defined are imposed under the Company’s bank
credit agreements and the 8.75% senior subordinated notes. No common dividends may be paid under the current bank agreement.
Partially in response to these restrictions, a new $2.03 Convertible Exchangeable Preferred Stock Series D was authorized in
September 2000. The Series D had terms substantially identical to the previously outstanding Series C except that dividends could
be paid in common stock. In November 2000, 523,140 shares of Series C were exchanged for Series D on a one-for-one basis. In
December 2000, 323,140 shares of Series D were exchanged for common stock and the Company elected to pay fourth
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quarter 2000 Series D dividends in common stock. Fourth quarter 2000 dividends paid on the Series C amounted to only $10,000.
Subsequent to year-end, all remaining shares of Series D and all but 8,235 shares of Series C were exchanged for common stock.
Dividends on the remaining preferred stock amount to less than $17,000 per annum.

      The terms of the 8.75% senior subordinated notes limit restricted payments (including dividends) to the greater of $20 million
or a formula based on earnings since the issuance of the notes. Given the Company’s losses over the past few years, the formula
provides no availability. Therefore, the Company must rely on the $20 million basket. At December 31, 2000, $4.9 million of the
$20 million basket remained available.

Oil and gas prices are volatile, which can adversely affect cash flow available for reinvestment

      The oil industry is highly cyclical and prices for oil and gas are volatile. Historically, the industry has experienced severe
downturns characterized by oversupply and/or weak demand. Many factors affect oil and gas prices including general economic
conditions, consumer preferences, discretionary spending levels, interest rates and the availability of capital to the industry. In 1998
and early 1999, oil and gas prices fell substantially, which contributed to the substantial losses reported by the Company in those
years. At present, oil and gas prices are at levels substantially above their historical norm. Decreases in oil and gas prices from
current levels could adversely affect the Company’s revenues, results of operations, cash flows and proved reserves. Significant and
prolonged price decreases could have a materially adverse effect on the Company’s operations and limit its ability to fund capital
expenditures. The Company has entered into hedging agreements covering approximately 64% and 7% of its anticipated production
on an Mcfe basis for 2001 and 2002, respectively.

Hedging activities expose us to certain risks



      We enter into hedging arrangements covering a portion of our future oil and gas production to limit volatility and provide more
predictable cash flow. Hedging instruments used include fixed price swaps and have at times included or may include collars, puts
and options on futures. While hedging limits our exposure to adverse price movements, hedging may limit the benefit of price
increases and is subject to a number of risks, including the risk the other party to the hedge will not perform.

Estimates of oil and gas reserves may change; we may not replace production

      The information on proved oil and gas reserves included in this document are simply estimates. The accuracy of any reserve
estimate is a function of the quality of available data, engineering and geological interpretation and judgment, assumptions used
regarding quantities of oil and gas in place, recovery rates and future prices for oil and gas. Actual prices, production, development
expenditures, operating expenses and quantities of recoverable oil and gas reserves will vary from those assumed in our estimates,
and such variances may be significant. If the assumptions used to estimate reserves later prove incorrect in any way, the actual
quantity of reserves and future net cash flow could be materially different from the estimates used herein. In addition, results of
drilling, testing and production along with changes in oil and gas prices may result in substantial upward or downward revisions.

      Without success in exploration, development or acquisitions, our reserves, production and revenues from the sale of oil and gas
will decline over time. Exploration, the continuing development of our properties and acquisitions all require significant
expenditures as well as expertise. If cash flow from operations proves insufficient for any reason, we may be unable to fund
exploration, development and acquisitions at levels we deem advisable.

Our oil and gas properties’ carrying value may be written down

      Accounting rules require that the carrying value of oil and gas properties be periodically reviewed for possible impairment. An
“impairment” is recognized when the book value of a proven property is
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greater than the expected undiscounted future cash flows from that property. We may be required to write down the carrying value
of a property based on oil and gas prices at the time of the impairment review, as well as a continuing evaluation of development
results, production data, economics and other factors. While an impairment charge does not impact cash or cash flow from
operating activities, it reduces earnings, increases leverage ratios and reflects the long-term ability to recover a prior investment.

      Based primarily on the poor performance of certain properties acquired between late-1997 and mid-1998 and significantly
decreased oil and gas prices, we recorded impairments of $197 million in 1998 and $27 million in 1999. For a further discussion of
our accounting policies with respect to oil and gas properties, see Note 1 to the Consolidated Financial Statements.

We could incur substantial environmental liabilities

      Our industry is subject to numerous federal, state and local laws and regulations relating to the environment. We may incur
significant costs and liabilities in complying with existing or future environmental laws and regulations. It is possible that
increasingly strict environmental laws, regulations and enforcement policies or claims for damages to property, employees, other
persons and the environment resulting from current or discontinued operations, could result in substantial costs and liabilities in the
future. For additional information concerning environmental matters, see the “Environmental Matters” section included in this
report.

Our activities involve operating hazards and uninsured risks

      While we maintain insurance against certain of the risks associated with our operations, including, but not limited to, explosion,
pollution and fires, an event against which we are not fully insured could have a significant negative effect on our business. Such
occurrences could include title defects on properties, lost equipment in drilling operations when the drilling contractor is not
responsible for such loss, costs to redrill wells due to down hole equipment and casing failures, and property damage caused over a
period of time not covered by standard industry insurance policies.

      We maintain insurance in amounts and areas of coverage normal for a company of our size and industry. These include, but are
not limited to, workers’ compensation, employers’ liability, automotive liability and general liability. In addition, umbrella liability
and operator’s extra expense policies are maintained. All such insurance is subject to normal deductible levels. We do not insure
against all risks associated with our business either because insurance is unavailable or because we elect not to insure due to
prohibitive cost or other considerations.

      Individuals or companies who feel the Company or those acting on its behalf damaged them physically or financially, have the
right under the law to seek recovery in court. In today’s legal climate, the likelihood of suits continues to increase. As verdicts or
judgments are so uncertain, the Company may elect to settle claims. Settlements may not be covered by insurance and costs might
have to be borne solely by the Company. Even when the Company elects to contest a claim, it may be held liable by the courts.
Often, the cost of defending oneself or one’s rights cannot be recovered from the other parties even if you prove successful and the
costs must be borne solely by the Company. Such costs and settlements could have a material effect on the Company’s financial



position. See Item 3 “Legal Proceedings” included in this report and Note 8 to Consolidated Financial Statements as to certain
proceedings and contingencies.

We are subject to financing and interest rate exposure risks

      Our business and operating results can be harmed by factors such as the availability and cost of capital, increases in interest
rates, changes in the tax rates, market perceptions of the oil and gas industry or the Company, or a reduction in credit rating. These
changes could cause our cost of doing business to increase, limit our ability to pursue opportunities and place us at a competitive
disadvantage. At December
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31, 2000, the Company had a portion of its borrowings subject to interest rate swap agreements. See Note 7 to the financial
statements.

We face considerable competition

      We face competition in every aspect of our business, including, but not limited to, acquiring reserves, leases, obtaining goods,
services, and employees needed to operate and manage the Company, and marketing oil and gas. Competitors include multinational
oil companies, independent production companies and individual producers and operators. Many of our competitors have greater
financial and other resources than we do.

The oil industry is subject to extensive regulation

      The oil industry is subject to various types of regulations in the United States by local, state and federal agencies. Legislation
affecting the industry is under constant review for amendment or expansion, frequently increasing the regulatory burden. Numerous
departments and agencies, both state and federal, are authorized by statute to issue rules and regulations binding on the industry and
participants in it. Compliance with such rules and regulations is often difficult and costly and may carry substantial penalties for
non-compliance. As the regulatory burden on the industry increases, the cost of complying affects profitability. Generally these
burdens do not appear to affect the Company to any greater or lesser extent than other companies in the industry with similar types
and quantities of properties in the same areas of the country. While we are a party to several regulatory proceedings before
governmental agencies arising in the ordinary course of business, we do not believe that their outcome will have a material adverse
effect on our operations or financial condition.

Our high fixed charge burden could impact our liquidity, profitability and cash flow

      The Company pays significant fixed charges associated with its bank debt, 8.75% senior subordinated notes, 6% convertible
debentures, the bank debt of its subsidiaries and 5.75% trust preferred. At December 31, 2000, the face value of these obligations
totaled $458 million and the associated fixed charges, based on rates in effect at that date totaled $36.3 million a year. In addition,
these obligations have certain requirements that the Company must meet to avoid the acceleration of the maturity of these
instruments. See Note 6 to the Consolidated Financial Statements for their stated maturities. The acceleration of the maturity of one
or more of such obligations could have a material adverse effect on the Company.

      The Company’s significant debt burden could have other important consequences such as, but not limited to, requiring the sale
of assets at unfavorable prices, the impact of an increase in interest rates which would increase financing costs and limit capital
available for developing and acquiring new properties, limit the ability to raise capital in the equity and/or debt markets, preclude
financing options available to less leveraged companies, and make the Company more vulnerable to losses during periods of low
oil and gas prices.

Risks associated with IPF

      IPF purchases term overriding royalty interests through which it receives an agreed upon share of revenues from certain
properties. The producer’s obligation to deliver revenues to us is non-recourse. Consequently, IPF can only recover its investment
and a return through revenues from those properties. These revenues are subject to our ability to accurately estimate reserves and
production rates and the operator’s ability to produce and recover these reserves. In summary, IPF bears the risk that future
revenues it receives will be insufficient to amortize the price paid for its overrides or to provide an acceptable return.
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Acquisitions are subject to numerous risks

      It generally is not feasible to review in detail every individual property acquired. Ordinarily, a review is focused on higher-
valued properties. However, even a detailed review of all properties and records may not reveal existing or potential problems, nor



will it permit us to become sufficiently familiar with the properties to assess fully their deficiencies and capabilities. We do not
always inspect every well we acquire, and environmental problems, such as groundwater contamination, are not necessarily
observable even when an inspection is performed. In late 1997 and 1998, a series of acquisitions were consummated which proved
extremely unsuccessful. Ongoing results showed the potential of the properties was far less than our engineering and geological
review, as well as a review by one of our independent petroleum engineering firms, had suggested.

Our Chairman has an interest in another oil and gas company that could compete with us

      Our Chairman also serves as the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Patina Oil & Gas Corporation (“Patina”), a publicly
traded oil and gas company in which he is a significant investor. He is also an officer, director and/or significant investor in several
other public and private companies engaged in various aspects of the energy industry. We currently have no business relationship
with any of these companies, none of them owns our securities nor do we hold any of theirs. Historically, no material conflict has
arisen with regard to these companies. However, conflicts of interests may arise. Board policies are in place that require
Mr. Edelman, along with all other officers and directors, to give us notification of any potential conflicts that arise. However, we
cannot assure you that we will not compete with one or more of these companies, particularly for acquisitions, or encounter other
conflicts of interest in the future.

Success depends on key members of our management

      The Company’s success is highly dependent on its senior management personnel, none of who are currently subject to
employment contracts. The loss of one or more of these individuals could have a material adverse effect on the Company.

Employees

      As of January 1, 2001, the Company had 139 full time employees, 49 of whom were field personnel. None are covered by a
collective bargaining agreement. Management believes that its relationship with employees is good.
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ITEM 2. PROPERTIES

      On December 31, 2000, the Company held working interests in 9,649 gross (4,790 net) productive wells and royalty interests in
an additional 436. Including its 50% share of Great Lakes’ reserves, its properties contained, net to its interest, estimated proved
reserves of 427.7 Bcf of gas and 26.0 million barrels of oil and NGL or a total of 583.7 Bcfe.

Proved Reserves

      The following table sets forth estimated proved reserves over the past five years.

                       
December 31,

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Natural gas (Mmcf)
Developed 207,601 369,786 436,062 299,436 305,796

Undeveloped 87,993 204,632 197,255 144,345 121,871

Total 295,594 574,418 633,317 443,781 427,667

Oil and NGL (Mbbls)
Developed 10,703 14,971 19,649 17,884 17,215

Undeveloped 3,972 14,803 7,480 10,933 8,787

Total 14,675 29,774 27,129 28,817 26,002

Total (Mmcfe) (a) 383,644 753,062 796,091 616,685 583,680

% Developed 70.9% 61.0% 70.0% 66.0% 69.7%

(a) Oil and NGL are converted to Mcfe at a rate of 6 Mcf per barrel.

      At year end 2000, the Company engaged the following independent petroleum consultants to evaluate its reserves: H.J. Gruy
and Associates, Inc. (Southwest), DeGolyer and MacNaughton (Southwest and Gulf Coast), and Wright and Company, Inc.
(Appalachia). These engineers were employed primarily based on their geographic expertise as well as their history in engineering
certain properties. At December 31, 2000, these consultants collectively evaluated approximately 80% of the proved reserves set



forth above. The remainder were evaluated by the internal engineering staff. All estimates of oil and gas reserves are subject to
significant uncertainty.

      The following table sets forth the estimated future net revenues from proved reserves and the present value of those revenues in
millions over the past five years.

                      
December 31,

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Future net revenues $941 $1,276 $1,020 $1,013 $3,764
Present Value

Pre-tax 492 632 555 556 1,964
After tax 351 511 517 503 1,506
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      Future net revenues represent future revenues from the sale of proved reserves net of production and development costs
(including production and ad valorem taxes and operating expenses). Such calculations, prepared in accordance with SFAS No. 69,
“Disclosures about Oil and Gas Producing Activities,” are based on costs and prices in effect at December 31, 2000. Average
product prices at December 31, 2000 were $24.95 per barrel of oil, $14.58 per barrel for natural gas liquids, and $9.46 per Mcf of
gas using benchmark NYMEX prices of $26.80 per barrel and $9.77 per Mmbtu. There can be no assurance that the proved
reserves will be produced within the periods indicated or that prices and costs will remain constant. There are numerous
uncertainties inherent in estimating reserves and related information and different reservoir engineers often arrive at different
estimates for the same properties. No estimates of reserves have been filed with or included in reports to another federal authority
or agency since year-end.

Significant Properties

      The Company’s proved reserves at December 31, 2000 were concentrated in three regions, Southwest, Gulf Coast and
Appalachia. The Southwest is divided into the Permian and the Midcontinent divisions. The Appalachian properties represent the
Company’s 50% ownership in Great Lakes. At year-end, the Company’s properties included working interests in 9,857 gross (4,788
net) productive oil and gas wells and royalty interests in 436 additional wells. The Company also held interests in 487,688 gross
(219,457 net) undeveloped acres. The following table sets forth summary information with respect to estimated proved reserves at
December 31, 2000.

                       
Pre-tax Present Value

Amount Oil & NGL Natural Gas Total
(In thousands) % (Mbbls) (Mmcf) (Mmcfe)

Southwest Permian $ 445,251 23 16,600 75,071 174,671
Midcontinent 244,862 12 817 53,924 58,826

Subtotal 690,113 35 17,417 128,995 233,497

Gulf Coast 559,480 28 2,386 95,207 109,523
Appalachia 714,665 37 6,199 203,465 240,660

Total $1,964,258 100 26,002 427,667 583,680

Southwest Region

      The Southwestern properties are situated in the Permian and Val Verde Basins of west Texas, the Texas panhandle, the East
Texas Basin and the Anadarko Basin of western Oklahoma. Reserves in this region represented 40% by volume and 35% by value
of total proved reserves at December 31, 2000. Proved reserves totaled 233 Bcfe, of which 55% was gas. At December 31, 2000,
the Southwest Region properties had a development inventory of 193 proven recompletions and 151 drilling locations. Acreage
owned by the Southwest Region at December 31, 2000 included 264,719 gross (189,692 net) developed acres and 54,025 gross
(41,074 net) undeveloped acres. During 2000, 29 development wells (19.7 net) were drilled, of which 25 (16.8 net) were
productive. Two exploratory wells (0.6 net) were drilled, of which none were productive.

      Permian. The Permian properties, located in the Permian and Val Verde Basins of west Texas, contained 175 Bcfe of proved
reserves at year end. These reserves represented 30% by volume and 23% by value of total proved reserves and were 57% oil and
NGL. In the fourth quarter of 2000, net production averaged 4,244 barrels of oil and NGL and 19.1 Mmcf of gas per day, or 44.6



Mmcfe per day in total. Producing wells total 1,256 (1,129 net), of which the Company operates approximately 93%. Major
producing areas include Sonora, Sterling and Big Lake/Fuhrman-Mascho/Powell Ranch. The Oakridge and Frances Hill fields in
the Sonora area produce from multiple deltaic channel Canyon sandstones at depths of 2,600 to 6,000 feet. At Sterling, gas
production is derived from Canyon/Cisco sub-marine sand deposits at
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4,000 to 8,000 foot depths, while oil production comes from Silurian Fusselman carbonates at 8,200 to 10,000 feet. The Big
Lake/Fuhrman-Mascho/Powell Ranch area produces primarily oil from the San Andres/Grayburg formations at depths ranging
from 2,500 feet to 4,600 feet and from the Wolfcamp formation at a depth of 8,000 to 9,000 feet. At December 31, 2000, the
Permian division had a development inventory of 155 proven recompletions and 135 proven drilling locations. Acreage owned by
the Permian division at December 31, 2000 included 66,919 gross (64,892 net) developed acres and 48,325 gross (37,374 net)
undeveloped acres. During 2000, eleven development wells (6.1 net) were drilled, all of which were productive. One exploratory
well (0.5 net) was drilled, which was dry.

      Midcontinent. The Midcontinent properties, located in the Anadarko Basin of western Oklahoma and the Texas panhandle, held
proved reserves of 59 Bcfe at December 31, 2000. These reserves, representing 10% by volume and 12% by value of total proved
reserves were 92% gas. Of the 311 gross (197 net) wells in the division, 94% are operated. The division’s largest property is the
Okeene Field, which includes 184 operated wells. In the fourth of quarter 2000, net production averaged 149 barrels of oil and 12.0
Mmcf of gas per day or 12.9 MMcfe per day in total. The properties produce from a variety of sands and carbonates in both
structural and stratigraphic traps on the Hunton, Red Fork, Mississippi, Spring, and Morrow formations at 6,000 to 12,000 foot
depths. At December 31, 2000, the Midcontinent division had a development inventory of 38 proven recompletions and 16 proven
drilling locations. Acreage owned by the Midcontinent division at December 31, 2000 included 197,800 gross (124,800 net)
developed acres and 5,700 gross (3,700 net) undeveloped acres. During 2000, 18 development wells (13.6 net) were drilled, of
which 14 (10.7 net) were productive. One exploratory well (0.1 net) was drilled, which was dry.

Gulf Coast Region

      The Gulf Coast properties include onshore reserves in south Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi, as well as offshore reserves in
the shallow waters of the Gulf of Mexico. The properties contained 110 Bcfe of proved reserves at December 31, 2000, or 19% by
volume and 28% by value of total proved reserves and were 87% gas. In the fourth quarter of 2000, net production averaged 1,261
barrels of oil and 54.9 Mmcf of gas per day or 62.5 Mmcfe per day in total. Major onshore fields include Alta Mesa and Oakvale.
These fields produce from the Frio, Vicksburg, and Hosston formations at depths ranging from 1,000 to 16,000 feet. In total, the
onshore properties include 59 wells (46 net), of which 86% are operated. The properties in the Gulf of Mexico include interests in
50 platforms in water depths ranging from 20 to 400 feet, none of which are operated. The entire Gulf Coast region is characterized
by relatively complex geology, multiple producing horizons and substantial exploitation and exploration potential. At December 31,
2000, the Gulf Coast region had a development inventory of 51 proven recompletions and 26 proven drilling locations. Acreage
owned by the Gulf Coast Region at December 31, 2000 included 154,542 gross (41,885 net) developed acres and 85,633 gross
(18,379 net) undeveloped acres. During 2000, eight development wells (4.0 net) were drilled, of which seven (3.0 net) were
productive. Five exploratory wells (1.4 net) were drilled, of which four (1.3 net) were productive.

Appalachian Region

      At December 31, 2000, the Company’s 50% ownership in Great Lakes represented a net 241 Bcfe of proved reserves, or 41%
by volume and 37% by value of total proved reerves. The reserves are attributable to 7,951 gross wells (3,371 net) located in
Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, New York and Michigan. Great Lakes operates 94% of the wells. The reserves are 85% gas and
produce principally from the Upper-Devonian, Medina, Clinton, Knox and Oriskany formations at depths ranging from 2,500 to
7,000 feet. In the fourth quarter of 2000, net daily production averaged 27.9 Mmcf of gas and 856 barrels of oil per day or a total of
33.0 Mcfe per day. After initial flush production, these properties are characterized by gradual decline rates. Gas production is
transported through over 4,700 miles of gas gathering systems owned by Great Lakes and is sold primarily to FirstEnergy. Great
Lakes sells its gas on a negotiated basis. While Great Lakes may sell gas to third parties, such arrangements must be contracted
through FirstEnergy which has the right to match any such arrangements. In September 2000, the parties amended the base contract
to have its term automatically renewed for one month periods through June 30, 2001. The amendments identified gas marketing
services to be performed by FirstEnergy, and defined fees to be paid by Great Lakes and terms and
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conditions of the gas purchase agreement were further defined, including pricing, delivery points and projected volumes. At
December 31, 2000, Great Lakes had a development inventory of 74 proven recompletions and 1,635 proven drilling locations.
Acreage owned by the Appalachian Region at December 31, 2000 included 714,552 gross (335,855 net) developed acres and
348,030 gross (160,004 net) undeveloped acres. During 2000, 142 development wells (63.2 net) were drilled, of which 141 (62.7
net) were productive. Nine exploratory wells (2.6 net) were drilled, of which five (1.6 net) were productive.



      Management of Great Lakes is directed by a committee comprised of three representatives from each of the Company and
FirstEnergy. Disagreements that cannot be resolved by the committee may be resolved through arbitration.

Production

      The following table sets forth production information for the preceding five years (in thousands, except average sales price and
operating cost data).

                       
Year Ended December 31,

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Production
Gas (Mmcf) 21,231 38,409 45,193 50,808 41,039
Crude oil (Mbbl) 1,018 1,371 2,175 2,247 2,035
Natural gas liquids (Mbbl) 50 423 480 412 363

Total (Mmcfe) (a) 27,639 49,173 61,123 66,762 55,428
Revenues

Gas $47,629 $101,217 $105,509 $108,115 $118,977
Crude oil 19,912 24,967 26,119 33,075 47,414
Natural gas liquids 513 3,833 3,965 4,302 6,691

Total 68,054 130,017 135,593 145,492 173,082
Direct operating expenses (b) 20,676 31,481 39,001 43,074 38,525

Gross margin $47,378 $ 98,536 $ 96,592 $102,418 $134,557

Average sales price(c)
Gas (Mcf) $ 2.24 $ 2.64 $ 2.33 $ 2.13 $ 2.90
Crude oil (Bbl) 19.56 18.21 12.01 14.72 23.30
Natural gas liquids (Bbl) 10.26 9.06 8.26 10.44 18.43
Mcfe (a) 2.46 2.64 2.22 2.18 3.12

Operating cost (Mcfe)
Direct costs $ 0.69 $ 0.57 $ 0.57 $ 0.58 $ 0.59
Severance and production taxes 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.11

Total $ 0.75 $ 0.64 $ 0.64 $ 0.65 $ 0.70

(a) Oil and NGL are converted to Mcfe at a rate of 6 Mcf per barrel.
(b) Includes severance and production taxes.
(c) Average sales prices are net of hedging, which reduced average oil and gas prices in 2000 by $4.85 and $0.81, respectively.
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Producing Wells

      The following table sets forth information relating to productive wells at December 31, 2000. The Company owns royalty
interests in an additional 436 wells. Wells are classified as oil or gas according to their predominant production stream.

              
Wells Average

Working
Gross Net Interest

Crude oil 1,705 1,057 62%
Natural gas 8,152 3,731 46%

Total 9,857 4,788 49%

Acreage

      The following table sets forth developed and undeveloped acreage held at December 31, 2000.

              
Acres Average

Working



Gross Net Interest

Developed 1,133,813 567,432 50%
Undeveloped 487,688 219,457 45%

Total 1,621,501 786,889 49%

Drilling Results

      The following table summarizes drilling activities for the past three years.

                           
Year Ended December 31,

1998 1999 2000

Gross Net Gross Net Gross Net

Development wells
Productive 222.0 182.0 43.0 20.6 173.0 82.5
Dry 12.0 8.8 3.0 1.7 6.0 4.4

Exploratory wells
Productive 9.0 3.9 1.0 0.5 9.0 2.9
Dry 5.0 2.9 3.0 0.8 7.0 1.7

Total wells
Productive 231.0 185.9 44.0 21.1 182.0 85.4
Dry 17.0 11.7 6.0 2.5 13.0 6.1

Total 248.0 197.6 50.0 23.6 195.0 91.5
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Real Property

      The Company leases approximately 45,000 square feet of office space in Texas and Oklahoma under standard office lease
arrangements that expire at various times through November 2003. All facilities are believed adequate to meet the Company’s
current needs and existing space could be expanded or additional space could be leased if required.

      In March 2000, a tornado struck the Company’s headquarters in Fort Worth. The Company temporarily relocated to 801 Cherry
Street in Fort Worth. In January 2001, the Company entered into a five-year lease for approximately 26,000 square feet of office
space located at 777 Main Street in Fort Worth, and plans to move there in April 2001.

      The Company owns various vehicles and other equipment that are used in its field operations. Such equipment is believed to be
in good repair and, while such equipment is important to its operations, it can be readily replaced as necessary.

ITEM 3. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS

      The Company is involved in various legal actions and claims arising in the ordinary course of business. In the opinion of
management, such litigation and claims are likely to be resolved without material adverse effect on the Company’s financial
position or results of operations.

      In May 1998, a Domain stockholder filed an action in the Delaware Court of Chancery, alleging that the terms of the merger of
Domain into Range were unfair to a purported class of Domain stockholders and that the defendants (except Range) had violated
their legal duties in connection with the merger. Range is alleged to have aided and abetted the breaches of fiduciary duty allegedly
committed by the other defendants. The action sought to enjoin the merger as well as claiming money damages. In
September 1998, the parties executed a Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”), which represented a settlement in principle.
Under the terms of the MOU, appraisal rights (subject to certain conditions) were offered to all holders of Domain common stock
(excluding the defendants and their affiliates) and Domain agreed to pay court-awarded fees and expenses of plaintiffs’ counsel in
an amount not to exceed $300,000. The settlement remains subject to court approval and certain other conditions which appear
unlikely to be met.

      In February 2000, a royalty owner filed a suit asking for a class action certification against Great Lakes Energy Partners L.L.C.
and the Company in the New York Supreme Court, alleging that gas was sold to affiliates and gas marketers at low prices,
inappropriate post production expenses reduced proceeds to the royalty owners, and that Great Lakes improperly accounted for the
royalty owners’ share of gas. The action sought a proper accounting for all gas sold, an amount equal to the difference in prices
paid and the highest obtainable prices, punitive damages and attorneys’ fees. The case has been remanded to state court in New



York. While the outcome of this suit is uncertain, the Company believes it will be resolved without material adverse effect on its
financial position or result of operations.

ITEM 4. SUBMISSION OF MATTERS TO A VOTE OF SECURITY HOLDERS

      None.
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PART II

ITEM 5. MARKET FOR THE COMMON STOCK AND RELATED MATTERS

      The Company’s common stock is listed on New York Stock Exchange (“NYSE”) under the symbol “RRC.” Prior to
August 1998, the stock was listed under the symbol “LOM.” During 2000, trading volume averaged 329,317 shares per day. On
March 1, 2001, the closing price of the common stock was $5.91. The following table sets forth the high and low sales prices as
reported on the NYSE composite tape over the past two years.

              
Average

Daily
High Low Volume

1999
First quarter $3.81 $1.56 251,690
Second quarter 7.13 2.38 239,062
Third quarter 6.94 3.94 136,213
Fourth quarter 4.69 2.44 173,575

2000
First quarter $3.44 $1.88 230,470
Second quarter 3.31 1.44 382,015
Third quarter 5.31 2.88 366,314
Fourth quarter 7.00 4.00 339,306

      From December 31, 2000 through March 1, 2001 the common stock has traded at prices between $5.50 and $7.13 per share.
The Company’s $2.03 convertible preferred stock, 5.75% trust preferred, 6% convertible debentures and 8.75% senior subordinated
notes are not listed on an exchange but trade over the counter.

Holders of Record

      At March 1, 2001 there were approximately 2,494 holders of record of the common stock.

Dividends

      Common stock dividends were initiated in 1995 and paid quarterly through the third quarter of 1999. In the first quarter of
1999, the dividend was reduced and in the fourth quarter of 1999 it was eliminated in connection with continuing losses. The
convertible preferred stock is entitled to receive cumulative quarterly dividends at an annual rate of $2.03 per share.

      In September 2000, the Company authorized a $2.03 Convertible Exchangeable Preferred Stock Series D, having terms
substantially identical to the outstanding Series C Preferred, with the exception that dividends could be paid in common stock. In
November 2000, 523,140 shares of Series C were exchanged for Series D on a one-for-one basis. In December 2000, 323,140
shares of Series D were exchanged for common stock. The Company elected to pay fourth quarter 2000 Series D dividends in
common stock. Subsequent to December 31, 2000, all remaining shares of Series D and all but 8,235 shares of Series C were
exchanged for common stock. Annual cash dividend requirements on the remaining Series C Preferred amount to less than
$17,000.

      The payment of dividends is subject to declaration by the Board of Directors and depends on earnings, capital expenditures and
various other factors. The bank credit facility and the 8.75% senior subordinated notes contain restrictions on the ability to pay
dividends. The bank credit facility currently
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prohibits common stock dividends. Under the terms of the 8.75% senior subordinated notes, the Company may pay restrictive
payments, including dividends, equal the greater of: i) $20 million or ii) a formula which includes earnings and losses since the



issuance of the notes. Given the Company’s losses since 1997, the Company cannot make payments under the formula and must
rely on the $20 million basket. At December 31, 2000, $4.9 million remained available under the basket.

ITEM 6. SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA

      The following table presents selected financial information covering the last five years.

                      
As of or for the Year Ended December 31,

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

(In thousands, except per share data)
Operations

Revenues $ 75,341 $145,417 $ 148,929 $201,364 $187,719
Net income (loss) 12,615 (23,332) (175,150) (7,793) 37,961
Earnings (loss) per share before extraordinary
items –
   basic 0.71 (1.31) (6.82) (0.34) 0.57
Earnings (loss) per share before extraordinary
items –
   diluted 0.69 (1.31) (6.82) (0.34) 0.57
Earnings (loss) per share – basic 0.71 (1.31) (6.82) (0.27) 0.99
Earnings (loss) per share – diluted 0.69 (1.31) (6.82) (0.27) 0.99
Dividends per common share 0.06 0.10 0.12 0.03 —

Balance Sheet
Working capital $ 12,896 $ (2,051) $ (9,484) $ 22,225 $ 16,227
Oil and gas properties, net 229,417 623,807 662,099 592,363 571,842
Total assets 282,547 758,833 921,612 752,368 689,165
Senior debt 61,780 186,712 367,062 140,000 89,900
Non-recourse debt — — 60,100 142,520 113,009
Subordinated debt 55,000 180,000 180,000 176,360 162,550
Trust Preferred — 120,000 120,000 117,669 92,640
Stockholders’ equity 117,529 196,950 133,222 127,171 185,207
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      The following table sets forth summary unaudited financial information on a quarterly basis for the past two years (in
thousands, except per share data).

                 
1999

March 31 June 30 Sept. 30 Dec. 31

Revenues (a) $ 37,953 $ 42,196 $ 81,095 $ 40,121
Net income (loss) (a)(b) (8,981) (2,087) 12,722 (9,446)
Earnings (loss) per share —basic and diluted (a)(b) (0.26) (0.07) 0.33 (0.27)
Total assets (b) 905,522 895,677 775,785 752,368
Senior debt 317,451 317,085 146,650 140,000
Non-recourse debt 60,100 54,200 146,755 142,520
Subordinated notes 180,000 176,360 176,360 176,360
Trust Preferred 120,000 117,669 117,669 117,669
Stockholders’ equity (a)(b) 124,886 125,970 137,090 127,171
                 

2000

March 31 June 30 Sept. 30 Dec. 31

Revenues $ 42,839 $ 41,336 $ 44,819 $ 58,725
Net income (c) 4,281 8,735 7,756 17,189
Earnings per share —basic and diluted (c) 0.12 0.23 0.19 0.42
Total assets 727,214 700,439 687,500 689,165
Senior debt 142,000 112,000 99,900 89,900
Non-recourse debt 130,619 124,516 120,012 113,009
Subordinated debt 176,060 174,810 165,660 162,550
Trust Preferred 111,490 100,240 97,340 92,640
Stockholders’ equity (c) 134,164 147,900 162,371 185,207

(a) Includes a gain recorded in the third quarter associated with the Great Lakes Energy Partners transaction. See Note 18 to the



financial statements.
(b) Includes a $2.4 million extraordinary gain on retirement of securities recorded in the second quarter, a $21.0 million

provision for impairment on the Sterling Plant recorded in the third quarter and a $6.1 million provision for impairment of
oil and gas properties recorded in the fourth quarter.

(c) Includes extraordinary gains on retirement of securities of $3.5 million, $7.0 million, $4.3 million and $3.0 million recorded
for each of the four quarters of 2000, respectively.

      The total of the earnings per share for each quarter does not equal the earnings per share for the full year, either because the
calculations are based on the weighted average shares outstanding during each of the individual periods or rounding.

      ITEM 7. MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF
OPERATIONS (Capitalized terms herein are defined in the footnotes to the Consolidated Financial Statements contained
herein.)

Factors Affecting Financial Condition and Liquidity

Liquidity and Capital Resources

      During 2000, the Company spent $58.2 million on development, exploration and acquisitions. Debt (including Trust Preferred)
decreased by $118.5 million to $458.1 million. Debt (including Trust Preferred) and $2.03 Preferred decreased by $141.7 million,
including $23.2 million face value of $2.03 Preferred retired at a discount. At December 31, 2000, the Company had $2.5 million in
cash, total assets of $689.2 million and a debt (including Trust Preferred) to capitalization ratio of 71.2%. The unused borrowing
base available at December 31, 2000 was $25.1 million on the Credit Facility, $31.0 million on the Great Lakes Facility and
$18.5 million on the IPF Facility.
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      Long-term debt (including Trust Preferred) at December 31, 2000 totaled $458.1 million and included $89.9 million of
borrowings under the Credit Facility, $84.5 million under the non-recourse Great Lakes Facility, $28.5 million under the non-
recourse IPF Facility, $125.0 million of 8.75% Senior Subordinated Notes, $37.6 million of 6% Convertible Subordinated
Debentures and $92.6 million of Trust Preferred.

      During 2000, 5.7 million shares of common stock were exchanged for $25.0 million of Trust Preferred and $13.8 million of 6%
Debentures. A $17.8 million extraordinary gain net of costs was recorded as the Trust Preferred and 6% Debentures were acquired
at a discount. In addition, 4.6 million shares of common stock were exchanged for $23.2 million of the $2.03 Preferred.

      In September 1999, the Company decided to sell the Sterling Plant and reduced its carrying value to estimated fair value
through an impairment of $21.0 million. The sale of the plant in June 2000 resulted in an additional $716,000 loss.

      The Company currently believes its capital resources are adequate to meet its requirements for at least the next twelve months.
However, future cash flows are subject to a number of variables including the level of production and prices as well as various
economic conditions that have historically affected the oil and gas business. There can be no assurance that internal cash flow and
other capital sources will provide sufficient funds to maintain planned capital expenditures.

Cash Flow

      The Company’s principal sources of cash are operating cash flow and bank borrowings. The Company’s cash flow is highly
dependent on oil and gas prices. Decreases in prices and lower production at certain properties reduced cash flow sharply in 1998
and early 1999 and resulted in the reduction of the Company’s borrowing base. The Company has entered into hedging agreements
covering approximately 64% and 7% of its anticipated production on an Mcfe basis for 2001 and 2002, respectively.
Simultaneously, the Company sharply reduced its development and exploration spending. While the $58.2 million of capital
expenditures for 2000 were funded entirely with internal cash flow, the amount expended was not sufficient to replace production.

      Net cash provided by operations in 1998, 1999 and 2000 was $45.0 million, $50.2 million and $74.1 million, respectively. Cash
flow from operations increased as higher prices, a decrease in direct operating costs and lower interest expense more than offset the
decline in production and increasing general and administrative expenses.

      Net cash used in (provided by) investing in 1998, 1999 and 2000 was $172.3 million, $(98.2) million and $5.3 million,
respectively. In 1999, a $98.7 million source of cash from the formation of Great Lakes, $17.5 million in asset sales and
$13.2 million of IPF receipts, more than offset additions to oil and gas properties and IPF investments. In 2000, $46.8 million of
additions to oil and gas properties, offset by $25.9 million proceeds from sales of assets and $24.8 million of IPF repayments were
included.

      Net cash provided by (used in) financing in 1998, 1999 and 2000 was $128.5 million, $(146.4) million and $(79.3) million,
respectively. Sources of financing have been primarily bank borrowings and capital raised through equity and debt offerings.
During 2000, recourse debt decreased by $63.9 million and total debt (including Trust Preferred) decreased by $118.5 million. The



reduction in debt was the result of applying excess cash flow and proceeds from the sale of assets to debt repayment and exchanges
of common stock for fixed income securities. The amount of Trust Preferred outstanding decreased $2.3 million in 1999 and
$25.0 million in 2000 due to exchanges of such securities into common stock.

Capital Requirements

      During 2000, $58.2 million of capital was expended, primarily on development projects. This represented approximately 61%
of internal cash flow. The Company manages its capital budget with the goal
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of funding it with internal cash flow. Development and exploration activities are highly discretionary, and, for the foreseeable
future, management expects such activities to be maintained at levels below internal cash flow. Remaining cash flow should be
available for debt reduction. See “Business—Development and Exploration Activities.”

Bank Facilities

      The Credit Facility is secured by oil and gas properties. At March 1, 2001, the borrowing base on the Credit Facility was
$115 million of which $21.1 million was available. The borrowing base is subject to redetermination each April and October, as
well as under special circumstances. The borrowing base is dependent on a number of factors, including the lenders’ discounted
present value of estimated future net cash flow from production. Borrowing base redeterminations resulting in no change or a
decrease require approval of 75% of the lenders, redeterminations which result in an increase require 100% approval.

      The Company expects to further reduce bank borrowings in the coming year with internal cash flow and, possibly, asset sales.
During 2000, the Company sold properties and used $25.9 million of proceeds to reduce bank borrowings. There are currently no
agreements to sell any material assets.

      The Company consolidates 50% of amounts outstanding under Great Lakes’s $275 million revolving bank facility. The Great
Lakes Facility is non-recourse to Range. The Great Lakes Facility provides for a borrowing base which is subject to semi-annual
redetermination and is secured by substantially all of the joint venture’s assets. At March 1, 2001, Great Lakes’ borrowing base was
$200 million, of which $40 million was available. The borrowing base is subject to semi-annual redeterminations in April and
October. Borrowing base redeterminations require the approval of all lenders.

      IPF maintains a $100 million revolving credit facility. The IPF Facility is secured by substantially all of IPF’s assets and is non-
recourse to Range. IPF’s borrowing base is subject to semi-annual redetermination in April and October. On March 1, 2001, the IPF
borrowing base was $37 million, of which $13.6 million was available.

Oil and Gas Hedging

      The Company regularly enters into hedging agreements to reduce the impact of fluctuations in oil and gas prices. All such
contracts are entered into solely to hedge price and to limit volatility. The Company’s current policy is to hedge between 50% and
75% of its production on a rolling twelve to eighteen month basis. At December 31, 2000, hedges were in place covering 33.7 Bcf
of gas and 1.0 million barrels of oil at prices ranging from $2.84 to $6.78 per Mmbtu (averaging $4.07) and from $26.96 to $33.71
per barrel (averaging $28.62). While these transactions have no carrying value, their fair value, represented by the estimated
amount that would be required to terminate them, was a net loss of $72.1 million and $54.5 million at December 31, 2000, and
February 28, 2001, respectively. The contracts expire monthly through December 2002 and cover approximately 64% of
anticipated 2001 production and 7% of 2002 production. Gains or losses on hedging transactions are determined as the difference
between the contract price and a reference price, generally closing prices on the NYMEX. Transaction gains and losses are
determined monthly and are included in oil and gas revenues in the period the hedged production is sold. Net gains (losses) relating
to these derivatives in 1998, 1999 and 2000 approximated $3.1 million, $(10.6) million and $(43.2) million, respectively. Effective
January 1, 2001, the gains (losses) in these hedging positions will be recorded at fair value on the Company’s Balance Sheet as
Other Comprehensive Income (Loss), a component of Stockholders’ Equity.

      In June 2000, the Company repriced 4.1 Bcf of existing gas hedges upwards from an average price of $2.59 to $3.00 per
Mmbtu to conserve cash. In exchange for such repricing, the Company hedged an average of 22,700 Mmbtu per day from
April 2001 through March 2002 at an average price of $3.20 per Mmbtu. While the Company’s payment requirement relating to the
repriced hedges was affected, under generally accepted accounting principles the $6.0 million of estimated net losses deferred were
recorded as if no
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repricing had occurred. A deferred loss and associated liability of $6.9 million were recorded on the Balance Sheet at June 30,
2000, of which $665,000 and $945,000 remained at December 31, 2000, respectively. The imputed interest cost associated with the
repricing was $168,000.

Interest Rate Hedging

      At December 31, 2000, Range had $458.1 million of debt (including Trust Preferred) outstanding. Of this amount,
$162.6 million bears interest at fixed rates averaging 8.1%. Senior debt and Non-recourse debt totaling $202.9 million bears
interest at floating rates which averaged 8.7% at year-end 2000. At December 31, 2000, the Company had $20.0 million of
borrowings subject to an interest rate swap agreement based on 30-day LIBOR of 5.59% expiring in October 2001. The agreement
requires the Company to pay the counterparty interest at the above fixed swap rate and requires the counterparty to pay the
Company interest at the 30-day LIBOR rate. In addition, Great Lakes had four interest rate swap agreements totaling $65 million.
Two agreements totaling $45 million at rates of 7.09% each expire in May 2004. Two agreements of $10 million each at 6.20% and
6.22% expire in December 2002. The agreements expiring in May 2004 and December 2002 may be terminated at the
counterparty’s option in May 2002 and December 2001, respectively. The 30-day LIBOR rate on December 31, 2000 was 6.5%. A
1% increase in short-term interest rates on the floating-rate debt outstanding at December 31, 2000 would cost the Company
approximately $2.0 million in additional annual interest.

Capital Restructuring Program

      As more fully described in Note 1 to the Consolidated Financial Statements, the Company took a number of steps beginning in
1998 to strengthen its financial position, including the sale of assets and the exchange of common stock for fixed rate securities.
These initiatives resulted in reducing parent company bank debt to $89.9 million and total debt (including Trust Preferred) to
$458.1 million at December 31, 2000. While management believes these steps have stabilized the Company’s financial position,
debt remains too high. For the Company to return to its historical posture of consistent profitability and growth, management
believes it necessary to further reduce debt. The Company currently believes it has sufficient liquidity and cash flow to meet its
obligations for the next twelve months; however, a drop in oil and gas prices or a reduction in production or reserves would reduce
the Company’s ability to fund capital expenditures and meet its obligations.

Inflation and Changes in Prices

      The Company’s revenues and the value of its assets have been and will continue to be affected by changes in oil and gas prices.
The Company’s ability to maintain current borrowing capacity and to obtain additional capital on attractive terms is also dependent
on oil and gas prices. Oil and gas prices are subject to significant fluctuations that are beyond the Company’s ability to control or
predict. During 2000, the Company received an average of $23.30 per barrel of oil and $2.90 per Mcf of gas after hedging.
Although certain of the Company’s costs and expenses are affected by the general inflation, inflation does not normally have a
significant effect on the Company. Should conditions in the oil industry remain favorable, inflationary pressures specific to the
industry have and may continue to accelerate.
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Results of Operations

      The following table identifies certain unusual items included in net income, and presents net income excluding the effect of
such items. The table should be read in conjunction with the following discussions of results of operations.

                  
Year Ended December 31,

1997 1998 1999 2000

(in thousands)
Net income (loss) as reported $(23,332) $(175,150) $ (7,793) $ 37,961

Impact of hedging, net 900 (3,100) 10,632 43,177

Unusual items:
Provisions for impairment, net of tax 38,742 157,417 27,118 —
Restructuring costs — 3,147 — —
Gain (loss) from asset sales (8,154) (1,817) 530 1,116
Gain on sale —Great Lakes, net of tax — — (38,310) —
Gain on retirement of debt — — (2,430) (17,763)
Reversal of tax provision — — — (1,101)
Reversal of IPF valuation allowances — — — (1,299)

30,588 158,747 (13,092) (19,047)



As adjusted $ 8,156 $ (19,503) $(10,253) $ 62,091

      Based on oil and gas hedging contracts in place at December 31, 2000, an additional $72.1 million of comprehensive loss
would be recognized at December 31, 2000 had SFAS No. 133 been in effect on that date.

Comparison of 2000 to 1999

      Net income in 2000 totaled $38.0 million, compared to a net loss of $7.8 million in 1999. Net income excluding the impact of
hedging losses and unusual items would have been $62.1 million in 2000 versus a net loss of $10.3 million in 1999. Production fell
to 151,442 Mcfe per day, a 17% decrease from 1999. A 4% decrease would have been reported if the impact of the effect of the
Great Lakes transaction were eliminated. Revenues benefited from a 43% increase in average prices per Mcfe to $3.12, partially
offset by the production decrease. The average prices received for oil increased 58% to $23.30 per barrel and for gas increased 36%
to $2.90 per Mcf. Production expenses fell 11% to $38.5 million largely as a result of the Great Lakes transaction and asset
divestitures. The operating cost per Mcfe produced averaged $0.65 in 1999 versus $0.70 in 2000 due to production taxes and
workovers.

      Transportation, processing and marketing revenues decreased 32% to $5.3 million. The benefit to processing revenues of higher
NGL prices was more than offset by the impact of the Sterling gas plant sale in April 2000. IPF’s $10.0 million of revenues
consisted of the return portion of its royalties and a $1.3 million net reversal of valuation allowances previously provided. IPF’s
income rose 27% over that reported in 1999. During 2000, IPF expenses included $1.5 million of administrative costs and
$3.4 million of interest.

      Exploration expense increased 32% to $3.2 million, primarily due to higher dry hole costs.
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      General and administrative expenses increased 29% to $10.3 million. The increase was primarily due to lower recoupments
from third parties for operations which fell due to the Great Lakes transaction and the expense of establishing duplicate financial
and administrative departments in Fort Worth.

      Interest and other income decreased $1.1 million primarily due to $1.1 million of losses on sales of assets. Interest expense
(excluding IPF) decreased 15% to $40.0 million primarily as a result of the lower outstandings, partially offset by higher interest
rates. See the discussion of IPF interest expense in Note 6. The average outstanding balance on the bank credit facility fell to
$125 million from $308 million in the prior year as the weighted average interest rate rose to 8.8% from 7.1%.

      Depletion, depreciation and amortization (“DD&A”) decreased 6% as a result of the mix of production and lower production.
The Company-wide depletion rate rose to $1.30 per Mcfe compared to $1.04 in 1999 as determined based on ending reserves and
the costs associated with them. Unproved properties are assessed periodically to determine whether there has been an impairment.
If an impairment is indicated, a loss is recognized. The Company compares the carrying value of its unproved properties to their
estimated fair value based on a variety of factors, including a geological and engineering assessment of the area and other acreage
transactions in the vicinity. In the fourth quarter of 2000, the Company raised its DD&A rate to $1.38 per Mcfe to reflect a decline
in future proved reserves and the cost of properties subject to amortization. Reserves were revised downward in 2000 due to the
removal of drilling and recompletion locations that, based on perceived risk, will probably not be drilled. See Note 20 to the
financial statements. The Company currently estimates that its DD&A rate for 2001 will approximate $1.34 per Mcfe. The
Company’s high DD&A rate will make it more difficult to remain profitable if commodity prices fall sharply.

Comparison of 1999 to 1998

      The Company reported a net loss for 1999 of $7.8 million, compared to a net loss of $175.2 million in 1998. Net losses
excluding the impact of hedging and unusual items would have been $10.3 million in 1999 compared to $19.5 million in 1998.

      Oil and gas revenues increased 7% to $145.5 million. During the year, production increased 9% to 66.8 Bcfe, an average of
182,900 Mcfe per day. The increased revenues recognized from production were partially offset by a 2% decline in the average
price received of $2.18 per Mcfe. The average oil price increased 23% to $14.72 per barrel while the average gas price decreased
9% to $2.13 per Mcf. In 1999, the Company sold 2.8 Bcf of gas under an above-market contract to a utility at an average price of
$3.81 per Mcf. Had this gas been sold at the average price in the region (approximately $2.32 per Mcf), gas revenues would have
been $3.9 million lower. The gas contract expired in mid-2000. As a result of the Company’s larger base of producing properties,
production expenses increased 10% to $43.1 million in 1999. The average operating cost per Mcfe produced was $0.64 in 1998 and
$0.65 in 1999.

      Transportation, processing and marketing revenues increased 16% to $7.8 million due to higher production levels. IPF income
of $7.8 million consisted of the return portion of its royalties net of a $3.3 million allowance for bad debts. During 1999, IPF
income expenses included $1.5 million of administrative expenses and $4.3 million of interest.



      Exploration expense decreased 78.8% to $2.4 million in 1999. During 1999, the Company sharply reduced exploration
expenditures to help reduce indebtedness and limit risk.

      General and administrative expenses decreased 13% from $9.2 million in 1998 to $8.0 million in 1999. As a percentage of
revenues, general and administrative expenses were 4.0% in 1999 as compared to 6.2% in 1998. The decrease was due to an
overhead reduction program implemented in late 1998 and the benefits of sharing certain services with Great Lakes.

      Interest and other income decreased $1.8 million to $420,000 primarily due to $1.3 million of losses on asset sales. The
$39.8 million gain on sale in 1999 represented the proportional gain recognized on the
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Great Lakes transaction as described in Note 18. Interest expense increased 16% to $47.1 million primarily a result of the higher
outstandings and higher interest rates. Average outstandings on the Credit Facility were $272 million and $308 million for 1998 and
1999, respectively and the weighted average interest rates were 6.7% and 7.1%.

      Depletion, depreciation and amortization increased 27% from the prior year due to higher production and lower proved
reserves. The Company-wide depletion increased from $.89 per Mcfe in 1998 to $1.04 per Mcfe in 1999. In the third quarter of
1999, the Company recognized a $21 million impairment on a gas processing plant located in the Permian Basin upon deciding to
sell the plant and related assets. The net book value of the plant was classified as a current asset at December 31, 1999 on the
Balance Sheet (See Note 5 - Dispositions). During 1999, the Company recorded $3.1 million of depreciation expense for the first
nine months on this plant. In the fourth quarter of 1999, the Company recognized an impairment of $6.1 million on unproved
acreage value. Unproved properties are assessed periodically to determine whether an impairment is indicated. If it is, a loss is
recognized. The Company compares the carrying value of its unproved properties to its estimate of their fair value. The assessment
of fair value is based on various factors including a geological and engineering assessment of the area and acreage transactions in
the vicinity. In the fourth quarter of 1999, the Company again adjusted its DD&A rate upward to $1.33 per Mcfe to reflect
decreasing reserves. Reserves were revised downward based on in-depth field studies which showed sharper declines in production
and reservoir pressures than previously expected.

Comparison of 1998 to 1997

      The Company reported a net loss of $175.2 million in 1998, as compared to a net loss of $23.3 million in 1997. Excluding the
impact of hedging and unusual items, net loss for 1998 would have been $19.5 million and net income for 1997 would be
$8.2 million. Due to downward engineering revisions on certain of its properties and, to a lesser degree, depressed energy prices,
the Company recorded an impairment of $207.1 million ($156.2 million after tax) as well as $5.9 million ($5.0 million after tax) of
valuation allowances on IPF receivables. The Company initiated a restructuring plan to reduce costs and improve operating
efficiencies. In connection with the cost reduction program, the Company recorded a charge of $3.1 million ($2.7 million after tax)
relating to severance and other matters.

      Oil and gas revenues increased 4% to $135.6 million. Production increased 24% to 61.1 Bcfe, an average of 167.5 Mmcfe per
day. The increased production revenues were partially offset by a 16% decrease in the average price received per Mcfe to $2.22.
The average oil price decreased 34% to $12.01 per barrel and average gas prices decreased 12% to $2.33 per Mcf. During 1998, the
Company sold 4.0 Bcf of gas to a utility under an above market gas contract at an average price of $3.77 per Mcf. Had this gas
been sold at the average price available in the region ($3.16 per Mcf), gas revenues would have decreased $2.4 million. As a result
of a larger base of producing properties, production expenses increased 24% to $39.0 million in 1998 versus $31.5 million in 1997.
The average operating cost per Mcfe produced was $0.64 in both periods.

      Transportation, processing and marketing revenues decreased 14% to $6.7 million principally due to the sale of a gas
processing plant in the San Juan Basin and a drop in NGL prices which lowered processing revenues. IPF income of $4.4 million
was recorded for the four months it was owned. Its expenses during this period included $.5 million of administrative costs,
$1.6 million of interest and a $5.9 million of valuation allowances for bad debts.

      Exploration expense increased 346% to $11.3 million due to higher seismic and dry hole costs. In 1998, $4.3 million was spent
on dry holes compared to only $300,000 of such costs in 1997.

      General and administrative expenses increased 74% to $9.2 million. As a percentage of revenues, general and administrative
expenses were 6.2% in 1998, compared to 4% in 1997. The increase was due to higher personnel costs and increased legal
expenses. In December 1998, the Company implemented an overhead reduction program in response to its poor performance and
falling energy prices. The cuts included the termination of 54 employees, representing 27% of non-field staff.
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      Interest and other income decreased 70% to $2.3 million primarily due to lower profits on assets sales. Interest expense
increased 50% to $40.6 million primarily as a result of the higher outstandings due to acquisitions and drilling. Average
outstandings on the Credit Facility were $192.1 million and $271.6 million for 1997 and 1998, respectively, and the weighted
average interest rates were 7.3% and 6.7%.

      Depletion, depreciation and amortization increased 9% compared to 1997 as a result of increased production. The increase was
partially offset by a decrease in the average depletion rate per Mcfe. The Company-wide depletion rate was $1.03 per Mcfe in 1997
and $.89 per Mcfe in 1998. In 1998, the Company recorded $5.5 million of depletion expense on properties classified as assets held
for sale at year end.

      In 1998, the Company recorded a sizeable impairment against its oil and gas properties as a result of poor performance and, to a
lesser extent, lower oil and gas prices. The following properties were impaired during 1998 (in thousands):

      
Properties Impairment

Southwest $ 88,325
Gulf Coast – offshore 55,460
Gulf Coast – onshore 38,362
Appalachia 14,644
Marketable securities 10,337

Total $207,128

Year 2000

      Range experienced no material problems relating to the Year 2000 issues. The Company’s significant suppliers, customers and
service providers have been able to transact business on a normal basis in 2000. The total cost for the Year 2000 projects
approximated $200,000.

ITEM 7A. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURES ABOUT MARKET RISK

      The primary objective of the following information is to provide forward-looking quantitative and qualitative information about
Range’s potential exposure to market risks. The term “market risk” refers to the risk of loss arising from adverse changes in oil and
gas prices and interest rates. The disclosures are not meant to be precise indicators of expected future losses, but rather indicators of
reasonably possible losses. This forward-looking information provides indicators of how Range views and manages its ongoing
market risk exposures. All of Range’s market risk sensitive instruments were entered into for purposes other than trading.

      Commodity Price Risk. Range’s major market risk exposure is in the pricing applicable to its oil and gas production. Realized
pricing is primarily driven by the prevailing worldwide price for crude oil and spot market prices applicable to U.S. natural gas
production. Pricing for oil and gas production has been volatile and unpredictable for several years.

      Range periodically enters into financial hedging activities with respect to a portion of its projected oil and natural gas
production through financial swaps whereby Range will receive a fixed price for its production and pay a variable market price to
the contract counterparty. These financial hedging activities are intended to reduce the impact of oil and gas price fluctuations.
Realized gains and losses from the settlement of these hedges are recognized in oil and gas revenues when the associated
production occurs. The gains and losses realized as a result of hedging are substantially offset in the cash market when the
commodity is delivered. Range does not hold or issue derivative instruments for trading purposes.
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      As of December 31, 2000, Range had oil and gas hedges in place covering 33.7 Bcf of gas and 1.0 million barrels of oil. While
these transactions have no carrying value, their fair value, represented by the estimated amount that would be required to terminate
them, was a net loss of $72.1 million at December 31, 2000. Due to the decline in commodity prices, particularly natural gas,
subsequent to year end, the fair market value of these hedge transactions was a net loss of $54.5 million at February 28, 2001. The
contracts expire monthly through December 2002 and cover approximately 64% of anticipated 2001 production and 7% of 2002
production. Gains or losses on hedging transactions are determined as the difference between the contract price and a reference
price, generally closing prices on the NYMEX. Transaction gains and losses are determined monthly and are included in oil and gas
revenues in the period the hedged production is sold. Net gains (losses) relating to these derivatives in 1998, 1999 and 2000
approximated $3.1 million, $(10.6) million and $(43.2) million, respectively. Effective January 1, 2001, the gains (losses) in these
hedging positions will be recorded at fair value on the Company’s balance sheet as Other Comprehensive Income (Loss), a
component of Stockholders’ Equity.

      The Company seeks to reduce the volatility of its oil and gas revenue through hedging transactions. Should the price of a
commodity decline, the revenue received from the sale of the product tends to decline to a corresponding extent. The decline in



revenue is then partially offset based on the amount of production hedged and the hedge price. In 2000, a 10% reduction in oil and
gas prices would have reduced revenue by $21.6 million, offset by a reduction in hedging losses of $15.6 million. If oil and gas
future prices at December 31, 2000 had declined by 10%, the hedging loss exposure at that date would have been reduced by
$29.4 million.

      At December 31, 2000, Range had $458.1 million of debt (including Trust Preferred) outstanding. Of this amount,
$162.6 million bears interest at fixed rates averaging 8.1%. The remaining $202.9 million of debt bears interest at floating rates
which averaged 8.7% for the year then ended. At December 31, 2000, the Company had $20 million of borrowings subject to an
interest rate swap agreement at 5.59% which expires in October 2001. The agreement requires that the Company pay the
counterparty interest at the above rate and requires the counterparty to pay the Company interest at the 30-day LIBOR rate. In
addition, Great Lakes had four interest rate swap agreements totaling $65 million. Two agreements totaling $45 million at rates of
7.09% each expire in May 2004. Two agreements of $10 million each at 6.20% and 6.22% expire in December 2002. The
agreements expiring in May 2004 and December 2002 may be terminated at the counterparty’s option in May 2002 and
December 2001, respectively. On December 31, 2000, the 30-day LIBOR rate was 6.5%. A 1% increase in short-term interest rates
on the floating-rate debt outstanding at December 31, 2000 would cost the Company approximately $2.0 million in additional
annual interest.

ITEM 8. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

      Reference is made to the Index to Financial Statements on page 40 for a list of financial statements and notes thereto and
supplementary schedules. Schedules I, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X, XI, XII and XIII have been omitted as not required or not
applicable, or because the information required to be presented is included in the financial statements and related notes.

Management Responsibility for Financial Statements

      The financial statements have been prepared by management in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Management is responsible for the fairness and reliability of the financial statements and other financial data included in this report.
In the preparation of the financial statements, it is necessary to make informed estimates and judgments based on currently
available information on the effects of certain events and transactions.

      The Company maintains accounting and other controls which management believes provide reasonable assurance that financial
records are reliable, assets are safeguarded and transactions are properly
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recorded. However, limitations exist in any system of internal control based upon the recognition that the cost of the system should
not exceed benefits derived.

      The Company’s independent auditors, Arthur Andersen LLP, are engaged to audit the financial statements and to express an
opinion thereon. Their audit is conducted in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards to enable them to report
whether the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position and results of operations in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles.

ITEM 9. CHANGE IN ACCOUNTANTS AND DISAGREEMENTS ON ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL
DISCLOSURE

      None.

PART III

ITEM 10. DIRECTORS AND EXECUTIVE OFFICERS OF THE COMPANY

      The officers and directors are listed below with a description of their experience and certain other information. Each director
was elected for a one-year term at the Company’s 2000 annual stockholders’ meeting of stockholders. Officers are appointed by the
Board of Directors.

           
Office

Age Held Since Position

Thomas J. Edelman 50 1988 Chairman and Chairman of the Board
John H. Pinkerton 46 1990 CEO, President and Director
Robert E. Aikman 69 1990 Director
Anthony V. Dub 51 1995 Director
Allen Finkelson 54 1994 Director
Alexander P. Lynch 48 2000 Director
James E. McCormick 73 2000 Director



Terry W. Carter 48 2001 Executive Vice President – Exploration and Production
Eddie M. LeBlanc III 52 2000 Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
Herbert A. Newhouse 56 1998 Senior Vice President – Gulf Coast
Chad L. Stephens 45 1990 Senior Vice President – Southwest
Rodney L. Waller 51 1999 Senior Vice President and Corporate Secretary

      Thomas J. Edelman, Chairman and Chairman of the Board of Directors, joined the Company in 1988. From 1981 to 1997,
Mr. Edelman served as a director and President of Snyder Oil Corporation (“SOCO”), a publicly traded independent oil and gas
company. In 1996, Mr. Edelman was appointed Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Patina Oil & Gas Corporation. Prior to
1981, Mr. Edelman was a Vice President of The First Boston Corporation. From 1975 through 1980, Mr. Edelman was with
Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb Incorporated. Mr. Edelman received his Bachelor of Arts Degree from Princeton University and his
Masters Degree in Finance from Harvard University’s Graduate School of Business Administration. Mr. Edelman serves as a
director of Star Gas Partners, L.P., a publicly-traded master limited partnership, which distributes fuel oil and propane and of
Wellogix, Inc., a private company seeking to provide e-commerce solutions to the oil industry.

      John H. Pinkerton, CEO, President and a Director, became a director in 1988. He joined the Company and was appointed
President in 1990. Previously, Mr. Pinkerton was Senior Vice President-Acquisitions of SOCO. Prior to joining SOCO in 1980,
Mr. Pinkerton was with Arthur Andersen &
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Co. Mr. Pinkerton received his Bachelor of Arts Degree in Business Administration from Texas Christian University and his Master
of Arts Degree in Business Administration from the University of Texas. Mr. Pinkerton is also a director of Venus Exploration, Inc.,
a publicly traded exploration and production company in which Range owned approximately a 18% interest at December 31, 2000.

      Robert E. Aikman, became a Director in 1990. Mr. Aikman has more than 40 years experience in petroleum and natural gas
exploration and production throughout the United States and Canada. From 1984 to 1994 he was Chairman of the Board of Energy
Resources Corporation. From 1979 through 1984, he was the President and principal shareholder of Aikman Petroleum, Inc. From
1971 to 1977, he was President of Dorchester Exploration Inc. and from 1971 to 1980, he was a Director and a member of the
Executive Committee of Dorchester Gas Corporation. Mr. Aikman is also Chairman of Provident Communications, Inc., Vice-
Chairman of Whamtech, Inc., and President of The Hawthorne Company, an entity which organizes joint ventures and provides
advisory services for the acquisition of oil and gas properties, including the financial restructuring, reorganization and sale of
companies. In addition, Mr. Aikman is a director of the Panhandle Producers and Royalty Owners Association and a member of the
Independent Petroleum Association of America and American Association of Petroleum Landmen. Mr. Aikman graduated from the
University of Oklahoma in 1952.

      Anthony V. Dub became a Director in 1995. Mr. Dub is Chairman of Indigo Capital, LLC, a financial advisory firm based in
New York City. Prior to forming Indigo Capital in 1997, he served as an officer of Credit Suisse First Boston, an investment
banking firm. Mr. Dub joined Credit Suisse First Boston in 1971 and was named a Managing Director in 1981. Mr. Dub received
his Bachelor of Arts Degree from Princeton University in 1971.

      Allen Finkelson became a Director in 1994. Mr. Finkelson has been a partner at Cravath, Swaine & Moore since 1977, with the
exception of the period 1983 through 1985, when he was a managing director of Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb Incorporated.
Mr. Finkelson joined Cravath, Swaine & Moore in 1971. Mr. Finkelson holds a Bachelor of Arts Degree from St. Lawrence
University and a Doctor of Laws Degree from Columbia University School of Law.

      Alexander P. Lynch became a Director in 2000. Mr. Lynch currently serves as a Managing Director of J.P. Morgan, a subsidiary
of J.P. MorganChase & Co., and Director of Patina Oil and Gas Corporation. Until its merger into J.P. MorganChase, Mr. Lynch
was a General Partner of The Beacon Group. Previously, he was Co-President and Chief Executive Officer of The Bridgeford
Group, a financial advisory firm that was acquired by Beacon in 1997. Prior to 1991, Mr. Lynch served as a Managing Director
with Lehman Brothers, a division of Shearson Lehman Brothers, Inc. Mr. Lynch received a Bachelor of Arts degree from the
University of Pennsylvania and a master’s degree from the Wharton School of Business at the University of Pennsylvania.

      James E. McCormick became a Director in 2000. Mr. McCormick has more than 40 years experience in the oil and gas industry.
He currently serves as Director of Lone Star Technologies, TESCO Corporation and Dallas National Bank. He served as a Director
for Santa Fe Snyder Corporation until its merger with Devon Energy in August 2000. Mr. McCormick served as President and
Chief Operating Officer for Oryx Energy Company from its inception in 1988 until his retirement in 1992. Prior to his position at
Oryx, he served as President and Chief Executive Officer of Sun Exploration and Production Company. Mr. McCormick received a
Bachelor of Science degree in Geology from Boston University.

      Terry W. Carter, Executive Vice President-Exploration and Production, joined the Company in January 2001. Previously,
Mr. Carter provided consulting services to independent oil and gas companies. From 1976 to 1999, Mr. Carter was employed by
Oryx Energy Company, holding a variety of positions including Planning Manager, Development Manager and Manager of
Drilling. Mr. Carter received a Bachelor of Science degree in Petroleum Engineering from Tulsa University.



      Eddie M. LeBlanc III, Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer, joined the Company in 2000. Previously Mr. LeBlanc
was a founder of Interstate Natural Gas Company, which merged into Coho
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Energy in 1994. At Coho Energy Mr. LeBlanc served as Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer. Mr. LeBlanc’s twenty-
six years of experience include assignments in the oil and gas subsidiaries of Celeron Corporation and Goodyear Tire and Rubber.
Prior to his industry experience, Mr. LeBlanc was with a national accounting firm, he is a certified public accountant, a chartered
financial analyst, and received a Bachelor of Arts degree from University of Southwest Louisiana.

      Herbert A. Newhouse, Senior Vice President – Gulf Coast, joined the Company in 1998. Prior to joining Range, Mr. Newhouse
served as Executive Vice President of Domain Energy Corporation. He was a former Vice President of Tenneco Ventures
Corporation. Mr. Newhouse was an employee of Tenneco for over 17 years and has over 30 years of operational and managerial
experience in oil and gas exploration and production. Mr. Newhouse received a Bachelor of Science degree in Chemical
Engineering from Ohio State University.

      Chad L. Stephens, Senior Vice President – Southwest, joined the Company in 1990. Previously, Mr. Stephens was with Duer
Wagner & Co., an independent oil and gas producer, since 1988. Prior thereto, Mr. Stephens was an independent oil operator in
Midland, Texas for four years. From 1979 to 1984, Mr. Stephens was with Cities Service Company and HNG Oil Company.
Mr. Stephens received a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Finance and Land Management from the University of Texas.

      Rodney L. Waller, Senior Vice President and Corporate Secretary, joined the Company in September 1999. Previously,
Mr. Waller had been with Snyder Oil Corporation, now part of Devon Energy Corporation, since 1977, where he served as a senior
vice president. Before joining Snyder, Mr. Waller was employed by Arthur Andersen. Mr. Waller received a Bachelor of Arts
degree from Harding University.

      The Board has established four committees to assist it in the discharge of its responsibilities.

      Audit Committee. The Audit Committee reviews the professional services provided by independent public accountants and the
independence of such accountants from management. This Committee also reviews the scope of the audit coverage, the annual
financial statements and such other matters with respect to the accounting, auditing and financial reporting practices and procedures
as it may find appropriate or as have been brought to its attention. Messrs. Aikman, Dub and Lynch are the members of the Audit
Committee.

      Compensation Committee. The Compensation Committee reviews and approves officers’ salaries and administers the bonus,
incentive compensation and stock option plans. The Committee advises and consults with management regarding benefits and
significant compensation policies and practices. This Committee also considers nominations of candidates for officer positions. The
members of the Compensation Committee are Messrs. Aikman, Finkelson and McCormick.

      Dividend Committee. The Dividend Committee is authorized and directed to approve the payment of dividends. The members
of the Dividend Committee are Messrs. Edelman and Pinkerton.

      Executive Committee. The Executive Committee reviews and authorizes actions required in the management of the business and
affairs of Range, which would otherwise be determined by the Board, where it is not practicable to convene the full Board. One of
the principal responsibilities of the Executive Committee will be to review and approve smaller acquisitions. The members of the
Executive Committee are Messrs. Edelman, Finkelson and Pinkerton.

ITEM 11. COMPENSATION OF EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

      Information with respect to officers’ compensation is incorporated herein by reference to the Company’s 2001 Proxy Statement.
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ITEM 12. SECURITY OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND
MANAGEMENT

      Information with respect to security ownership of certain beneficial owners and management is incorporated herein by
reference to the Company’s 2001 Proxy Statement.

ITEM 13. CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS

      None.



PART IV

ITEM 14. EXHIBITS, FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES
AND REPORTS ON FORM 8-K

       (a) 1. and 2. Financial Statements and Financial Statement Schedules
 
       The items listed in the accompanying index to financial statements are filed as part of this Annual Report on Form 10-K.
 
       3. Exhibits.
 
       The items listed on the accompanying index to exhibits are filed as part of this Annual Report on Form 10-K.
 
       (b) Reports on Form 8-K.
 
       None.
 
       (c) Exhibits required by Item 601 of Regulation S-K
 
       Exhibits required to be filed pursuant to Item 601 of Regulation S-K are contained in Exhibits listed in response to Item 14

(a)3, and are incorporated herein by reference.
 
       (d) Financial Statement Schedules Required by Regulation S-X. The items listed in the accompanying index to financial

statements are filed as part of this Annual Report on Form 10-K.
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SIGNATURES

      Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Company has duly
caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.

Dated: March 5, 2001

 
RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION
 
By: /s/ John H. Pinkerton
John H. Pinkerton
President

      Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signed below by the persons
on behalf of the Company and in the capacities and on the dates indicated.

   
/s/ Thomas J. Edelman
March 5, 2001

Thomas J. Edelman,
Chairman and Chairman of the Board

 
/s/ John H. Pinkerton
March 5, 2001

John H. Pinkerton,
President and Director

 
/s/ Eddie M. LeBlanc III
March 5, 2001

Eddie M. LeBlanc III
Chief Financial and Accounting Officer

 
/s/ Robert E. Aikman
March 5, 2001

Robert E. Aikman, Director

 
/s/ Allen Finkelson
March 5, 2001

Allen Finkelson, Director

 
/s/ Anthony V. Dub
March 5, 2001

Anthony V. Dub, Director

 
/s/ James E. McCormick
March 5, 2001

James E. McCormick, Director

 
/s/ Alexander P. Lynch Alexander P. Lynch, Director



March 5, 2001
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GLOSSARY

      The terms defined in this glossary are used throughout this Form 10-K.

      Bbl. One stock tank barrel, or 42 U.S. gallons liquid volume, used herein in reference to crude oil or other liquid hydrocarbons.

      Bcf. One billion cubic feet.

      Bcfe. One billion cubic feet of natural gas equivalents, based on a ratio of 6 Mcf for each barrel of oil, which reflects the
relative energy content.

      Credit Facility. The Range Resources Corporation $225 million revolving bank facility.

      Development well. A well drilled within the proved area of an oil or natural gas reservoir to the depth of a stratigraphic horizon
known to be productive.

      Dry hole. A well found to be incapable of producing either oil or natural gas in sufficient quantities to justify completion as an
oil or gas well.

      Exploratory well. A well drilled to find and produce oil or gas in an unproved area, to find a new reservoir in a field previously
found to be productive of oil or gas in another reservoir, or to extend a known reservoir.

      Gross acres or gross wells. The total acres or wells, as the case may be, in which a working interest is owned.

      Infill well. A well drilled between known producing wells to better exploit the reservoir.

      LIBOR. London Interbank Offer Rate, the rate of interest at which banks offer to lend to one another in the wholesale money
markets in the City of London. This rate is a yardstick for lenders involved in high value transactions.

      Mbbl. One thousand barrels of crude oil or other liquid hydrocarbons.

      Mcf. One thousand cubic feet.

      Mcf/d. One thousand cubic feet per day.

      Mcfe. One thousand cubic feet of natural gas equivalents, based on a ratio of 6 Mcf for each barrel of oil, which reflects the
relative energy content.

      Merger. The acquisition via merger of Domain Energy Corporation by Lomak Petroleum, Inc. in August 1998. Simultaneously,
Lomak’s name was changed to Range Resources Corporation.

      Mmbbl. One million barrels of crude oil or other liquid hydrocarbons.

      Mmbtu. One million British thermal units. One British thermal unit is the heat required to raise the temperature of a one-pound
mass of water from 58.5 to 59.5 degrees Fahrenheit.

      Mmcf. One million cubic feet.

      Mmcfe. One million cubic feet of natural gas equivalents.

      Net acres or net wells. The sum of the fractional working interests owned in gross acres or gross wells.

      Net oil and gas sales. Oil and natural gas sales less oil and natural gas production expenses.
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      Oil and gas royalty trust. An arrangement whereby typically, the creating company conveys a net profits interest in certain of its
oil and gas properties to the newly created trust and then distributes ownership units in the trust to its unitholders. The function of
the trust is to serve as agent to distribute income from the net profits interest to its unitholders.



      Present Value. The present value, discounted at 10%, of future net cash flows from estimated proved reserves, using constant
prices and costs in effect on the date of the report (unless such prices or costs are subject to change pursuant to contractual
provisions).

      Productive well. A well that is producing oil or gas or that is capable of production.

      Proved developed non-producing reserves. Reserves that consist of (i) proved reserves from wells which have been completed
and tested but are not producing due to lack of market or minor completion problems which are expected to be corrected and
(ii) proved reserves currently behind the pipe in existing wells and which are expected to be productive due to both the well log
characteristics and analogous production in the immediate vicinity of the wells.

      Proved developed producing reserves. Proved reserves that can be expected to be recovered from currently producing zones
under the continuation of present operating methods.

      Proved developed reserves. Proved reserves that can be expected to be recovered through existing wells with existing
equipment and operating methods.

      Proved reserves. The estimated quantities of crude oil, natural gas and natural gas liquids which geological and engineering
data demonstrate with reasonable certainty to be recoverable in future years from known reservoirs under existing economic and
operating conditions.

      Proved undeveloped reserves. Proved reserves that are expected to be recovered from new wells on undrilled acreage, or from
existing wells where a relatively major expenditure is required for recompletion.

      Recompletion. The completion for production of an existing wellbore in another formation from that in which the well has
previously been completed.

      Reserve life index. The presentation of proved reserves defined in number of years of annual production.

      Royalty interest. An interest in an oil and gas property entitling the owner to a share of oil and natural gas production free of
costs of production.

      Standardized Measure. The present value, discounted at 10%, of future net cash flows from estimated proved reserves after
income taxes calculated holding prices and costs constant at amounts in effect on the date of the report (unless such prices or costs
are subject to change pursuant to contractual provisions) and otherwise in accordance with the Commission’s rules for inclusion of
oil and gas reserve information in financial statements filed with the Commission.

      Term overriding royalty. A royalty interest that is carved out of the operating or working interest in a well. Its term does not
extend to the economic life of the property and is of shorter duration than the underlying working interest. The term overriding
royalties in which the Company participates through its Independent Producer Finance subsidiary typically extend until amounts
financed and a designated rate of return have been achieved. At such point in time, the override interest reverts back to the working
interest owner.

      Working interest. The operating interest that gives the owner the right to drill, produce and conduct operating activities on the
property and a share of production, subject to all royalties, overriding royalties and other burdens and to all costs of exploration,
development and operations and all risks in connection therewith.
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RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION

INDEX TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND SCHEDULES

(Item 14[a], [d])

     
Page

Number

Report of Independent Public Accountants 41
Consolidated balance sheets at December 31, 1999 and 2000 42
Consolidated statements of income for the years ended December 31, 1998, 1999 and 2000 43
Consolidated statements of cash flows for the years ended December 31, 1998, 1999 and 2000 44
Consolidated statements of stockholders’ equity for the years ended December 31, 1998, 1999 and 2000 45
Notes to consolidated financial statements 46

Exhibits



      All other schedules have been omitted since the required information is not present in amounts sufficient to require submission
of the schedule, or because the information required is included in the financial statements or footnotes.
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

To The Board of Directors and Stockholders
Range Resources Corporation

      We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Range Resources Corporation (a Delaware corporation) as of
December 31, 1999 and 2000, and the related consolidated statements of income, stockholders’ equity and cash flows for each of
the three years in the period ended December 31, 2000. These financial statements are the responsibility of Range Resources
Corporation’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.

      We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States. Those standards require
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well
as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.

      In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of Range
Resources Corporation as of December 31, 1999 and 2000, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the three years in
the period ended December 31, 2000, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States.

ARTHUR ANDERSEN LLP

Dallas, Texas
February 23, 2001
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RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS

(In thousands, except per share data)

           
December 31,

1999 2000

Assets
Current assets

Cash and equivalents $ 12,937 $ 2,485
Accounts receivable, net 21,646 33,221
IPF receivables (Note 4) 12,500 20,800
Inventory and other 9,130 5,580
Assets held for sale (Note 5) 19,660 —

75,873 62,086

IPF receivables, net (Note 4) 52,913 28,128
Oil and gas properties, successful efforts method (Note 16) 975,985 1,014,939

Accumulated depletion (383,622) (443,097)

592,363 571,842

Transportation and field assets (Note 2) 33,777 33,593
Accumulated depreciation (10,572) (12,339)

23,205 21,254

Other (Note 2) 8,014 5,855



$ 752,368 $ 689,165

Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity
Current liabilities

Accounts Payable $ 23,925 $ 26,730
Accrued liabilities 16,074 11,341
Accrued interest 8,635 7,774
Current portion of long-term debt (Note 6) 5,014 14

53,648 45,859

Senior debt (Note 6) 135,000 89,900
Non-recourse debt (Note 6) 142,520 113,009
Subordinated notes (Note 6) 176,360 162,550
Commitments and contingencies (Note 8)
Company-obligated preferred
securities of subsidiary trust (Note 6) 117,669 92,640
Stockholders’ equity (Notes 9 and 10)
Preferred stock, $1 par, 10,000,000 shares authorized, $2.03
convertible preferred, 1,149,840 and 219,935 issued and outstanding, respectively
(liquidation preference $28,746,000 and $5,498,375, respectively) 1,150 220

Common stock, $.01 par, 100,000,000 shares authorized, 37,901,789 and 49,187,682
issued and outstanding, respectively 379 492
Capital in excess of par value 340,279 363,625
Retained earnings (deficit) (214,630) (178,223)
Other comprehensive income (loss) (7) (907)

127,171 185,207

$ 752,368 $ 689,165

See accompanying notes.
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RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME

(In thousands, except per share data)

               
Year Ended December 31,

1998 1999 2000

Revenues
Oil and gas sales $ 135,593 $145,492 $173,082
Transportation and processing, net 6,711 7,770 5,306
IPF income 4,370 7,872 10,033
Interest and other 2,255 420 (702)
Gain on formation of Great Lakes (Note 18) — 39,810 —

148,929 201,364 187,719

Expenses
Direct operating 39,001 43,074 38,525
IPF 7,996 5,825 4,865
Exploration 11,265 2,409 3,187
General and administrative 9,215 8,028 10,323
Interest 40,642 47,085 39,953
Depletion, depreciation and amortization 60,153 76,447 72,242
Provision for impairment 207,128 27,118 —
Restructuring costs (Note 13) 3,147 — —

378,547 209,986 169,095

Income (loss) before taxes (229,618) (8,622) 18,624
Income taxes



Current 278 1,601 (1,574)
Deferred (54,746) — —

(54,468) 1,601 (1,574)

Income (loss) before extraordinary item (175,150) (10,223) 20,198
Extraordinary item

Gain on retirement of securities, net (Note 19) — 2,430 17,763

Net income (loss) $(175,150) $ (7,793) $ 37,961

Comprehensive income (loss) (Note 2) $(175,260) $ (8,566) $ 37,061

Earnings (loss) per share before extraordinary item: (Note 14) Basic
and diluted $ (6.82) $ (0.34) $ 0.57

Earnings (loss) per share after extraordinary item: (Note 14) Basic and
diluted $ (6.82) $ (0.27) $ 0.99

See accompanying notes.
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RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

(In thousands)

                 
Year Ended December 31,

1998 1999 2000

Cash flows from operations:
Net income (loss) $(175,150) $ (7,793) $ 37,961
Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss) to net cash
provided by operations:

Depletion, depreciation and amortization 60,153 76,447 72,242
Provision for impairment 207,128 27,118 —
Allowance for IPF receivables 5,918 3,962 (1,299)
Amortization of deferred offering costs 1,293 1,333 2,020
Deferred income taxes (54,746) — —
Gain on conversion of securities — (2,430) (17,978)

(Gain) loss on sale of assets and other (1,817) (39,280) 1,116
Changes in working capital net of effects of
acquired businesses:
Accounts receivable 2,842 8,738 (11,601)
Marketable securities (253) (35) —
Inventory and other 6,996 (1,958) (334)
Accounts payable (4,274) (7,560) (3,674)
Accrued liabilities (3,068) (8,355) (4,345)

Net cash provided by operations 45,022 50,187 74,108

Cash flows from investing:
Acquisition of businesses, net of cash (41,170) — —
Investment in Great Lakes — 98,715 —
Oil and gas properties (135,399) (25,093) (46,763)
Field service assets (3,732) (656) (2,263)
IPF investments (12,649) (5,362) (6,985)
IPF repayments 3,556 13,160 24,764
Proceeds from sales of assets 17,081 17,476 25,944

Net cash (used in) provided by investing (172,313) 98,240 (5,303)

Cash flows from financing:
Proceeds from indebtedness 135,375 — —
Repayments of indebtedness — (145,129) (79,611)



Preferred dividends (2,334) (2,334) (1,444)
Common dividends (3,500) (1,107) —
Issuance of common stock 1,985 2,152 1,798
Repurchase of common stock (3,006) (26) —

Net cash provided by (used in) financing 128,520 (146,444) (79,257)

Change in cash 1,229 1,983 (10,452)
Cash and equivalents, beginning of year 9,725 10,954 12,937

Cash and equivalents, end of year $ 10,954 $ 12,937 $ 2,485

See accompanying notes.
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RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY

(In thousands)

                               
Preferred Stock Common Stock

Capital in Retained Other
Par Par Excess of Earnings Comprehensive

Shares Value Shares Value Par Value (Deficit) Income (loss)

Balance, December 31, 1997 1,150 $1,150 21,058 $211 $217,631 $ (22,412) $ 370
Preferred dividends — — — — — (2,334) —
Common dividends — — — — — (3,500) —
Issuance of common — — 15,276 152 120,188 — —
Repurchase of common — — (401) (4) (3,002) — —
Unrealized loss on investments — — — — — — (78)
Net loss — — — — — (175,150) —

Balance, December 31, 1998 1,150 1,150 35,933 359 334,817 (203,396) 292
Preferred dividends — — — — — (2,334) —
Common dividends — — — — — (1,107) —
Issuance of common — — 1,270 13 2,113 — —
Conversion of securities — — 699 7 3,349 — —
Unrealized loss on investments — — — — — — (299)
Net loss — — — — — (7,793) —

Balance, December 31, 1999 1,150 1,150 37,902 379 340,279 (214,630) (7)
Preferred dividends — — — — — (1,554) —
Issuance of common — — 974 10 2,713 — —
Conversion of securities (930) (930) 10,312 103 20,633 — —
Unrealized loss on
investments — — — — — — (900)
Net income — — — — — 37,961 —

Balance, December 31, 2000 220 $ 220 49,188 $492 $363,625 $(178,223) $(907)

See accompanying notes.
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RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION

NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(1) ORGANIZATION AND NATURE OF BUSINESS



      Range Resources Corporation (“Range”) is an independent oil and gas company engaged in development, acquisition and
exploration primarily in the Southwest, Gulf Coast and Appalachian regions of the United States. In addition, the Company
provides financing to smaller oil and gas producers through a wholly-owned subsidiary, Independent Producer Finance (“IPF”), by
purchasing overriding royalty interests. Historically, the Company has sought to increase its reserves and production primarily
through development drilling and acquisitions.

      In September 1999, Range and FirstEnergy Corp. (“FirstEnergy”) contributed their Appalachian oil and gas properties to Great
Lakes Energy Partners L.L.C. (“Great Lakes”). To equalize their interests, Great Lakes assumed $188.3 million of indebtedness
from Range and FirstEnergy contributed $2.0 million of cash.

      A series of significant acquisitions financed principally with debt and convertible fixed income securities were completed
between late 1997 and mid 1998. Due to the poor performance of the acquired properties, the Company was forced to take a
number of steps. These included a sharp reduction in staff, a significant decrease in capital expenditures, the sale of assets, the
formation of Great Lakes and initiation of an effort to exchange common stock for fixed income securities. Since year-end 1998,
these initiatives have reduced parent company bank debt by 75% to $89.9 million. Total debt (including Trust Preferred) has been
reduced 37% to $458.1 million. While management believes these steps have stabilized the Company’s financial position, total debt
remains too high. For the Company to return to its historical posture of consistent profitability and growth, management believes it
necessary to further reduce debt. The Company expects to utilize excess cash flow to retire debt and to continue to exchange
common stock or other equity-linked securities for fixed income securities. While the Company expects to reacquire the fixed
income securities at a discount to face value, existing stockholders will be substantially diluted if a material portion of the fixed
income securities are exchanged. The extent of dilution will depend on a number of factors, including the number of shares issued,
the price at which stock is issued or newly issued securities are convertible into common stock and the price at which fixed income
securities are reacquired. While such exchanges reduce existing stockholders’ proportionate ownership, management believes such
exchanges enhance the Company’s financial flexibility and should increase the market value of its common stock.

      While the Company currently believes it has sufficient liquidity and cash flow to meet its obligations, a material drop in oil and
gas prices or a reduction in production and reserves would reduce the Company’s ability to fund capital expenditures, reduce debt
and meet its financial obligations.

      The Company operates in an environment with numerous financial and operating risks, including, but not limited to, the ability
to acquire reserves, the inherent risks of the search for, development and production of oil and gas, the ability to sell production at
prices which provide an attractive return and the highly competitive nature of the industry. The Company’s ability to expand its
reserve base is dependent on obtaining the necessary capital through internal cash flow, borrowings or the issuance of debt or
equity securities.

(2) SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Basis of Presentation

      The accompanying consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company, all majority-owned subsidiaries and
a pro rata share of the assets, liabilities, income and expenses of Great
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Lakes. Liquid investments with maturities of ninety days or less are considered cash equivalents.

Revenue Recognition

      The Company recognizes revenues from the sale of products and services in the period they are delivered. Revenues at IPF are
recognized in the period received. Although its receivables are concentrated in the oil and gas industry, the Company does not view
this concentration as an unusual credit risk. In addition to IPF’s valuation allowances, the Company had allowances for doubtful
accounts of $1.5 million and $1.7 million at December 31, 1999 and 2000, respectively.

Marketable Securities

      The Company has adopted SFAS No. 115, “Accounting for Certain Investments in Debt and Equity Securities,” pursuant to
which debt and marketable equity securities are classified in three categories: trading, available-for-sale, or held-to-maturity. The
Company’s equity securities qualify as available-for-sale. Such securities are recorded at fair value and unrealized gains and losses
are reflected in Stockholders’ Equity as a component of comprehensive income. A decline in the market value of a security below
cost that is deemed other than temporary is charged to earnings and reflected in the book value of the security. Realized gains and
losses are determined on the specific identification method and reflected in income. In 1998, certain securities classified as
available for sale were written down by $10.3 million to their estimated realizable value, because in the opinion of management,
the decline in market value was considered to be other than temporary.

Great Lakes



      As noted above, the Company contributed its Appalachian assets to Great Lakes in September 1999, retaining a 50% interest in
the venture. Great Lakes’ proved reserves, 85% of which are natural gas, approximated 481 Bcfe at December 31, 2000. In
addition, Great Lakes owns 4,700 miles of gas gathering and transportation lines and a leasehold position of approximately
1.1 million gross (992,000 net) acres. To date, the joint venture has identified over 1,600 proved drilling locations within its
existing fields. Great Lakes has a reserve life index of 20 years.

Independent Producer Finance

      IPF acquires dollar denominated term overriding royalties in oil and gas properties from smaller producers. These royalties are
accounted for as receivables because the investment is recovered from an agreed-upon share of revenues until a specified rate of
return is received. The portion of payments received relating to the return is recognized as income; remaining receipts reduce
receivables and are reported as a return of capital on the statement of cash flows. Receivables classified as current are those
expected to be received within twelve months. Periodically, IPF’s receivables are reviewed and provisions for amounts believed
uncollectible are established. At December 31, 2000, the valuation allowance totaled $15.3 million. In addition, IPF calculates
income on certain of its receivables at rates of return below that specified in the relevant contracts where an analysis of the
underlying assets suggests that to be prudent. During 1999 and 2000 IPF expenses were comprised of $1.5 million and $1.5 million
of general and administrative costs and $4.3 million and $3.4 million of interest, respectively. IPF recorded valuation allowances of
$3.3 million and $603,000 against its revenues in 1999 and first quarter 2000. However, because of higher product prices and the
resultant increase in cash receipts, IPF reversed $1.9 million of previously reserved amounts over the remaining quarters of 2000.

Oil and Gas Properties

      The Company follows the successful efforts method of accounting for its oil and gas properties. Exploratory drilling costs are
capitalized pending determination of whether a well is successful. Exploratory drilling costs which result in discoveries and
development costs are capitalized. Geological and geophysical costs, delay rentals and costs to drill unsuccessful exploratory wells
are expensed.
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      Depletion is provided on the unit-of-production method. Oil is converted to Mcfe at the rate of six Mcf per barrel. The depletion
rates were $0.89, $1.04 and $1.30 per Mcfe in 1998, 1999 and 2000, respectively. Unproved properties had a net book value of
$75.9 million, $61.8 million and $49.5 million at December 31, 1998, 1999 and 2000, respectively.

      The Company has adopted SFAS No. 121, “Accounting for the Impairment of Long-Lived Assets”, which establishes
accounting standards for the impairment of long-lived assets, certain identifiable intangibles and goodwill. SFAS No. 121 requires a
review for impairment whenever circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of an asset may not be recoverable. In performing
the review for recoverability during 1998 and 1999, the Company recorded provisions for impairment of $196.8 million and
$6.1 million, respectively, which reduced the carrying value of certain oil and gas properties to what the Company estimated to
have been their fair value at the time. The provisions for impairment on the oil and gas properties were due to downward reserve
revisions resulting from production declines substantially in excess of those anticipated, and disappointing drilling results in certain
of the same fields and to a lesser degree, declines in oil and gas prices in 1998 and 1999. The impairment on proven properties was
determined based on the difference between the carrying amount of the assets and the present value of the future cash flows from
proved reserves discounted at 10%. Impairment is recognized only if the carrying amount of a property is greater than its expected
undiscounted future cash flows. While management believes it has fully reflected the adverse impact of known reserve
disappointments, it is possible that a change in reserve estimates could occur in the future and adversely impact management’s
estimate of future cash flows and consequently the carrying value of the properties. The following are the proved properties
impaired during 1998 (in thousands):

     
Property Impairment

Southwest $ 68,236
Gulf Coast – offshore 62,400
Appalachia 14,644
Gulf Coast – onshore 2,323

$147,603

      Unproved properties are assessed periodically to determine whether there has been a decline in value. If such decline is
indicated, a loss is recognized. The Company compares the carrying value of its unproved properties to their estimated fair value,
using information as the Company’s geological assessment of the acreage and other acreage purchases in the area. The following
unproved properties were impaired during 1998 (in thousands):

     
Property Impairment



Sonora acreage $20,089
South Texas acreage 19,922
Offshore acreage 9,177

$49,188

      During 1999, the Company recorded a $6.1 million impairment of unproved acreage in the Gulf of Mexico due to further
evaluations based on updated production and technical data indicating a reduction in the number of economic drilling locations.
The amount of impairment was calculated by determining fair value at December 31, 1999 using management’s best estimate of the
remaining value of these properties.
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Transportation, Processing and Field Assets

      The Company’s gas gathering systems are located in proximity to certain of its principal fields. Depreciation on these systems is
provided on the straight-line method based on estimated useful lives of four to fifteen years. The Company sold its only remaining
gas processing facility, the Sterling Plant, in June 2000. See Note 5.

      The Company receives fees for providing certain field services. These fees are recognized as earned. Depreciation on the
associated assets is calculated on the straight-line method based on estimated useful lives ranging from one to five years. Buildings
are depreciated over seven to twenty-five years.

Security Issuance Costs

      Expenses associated with the issuance of debt and trust preferred securities are capitalized and included in Other Assets on the
balance sheet. These costs are being amortized on the effective interest method over the expected life of the related security. When
a security is reacquired prior to maturity, related unamortized issuance costs are expensed.

Gas Imbalances

      The Company uses the sales method to account for gas imbalances, recognizing revenue based on cash received rather than the
proportionate share of gas produced. At December 31, 2000, the Company had recorded a gas imbalance liability of $318,000,
which is included in Accrued Liabilities on the balance sheet.

Comprehensive Income

      The Company has adopted SFAS No. 130, “Reporting Comprehensive Income,” requiring the disclosure of comprehensive
income and its components. Comprehensive income is defined as changes in stockholders’ equity from nonowner sources including
net income and changes in the fair value of marketable securities. The following is a calculation of comprehensive income for each
of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2000 (in thousands).

               
Year Ended December 31,

1998 1999 2000

Net income (loss) $(175,150) $(7,793) $37,961
Add: Change in unrealized gain/(loss)

Gross (78) (299) (900)
Tax effect 19 — —

Less: Realized gain/(loss)
Gross (66) (474) —
Tax effect 15 — —

Comprehensive income (loss) $(175,260) $(8,566) $37,061

      Based on oil and gas hedging contracts in place at December 31, 2000, an additional $72.1 million of comprehensive loss
would be recognized at December 31, 2000 had the provisions of SFAS No. 133, “Accounting for Derivative Instruments and
Hedging Activities,” been in effect on that date. See “Recent Accounting Pronouncements” below.
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Use of Estimates

      The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles requires management to
make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities, disclosure of contingent assets and
liabilities and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses. Actual results could differ from those estimates.

Recent Accounting Pronouncements

      In 1998, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) issued SFAS No. 133. In 1999, the FASB issued SFAS No. 137,
“Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities – Deferral of the Effective Date of FASB Statement No. 133.” In
2000, the FASB issued SFAS No. 138, “Accounting for Certain Derivative Instruments and Certain Hedging Activities, an
amendment of FASB Statement No. 133.”

      SFAS No. 133, as amended, establishes accounting and reporting standards requiring that every derivative instrument
(including certain derivative instruments embedded in other contracts) be recorded on the balance sheet as either an asset or
liability measured at its fair value. SFAS No. 133 requires that changes in the derivative instrument’s fair value be recognized
currently in earnings unless specific hedge accounting criteria are met. Special accounting for qualifying hedges allows a derivative
instrument’s gains and losses to offset related results on the hedged item in the income statement, to the extent effective, and
requires that a company formally document, designate and assess the effectiveness of transactions that receive hedge accounting.
SFAS No. 133, as amended, is effective for fiscal years beginning after June 15, 2000. It cannot be applied retroactively.

      The Company adopted SFAS No. 133 on January 1, 2001. As discussed in the following paragraphs, SFAS No. 133 will almost
certainly increase volatility in earnings and other comprehensive income.

      SFAS No. 133, in part, allows special hedge accounting for fair value and cash flow hedges. The gain or loss on a derivative
instrument designated and qualifying as a fair value hedging instrument as well as the offsetting loss or gain on the hedged item
attributable to the hedged risk must be recognized currently in earnings in the same accounting period. The effective portion of the
gain or loss on a derivative instrument designated and qualifying as a cash flow hedging instrument must be reported as a
component of other comprehensive income and be reclassified into earnings in the same period or periods during which the hedged
forecasted transaction affects earnings. The remaining gain or loss on the derivative instrument, if any, must be recognized
currently in earnings.

      The Company enters into interest rate swap agreements to reduce the risk of changes in the debt’s fair value attributable to
changes in the LIBOR rate. These swap agreements qualify as fair value hedges. Accordingly, income or expense resulting from
such agreements is recorded as an adjustment to interest expense in the period covered. The Company also enters into fixed–price
contracts to reduce the effects of fluctuations in oil and gas prices. These fixed-price contracts qualify as cash flow hedges. Prior to
the adoption of SFAS No. 133 on January 1, 2001, gains and losses were determined monthly and were included in oil and gas
revenues in the period the hedged production was sold. With the adoption of SFAS No. 133 in 2001, gains or losses will be
recorded as described in the preceding paragraph.

      SFAS No. 133 requires the Company to evaluate its commodity contracts to determine whether they are “normal purchases or
normal sales.” Certain contracts do not meet SFAS No. 133’s definition of “normal purchases or normal sales” and therefore are
considered derivative instruments. However, the contracts that do not meet the definition of “normal purchases or normal sales”
may be designated as cash flow hedges of the underlying commodity sales.

      Based on such contracts in effect on December 31, 2000, derivative liabilities of approximately $72.1 million would be
recognized in the balance sheet with an offsetting amount deferred in accumulated other comprehensive loss. See Note 7.
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Reclassifications

      Certain reclassifications have been made to the presentation of prior periods to conform with current classifications.

(3) ACQUISITIONS

      All acquisitions have been accounted for as purchases. Purchase prices were allocated to acquired assets based on their
estimated fair value at acquisition. Acquisitions have been funded with internal cash flow, bank borrowings and the issuance of
debt and equity securities.

      In March 1998, oil and gas properties in the Powell Ranch Field in West Texas were acquired for $60 million, comprised of
$54.6 million in cash and $5.4 million of common stock.

      In September 1998, the Company completed the acquisition via merger of Domain Energy Corporation (“Domain”) for
$161.6 million, comprised of $50.5 million in cash and $111.1 million of common stock. Domain’s principal assets included oil and
gas operations primarily onshore in the Gulf Coast and in the Gulf of Mexico, as well as IPF.



      In addition to the above mentioned acquisitions, the Company purchased various other properties for consideration of
$2.7 million, $0.8 million and $4.7 million during the years ended December 31, 1998, 1999 and 2000, respectively.

Unaudited Pro Forma Financial Information

      The following table presents unaudited pro forma operating results as if the Great Lakes transaction and sale of the Sterling
Plant had occurred on January 1, 1999 (in thousands, except per share data).

         
Pro Forma

Year ended December 31,

1999 2000

Revenues $190,225 $185,574
Net income (loss) (27,444) 38,262
Earnings (loss) per share – basic and diluted (0.80) 1.00
Total assets 728,583 686,518
Stockholders’ equity 105,329 182,326

      The pro forma results have been prepared for comparative purposes only and do not purport to present actual results that would
have been achieved had the acquisitions, divestitures and financings been made on January 1, 1999 or to be indicative of future
results.

(4) IPF RECEIVABLES

      At December 31, 1999 and 2000, IPF had net receivables of $65.4 million and $48.9 million, respectively. The receivables
result from the purchase of term overriding royalty interests payable from an agreed-upon share of revenues until a specified rate of
return has been achieved. The royalties constitute property interests that serve as security for the receivables. The Company
estimates that $20.8 million of receivables at December 31, 2000 will be repaid in the next twelve months and has classified them
as current. The net receivables reflect valuation allowances for estimated uncollectible amounts of $17.3 million and $15.3 million
at December 31, 1999 and 2000, respectively.
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(5) DISPOSITIONS

      At December 31, 1999, assets held for sale consisted of the Sterling Plant. In September 1999, when the decision to sell the
plant was reached, it was determined that the plant’s carrying value exceeded fair value and an impairment of $21.0 million was
recognized. In June 2000, the Company sold the Plant and recorded an additional $716,000 loss.

(6) INDEBTEDNESS

      The Company had the following debt and company-obligated preferred securities of subsidiary trust outstanding as of the dates
shown. Interest rates, excluding the impact of interest rate swaps, at December 31, 2000 are shown parenthetically:

            
December 31,

1999 2000

(In thousands)
     Senior debt

Credit Facility (8.8%) $140,000 $ 89,900
Other (6.2%) 14 14

140,014 89,914
Less amounts due within one year (5,014) (14)

Senior debt, net 135,000 89,900

     Non-recourse debt
Great Lakes credit facility (8.6%) 95,020 84,509
IPF credit facility (9.0%) 47,500 28,500

Non-recourse debt 142,520 113,009

     Subordinated notes
8.75% Senior Subordinated Notes due 2007 125,000 125,000



6% Convertible Subordinated Debentures due 2007 51,360 37,550

Subordinated notes 176,360 162,550

Total debt $453,880 $365,459

     5.75% Convertible Trust Preferred 117,669 92,640

          Total debt and Trust Preferred $571,549 $458,099

      Interest paid (including IPF) during the years ended December 31, 1999 and 2000 totaled $47.1 million and $42.2 million,
respectively. The Company does not capitalize interest expense.
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Senior debt

      The Company maintains a $225 million secured revolving bank facility (the “Credit Facility”). The Credit Facility provides for
a borrowing base which is subject to redeterminations semi-annually in April and October and under certain other conditions. On
March 1, 2001, the borrowing base on the Credit Facility was $115 million of which $21.1 million was available. Redeterminations
are based on a variety of factors, including the discounted present value of the banks’ projection of estimated future net cash flows.
Borrowing base redeterminations require approval by 75% of the lenders. Interest is payable the earlier of quarterly or as LIBOR
notes mature. The loan matures in February 2003. A commitment fee is paid quarterly on the undrawn balance at a rate of 0.25% to
0.50%. The interest rate on the Credit Facility is LIBOR plus 1.50% to 2.25%, depending on amounts outstanding. The weighted
average interest rates on these borrowings, excluding interest rate swaps, were 7.1% and 8.8% for the years ended December 31,
1999 and 2000, respectively.

Non-recourse debt

      The Company consolidates its proportionate share of the amount outstanding under Great Lakes’ $275 million revolving bank
facility (the “Great Lakes Facility”). The Great Lakes Facility is non-recourse to Range and provides for a borrowing base, which is
subject to redeterminations semi-annually in April and October and is secured by oil and gas properties. On March 1, 2001, the
borrowing base was $200 million of which $40 million was available. Interest is payable the earlier of quarterly or as LIBOR notes
mature. The loan matures in September 2002. The interest rate on the facility is LIBOR plus 1.50% to 2.00%, depending on
amounts outstanding. A commitment fee is paid quarterly on the undrawn balance at a rate of 0.25% to 0.50%. The weighted
average interest rates on these borrowings were 7.7% and 8.6% for the years ended December 31, 1999 and 2000, respectively.

      IPF has a $100 million revolving credit facility (the “IPF Facility”). The IPF Facility is non-recourse to Range and is secured by
IPF’s assets. The IPF Facility matures in December 2002. The borrowing base under the IPF Facility is subject to semi-annual
redeterminations. On March 1, 2001, the borrowing base on the IPF Facility was $37 million of which $13.6 million was available.
The IPF Facility bears interest at LIBOR plus 1.75% to 2.25% depending on amounts outstanding. Interest expense in the IPF
Facility is included in IPF expenses in the Statements of Income and amounted to $4.3 million and $3.4 million for the years ended
December 31, 1999 and 2000, respectively. A commitment fee is paid quarterly on the undrawn balance at a rate of 0.375% to
0.50%. The weighted average interest rate on these borrowings was 7.0% and 8.5% for the years ended December 31, 1999 and
2000, respectively.

Subordinated Notes

      The 8.75% Senior Subordinated Notes due 2007 (the “8.75% Senior Notes”) are not redeemable until January 15, 2002.
Thereafter, they are redeemable at the option of the Company, in whole or in part, at prices beginning at 104.375% of principal,
declining to par in 2005. The 8.75% Senior Notes are unsecured general obligations and are subordinated to all senior debt (as
defined) including borrowings under the Credit Facility. The 8.75% Senior Notes are guaranteed on a senior subordinated basis by
the Company’s subsidiaries. Interest is payable semi-annually in January and July.

      The 6% Convertible Subordinated Debentures Due 2007 (the “6% Debentures”) are convertible into common stock at the
option of the holder at any time at a price of $19.25 per share, subject to adjustment in certain events. Interest is payable semi-
annually in February and August. The 6% Debentures mature in 2007 and at December 31, 2000 were redeemable at 104% of
principal amount, declining 0.5% annually each February through 2007. The 6% Debentures are unsecured general obligations and
are subordinated to all senior indebtedness (as defined), including the 8.75% Notes and the Credit Facility. During 1999 and 2000,
$3.6 million and $13.8 million of 6% Debentures were retired at a discount in exchange for 496,000 and 2.5 million shares of
common stock, respectively. Extraordinary gains of $1.2 million and $4.3 million were recorded in 1999 and 2000, respectively.
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Trust Preferred

      In 1997, the Lomak Financing Trust (the “Trust”), a special purpose affiliate, issued $120 million of 5 3/4% Trust Convertible
Preferred Securities (the “Trust Preferred”), represented by 2,400,000 shares of Trust Preferred priced at $50 a share. Each Trust
Preferred share is convertible at the holder’s option into 2.1277 shares of common stock, representing a conversion price of $23.50
per share.

      The Trust invested the $120 million of proceeds in 5 3/4% convertible junior subordinated debentures issued by the Company
(the “Junior Debentures”). The sole assets of the Trust are the Junior Debentures. The Junior Debentures and the related Trust
Preferred mature in November 2027. At December 31, 2000, the Junior Debentures and the related Trust Preferred could be
redeemed in whole or in part at a price of 104.025% of principal. The redemption price declines annually in November through
2007, when it reaches par. If any Junior Debentures are redeemed prior to maturity, the Trust must simultaneously redeem an equal
amount of Trust Preferred.

      The Company has guaranteed payments on the Trust Preferred only to the extent the Trust has funds available. Such guarantee,
when taken together with Range’s obligations under the Junior Debentures and related indenture and declaration of trust, provide a
full and unconditional subordinated guarantee of the Trust Preferred. The accounts of the Trust are included in Range’s
Consolidated Financial Statements after appropriate eliminations of intercompany balances. Distributions on the Trust Preferred are
recorded as interest expense on the Consolidated Statements of Income and are deductible for tax purposes. These distributions are
subject to limitations in the Credit Facility as described below.

      In 1999 and 2000, $2.3 million and $25.0 million of Trust Preferred were exchanged for 202,000 and 3.2 million shares of
common stock, respectively. Extraordinary gains of $1.3 million and $13.5 million, respectively, were recorded as the Trust
Preferred was retired at a discount.

      The debt agreements contain various covenants relating to net worth, working capital maintenance, restrictions on dividends
and financial ratio requirements. If certain ratio requirements are not met, payments of interest on the Trust Preferred and/or
dividends on the $2.03 Preferred would be restricted. The bank credit facility prohibits the payment of dividends on common stock.
The Company was in compliance with all such covenants at December 31, 2000. Under the most restrictive dividend covenant, the
Company had the ability to pay only $4.9 million of dividends or other restricted payments at December 31, 2000.

(7) FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS AND HEDGING ACTIVITIES

      The Company’s financial instruments include cash and equivalents, accounts receivable, accounts payable, debt obligations,
commodity and interest rate futures, options, and swaps. The book value of cash and equivalents, accounts receivable and payable
and short-term debt are considered to be representative of fair value because of their short maturity. The Company believes that the
carrying value of its borrowings under the Credit Facility and the Great Lakes and IPF Facilities (collectively “the Bank Facilities”)
approximate fair value because of their floating rate structure.

      A portion of the Company’s anticipated future oil and gas sales is periodically hedged against price risks through the use of
futures, option or swap contracts. Gains and losses on these instruments are reflected in the contract month being hedged as an
adjustment to oil and gas revenue. At times, the Company seeks to manage interest rate risk on its credit facilities through the use
of interest rate swap agreements. Gains and losses on such agreements are included as an adjustment to interest expense over the
period covered.
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      The following table sets forth the book and estimated fair values of the Company’s financial instruments:

                   
December 31, 1999 December 31, 2000

Book Fair Book Fair
Value Value Value Value

Assets
Cash and equivalents $ 12,937 $ 12,937 $ 2,485 $ 2,485
Marketable securities 5,079 4,756 2,028 2,028
Commodity swaps — 339 — —
Interest rate swaps — 704 — —

Total asset instruments 18,016 18,736 4,513 4,513

Liabilities
Commodity swaps — — — 72,090



Interest rate swaps — — — 879
Long-term debt 458,894 428,708 365,459 348,257
Trust Preferred 117,669 45,632 92,640 53,268

Total liability instruments 576,563 474,340 458,099 474,494

Net financial instruments $(558,547) $(455,604) $(453,586) $(469,981)

      At December 31, 2000, the Company had open hedging contracts covering 33.7 Bcf of gas and 1.0 million barrels of oil at
prices ranging from $2.84 to $6.78 per Mmbtu (averaging $4.07 per Mmbtu) and $26.96 to $33.71 per barrel (averaging $28.62 per
barrel). While these transactions have no carrying value, their fair value, represented by the estimated amount that would be
required to terminate the contracts, was a net loss of approximately $72.1 million at December 31, 2000. Due to the decline in
commodity prices, particularly natural gas, subsequent to year end, the fair market value of these hedge transactions was a net loss
of $54.5 million at February 28, 2001. These contracts expire monthly through December 2002. Gains or losses on hedging
transactions are determined as the difference between the contract price and the reference price, generally closing prices on the
New York Mercantile Exchange. Transaction gains and losses are determined monthly and are included in oil and gas revenues in
the period the hedged production is sold. Net gains or (losses) incurred relating to these derivatives for the years ended
December 31, 1998, 1999 and 2000 approximated $3.1 million, $(10.6) million and $(43.2) million, respectively.
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      In June 2000, the Company repriced 4.1 Bcf of natural gas hedges from an average price of $2.59 per Mmbtu to $3.00 per
Mmbtu. In exchange for such repricing, the Company hedged an average of 22,700 Mmbtu per day from April 2001 through
March 2002 at an average price of $3.20 per Mmbtu. While the Company’s payment requirement for the repriced hedges was
affected, under generally accepted accounting principles the $6.0 million of estimated net losses on the repriced transactions have
been recorded in the period in which they would have been recorded if no repricing had occurred. Additionally, a deferred loss and
associated liability of $6.0 million were recorded on the Balance Sheet at June 30, 2000, of which $665,000 and $945,000 remained
at December 31, 2000, respectively. The imputed interest cost to the Company for repricing the transactions was $168,000. The
following schedule shows the effect of the Company’s hedge position for the two quarters ended December 31, 2000 and at
December 31, 2000 including the repriced hedges.

                  
Hedging Gain (Loss) Exposure

(In thousands)
Impact on Repricing’s
Oil & Gas Impact on Impact on

Quarter Ended Revenue Cash Flow Cash Flow

Closed contracts:
September 30, 2000 $ (17,668) $ 1,527 $ (16,141)
December 31, 2000 (13,996) 51 (13,945)

(31,664) 1,578 (30,086)

Open Contracts:
March 31, 2001 (38,644) 102 (38,542)
June 30, 2001 (11,737) (461) (12,198)
September 30, 2001 (9,655) (466) (10,121)
December 31, 2001 (8,562) (466) (9,028)
March 31, 2002 (3,844) (455) (4,299)
June 30, 2002 105 — 105
September 30, 2002 124 — 124
December 31, 2002 123 — 123

(72,090) (1,746) (73,836)

Total $(103,754) $ (168) $(103,922)

      Interest rate swap agreements are accounted for on the accrual basis. Income or expense resulting from these agreements is
recorded as an adjustment to interest expense in the period covered. At December 31, 2000, the Company had $20 million of
borrowings subject to an interest rate swap agreement at 5.59% which expires in October 2001. The agreement requires that the
Company pay the counterparty interest at the above rate and requires the counterparty to pay the Company interest at the 30-day
LIBOR rate. In addition, Great Lakes had four interest rate swap agreements totaling $65 million. Two agreements totaling
$45 million at rates of 7.09% each expire in May 2004. Two agreements of $10 million each at 6.20% and 6.22% expire in
December 2002. The agreements expiring in May 2004 and December 2002 may be terminated at the counterparty’s option in



May 2002 and December 2001, respectively. On December 31, 2000, the 30-day LIBOR rate was 6.5%. The fair value of the
interest rate swap agreements at December 31, 2000 is based on then current quotes for equivalent agreements. As discussed in
Note 6, interest on the Credit Facility is based on LIBOR plus a margin.

      These hedging activities are conducted with major financial or commodities trading institutions which management believes are
acceptable credit risks. At times, such risks may be concentrated with certain counterparties or groups of counterparties. The credit
worthiness of these counterparties is subject to continuing review.
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(8) COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

      The Company is involved in various legal actions and claims arising in the ordinary course of business. In the opinion of
management, such litigation and claims are likely to be resolved without material adverse effect on the Company’s financial
position or results of operations.

      In May 1998, a Domain stockholder filed an action in the Delaware Court of Chancery, alleging that the terms of the merger
were unfair to a purported class of Domain stockholders and that the defendants (except Range) violated their legal duties to the
class in connection with the Merger. Range is alleged to have aided and abetted the breaches of fiduciary duty allegedly committed
by the other defendants. The action sought an injunction enjoining the Merger as well as a claim for monetary damages. In
September 1998, the parties executed a Memorandum of Understanding (the “MOU”), which represented a settlement in principle.
Under the terms of the MOU, appraisal rights (subject to certain conditions) were offered to all holders of Domain common stock
(excluding the defendants and their affiliates). Domain agreed to pay court-awarded fees and expenses of plaintiffs’ counsel in an
amount not to exceed $300,000. The settlement was subject to court approval and certain other conditions which appear unlikely to
be satisfied.

      In February 2000, a royalty owner filed a suit asking for a class action certification against Great Lakes and the Company in the
New York Supreme Court, alleging that gas was sold to affiliates and gas marketers at low prices, inappropriate post production
expenses reduced proceeds to the royalty owners, and that Great Lakes improperly accounted for the royalty owners’ share of gas.
The action sought a proper accounting for all gas sold, an amount equal to the difference in prices paid and the highest obtainable
prices, punitive damages and attorneys’ fees. The case has been remanded to state court in New York. While the outcome of this
suit is uncertain, the Company believes it will be resolved without material adverse effect on its financial position or results of
operations.

      The Company leases certain office space and equipment under cancelable and non-cancelable leases, most of which expire
within three years and may be renewed by the Company. Rent expense under such arrangements totaled $0.6 million, $1.1 million
and $1.0 million in 1998, 1999 and 2000, respectively. Future minimum rental commitments under non-cancelable leases are as
follows (in thousands):

     
2001 $ 857
2002 788
2003 515
2004 499
2005 499
2006 and thereafter 124

$3,282

(9) STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY

      In 1995, the Company issued 1,150,000 shares of $2.03 Convertible Exchangeable Preferred Stock Series C, (the “$2.03
Preferred”) for $28.8 million. The $2.03 Preferred is convertible into 2.632 shares of common stock representing a conversion price
of $9.50 per common share, subject to adjustment in certain events. The $2.03 Preferred is currently redeemable at the option of the
Company, at a price of $25.75 per share, declining $0.25 each November 1st through 2003. At the option of the Company, the
$2.03 Preferred is exchangeable for 8.125% Convertible Subordinated Notes subject to the same redemption and conversion terms
as the $2.03 Preferred.

      In September 2000, the Company authorized a $2.03 Convertible Exchangeable Preferred Stock Series D, having terms
substantially identical to the outstanding Series C Preferred, with the exception that
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dividends could be paid in common stock. The option to pay dividends in common stock would expire on January 1, 2002.
Dividends to be paid with common stock would be determined by dividing the amount of the dividend by the average closing price
of the common stock on the three trading days prior to the dividend payment date, multiplied by 1.05. In November 2000, 523,140
shares of Series C were exchanged for Series D on a one-for-one basis. The shares of Series D issued in such exchanges were
exempt from registration under Section 3(a)(9) of The Securities Act of 1933. In December 2000, 323,140 shares of Series D were
exchanged for common stock. Subsequent to December 31, 2000, all remaining shares of Series D and all but 8,235 shares of
Series C were exchanged for common stock. Annual cash dividend requirements on the remaining Series C Preferred amount to
less than $17,000. During the year ended December 31, 2000, $23.2 million of the $2.03 Preferred was retired for 4.6 million
shares of common stock. In January 2001, $5.3 million of the $2.03 Preferred was retired for 747,176 shares of common stock. No
gains on the exchange of $2.03 Preferred are included in net income since the $2.03 Preferred is an equity security; however, the
gains on such exchanges are included in income available to common shareholders. See Note 14.

      In May 2000, shareholders approved an increase in the number of authorized shares of common stock from 50 million to
100 million.

Supplemental disclosures of non-cash investing and financing activities

             
Year Ended December 31,

1998 1999 2000

(in thousands)
Purchase of property and equipment financed with common stock $116,469 $ — $ —
Common stock issued in connection with benefit plans $ 1,887 $1,783 $ 816
Common stock exchanged for convertible securities $ — $2,978 $37,086
Common stock issued in payment of preferred dividends $ — $ — $ 110

(10) STOCK OPTION AND PURCHASE PLANS

      The Company has four stock option plans (two of which are currently active) and a stock purchase plan. Under these plans,
incentive and non-qualified options and stock purchase rights are issued to directors, officers, and employees pursuant to decisions
of the Compensation Committee of the Board. Information with respect to the stock option plans is summarized below:

                      
1999 1989 Directors' Domain

Option Option Option Option
Plan Plan Plan Plan Total

Outstanding at December 31, 1999 60,000 2,496,482 168,000 563,267 3,287,749
Granted 643,200 — 56,000 — 699,200
Exercised — (246,575) (8,000) (98,697) (353,272)
Expired/canceled (38,000) (1,067,014) (80,000) (215,605) (1,400,619)

Outstanding at December 31, 2000 665,200 1,182,893 136,000 248,965 2,233,058

      In May 1999, Shareholders approved the 1999 Stock Incentive Plan (the “1999 Option Plan”) providing for the issuance of
options on up to 1.4 million shares of common stock. All options issued under the 1999 Option Plan vest 25% per year beginning
one year after grant and expire in 10 years. During the year ended December 31, 2000, 643,200 options were granted under the
1999 Option Plan at exercise prices ranging from $1.94 to $4.69. Prior to those grants, 60,000 options were outstanding at a price
of $5.63. On January 29, 2001, the Company granted 110,000 options at an exercise price of $6.40 per share. On February 13,
2001, the Company granted 624,350 options at an exercise price of $6.67 per share.
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      The Company also maintains the 1989 Stock Option Plan (the “1989 Option Plan”) which authorized the issuance of options on
up to 3.0 million shares of common stock. No options have been granted under this plan since the adoption of the 1999 Option
Plan. All options issued under the 1989 Option Plan vest 30% after one year, 60% after two years and 100% after three years and
expire in 5 years. At December 31, 2000, 1.2 million options are outstanding under the 1989 Option Plan at exercise prices ranging
from $2.63 to $18.00.

      In 1994, Shareholders approved the 1994 Outside Directors’ Stock Option Plan (the “Directors’ Option Plan”) in which only
non-employee directors may participate. In May 2000, Shareholders approved an increase in the number of options which could be
issued under this Plan to 300,000 shares, extended the term of the options to ten years and extended the vesting period to four
years. A total of 136,000 options are outstanding under the Plan at exercise prices ranging from $2.81 to $16.88.



      In the Domain acquisition, the Domain stock option plan was adopted. Since that time, no options have been granted under the
Plan and existing options became exercisable into Range common stock. A total of 248,965 options are outstanding under the Plan
at prices ranging from $0.01 to $3.46.

      In total, 2.2 million options are outstanding at December 31, 2000 at exercise prices ranging from $0.01 to $18.00 as follows:

*
                           

Average 1999 1989 Directors' Domain
Exercise Option Option Option Option

Exercise price price Plan Plan Plan Plan Total

$ 0.00 - $ 4.99 $ 2.37 605,200 450,425 64,000 248,965 1,368,590
5.00 -    9.99 7.21 60,000 230,438 — — 290,438

 10.00 - 14.99 10.96 — 165,640 48,000 — 213,640
 15.00 - 18.00 17.31 — 336,390 24,000 — 360,390

Outstanding at
December 31, 2000 665,200 1,182,893 136,000 248,965 2,233,058

      In 1997, Shareholders approved the 1997 Stock Purchase Plan (the “Stock Purchase Plan”) authorizing the sale of up to 900,000
shares of common stock to officers, directors, key employees and consultants. Under the Stock Purchase Plan, the right to purchase
shares at prices ranging from 50% to 85% of market value may be granted. Through December 31, 2000, all purchase rights have
been granted at 75% of market value. In May 2000, Shareholders approved an increase in the number of shares authorized for
issuance under the Plan to 1,250,000. From inception through December 31, 2000, a total of 858,319 shares have been sold through
the stock purchase plan, for a total consideration of $3.6 million. At December 31, 2000, remaining shares available for grant or
purchase amounted to 391,681 shares.
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      The Company has adopted the disclosure-only provisions of SFAS No. 123, “Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation.”
Accordingly, no compensation cost has been recognized for the stock option plans. Had compensation cost been determined based
on the fair value at the grant date for awards in 1998, 1999 and 2000 consistent with the provisions of SFAS No. 123, the
Company’s net income and earnings per share would have been reduced to the pro forma amounts indicated below:

              
Year Ended December 31,

1998 1999 2000

(in thousands, except per share data)
As reported -

Net earnings (loss) $(175,150) $(7,793) $37,961
Earnings (loss) per share, basic and diluted (6.82) (0.27) 0.99

Pro forma -
Net earnings (loss) (176,569) (8,858) $37,796
Earnings (loss) per share, basic and diluted (6.88) (0.30) 0.99

      The fair value of each option grant is estimated on the date of grant using the Black-Scholes option pricing model with the
following weighted-average assumptions used for 1998, 1999 and 2000, respectively: fair value of $1.24, $1.37 and $2.14 per
share; dividend yields of $0.12, $0.03 and $0 per share; expected volatility factors of .79, 3.55 and 64.89; risk-free interest rates of
4.75%, 5.10% and 5.51%, and an average expected life of 6 years.

(11) BENEFIT PLAN

      The Company maintains a 401(k) Plan for the benefit of employees. The Plan permits employees to contribute up to 15% of
their salary on a pre-tax basis. The Company makes discretionary contributions to the 401(k) Plan annually. In 1998, 1999 and
2000, the Company contributed $700,000, $854,000 and $483,000 of common stock (valued at market) to the 401(k) Plan.

(12) INCOME TAXES

      The Company’s federal income tax provision (benefit) for the years ended December 31, 1998, 1999 and 2000 was $(54.7)
million, $0 million and $0 million, respectively. The current portion of income tax provision for 1999 represents state income tax
currently payable. A reconciliation between the statutory federal income tax rate and the Company’s effective federal income tax
rate is as follows:

              



1998 1999 2000

Statutory tax rate (34)% (34)% 34%
Gain on retirement of securities — — 32
Permanent differences — — 11
Valuation allowance 10 34 (84)
State — — (6)
Other — 19 5

Effective tax rate (24)% 19% (8)%

Income taxes paid $36,000 $388,000 $ —

      The Company follows SFAS Statement No. 109, “Accounting for Income Taxes,” pursuant to which the liability method is used
in accounting for taxes. Under this method, deferred tax assets and liabilities are determined based on differences between financial
reporting and tax bases of assets and
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liabilities and are measured using the enacted tax rates and regulations that will be in effect when the differences are expected to
reverse.

      Significant components of the Company’s deferred tax liabilities and assets are as follows (in thousands):

          
December 31

1999 2000

Deferred tax liabilities
Depreciation $ 25,406 $ 62,249

Deferred tax assets
Net operating loss carryover $ 47,433 $ 66,870

Percentage depletion carryover 3,126 4,895
AMT credits and other 660 660

Total deferred tax assets 51,219 72,425
Valuation allowance for deferred tax assets (25,813) (10,176)

Net deferred tax assets $ 25,406 $ 62,249

Net deferred tax liabilities $ — $ —

      Utilization of the valuation allowance for the deferred tax asset of $10.2 million is dependent on future taxable profits being in
excess of profits arising from existing taxable temporary differences. The Company has established a $10.2 million valuation
allowance and has written down to zero its net deferred tax assets at December 31, 2000. Management believes sufficient
uncertainty exists regarding its net deferred tax assets that a valuation allowance is required. Upon future realization of the deferred
tax asset, $10.2 million of the valuation allowance will reduce the Company’s future income tax expense.

      The Company experienced a change of control in 1988 as defined by the Internal Revenue Code. As a result of this event and
the Domain acquisition, there are limitations on the Company’s ability to utilize certain net operating loss carryovers. At
December 31, 2000, the Company had regular net operating loss carryovers of $191 million and alternative minimum tax (“AMT”)
net operating loss (“NOLs”) carryovers of $171 million that expire between 2000 and 2020. In general terms, NOLs generated in
prechange of control years can be utilized up to $10.6 million per year, while NOLs generated post change of control are not
limited. The Company also has a statutory depletion carryover of $5.6 million and an AMT credit carryover of $660,000 which are
not subject to limitations or expiration. The following table sets forth the year of expiration and amounts for the NOL carryovers:

           
NOL Carryover Amount

Expiration Regular AMT

(in thousands)
2001 $ 1,180 $ 1,180
2002 558 480



2003 488 422
2004 666 136

Thereafter 188,166 169,255

Total $191,058 $171,473
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(13) RESTRUCTURING COSTS

      In late 1998, the Company initiated a restructuring plan to reduce costs. The restructuring plan included closing the Midland,
Texas field office, eliminating certain geological and exploration positions, canceling certain exploration and drilling obligations
and consolidating administrative functions at the remaining locations. In connection with the restructuring, 54 employees were
terminated. Estimated employee termination costs of $2.1 million were accrued in 1998. Of the employees affected, 42 were
terminated in 1998 and 12 in 1999. In addition, the principal costs of the restructuring plan include the writedown of the carrying
value of assets impaired due to the restructuring and lease and contract termination costs. The charge included $600,000 for
estimated costs to cancel lease and other commitments and $400,000 associated with closing the Midland office. The $400,000
consisted of $100,000 to cancel the office lease and $300,000 to cancel two exploration agreements. At December 31, 1998,
$2.7 million was accrued in connection with the restructuring plan. The plan was completed during 1999.

(14) EARNINGS PER COMMON SHARE

      The following table sets forth the computation of basic and diluted earnings per common share (in thousands except per share
amounts):

                
Years Ended December 31,

1998 1999 2000

Numerator:
Income (loss) before extraordinary item $(175,150) $(10,223) $20,198
Gain on retirement of $2.03 Preferred Stock — — 5,966
Preferred dividends (2,334) (2,334) (1,554)

Numerator for earnings (loss) per share, before
extraordinary item (177,484) (12,557) 24,610
Extraordinary item
Gain on retirement of securities — 2,430 17,763

Numerator for earnings (loss) per share, basic and diluted $(177,484) $(10,127) $42,373

Denominator:
Weighted average shares, basic 26,008 36,933 42,882

Dilutive potential common shares
Employee stock options — — 115

Denominator for diluted earnings per share 26,008 36,933 42,997

Earnings (loss) per share, before extraordinary item — basic and
diluted $ (6.82) $ (0.34) $ 0.57

Earnings (loss) per share — basic and diluted $ (6.82) $ (0.27) $ 0.99

      During 1998, 1999 and 2000, 718,279, 504,643 and 357,730 stock options were included in the computation of diluted earnings
per share. All remaining stock options, the 6% Debentures, Trust Preferred and the $2.03 Preferred were not included in the
computation because their inclusion would have been antidilutive.

      The Company has and will continue to consider exchanging common stock or other equity-linked securities for certain of its
fixed income securities. Existing common stockholders may be materially diluted if substantial exchanges are consummated. The
extent of dilution will depend on the number of shares and price at which common stock is issued, the price at which newly issued
securities are convertible into common stock, and the price at which fixed income securities are reacquired.
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(15) MAJOR CUSTOMERS

      The Company markets its production on a competitive basis. Gas is sold under various types of contracts ranging from life-of-
the-well to short-term contracts that are cancelable within 30 days. Prior to hedging, virtually all of the Company’s gas production
is currently sold under market sensitive contracts. Oil purchasers may be changed on 30 days notice. The price received is generally
equal to a posted price set by major purchasers in the area. The Company sells to oil purchasers on the basis of price and service.
For the year ended December 31, 2000, three customers accounted for 10% or more of total oil and gas revenues. Management
believes that the loss of any one customer would not have a material adverse effect on the Company.

      Great Lakes sells 90% of its gas production to FirstEnergy, at prices based on the close of NYMEX each month plus a basis
differential. While Great Lakes may sell gas to third parties, such arrangements must be contracted through FirstEnergy and
FirstEnergy has the right to match any such arrangements. In September 2000, the parties amended the base contract to have its
term automatically renewed for one-month periods through June 30, 2001. The amendments identified gas marketing services to be
performed by FirstEnergy and defined the service fees to be paid by Great Lakes. Additionally, terms and conditions of the gas
purchase agreement were further defined, including pricing, delivery points and projected volumes.

(16) OIL AND GAS ACTIVITIES

      The following summarizes selected information with respect to oil and gas producing activities:

               
Year Ended December 31,

1998 1999 2000

(in thousands)
Oil and gas properties:

Subject to depletion $ 859,911 $ 914,173 $ 965,416
Unproved 75,911 61,812 49,523

Total 935,822 975,985 1,014,939
Accumulated depletion (273,723) (383,622) (443,097)

Net oil and gas properties $ 662,099 $ 592,363 $ 571,842

Costs incurred:
Acquisition $ 286,974 $ 846 $ 4,701
Development 71,793 33,808 49,006
Exploration 9,756 3,604 4,498

Total costs incurred $ 368,523 $ 38,258 $ 58,205

      Acquisition costs in 1999 do not reflect $68 million of value associated with the Company receiving a 50% interest in the
reserves contributed by FirstEnergy to Great Lakes. The Company’s share of such reserves was 81.6 Bcfe. Exploration costs
include capitalized as well as expensed outlays.
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(17) INVESTMENT IN GREAT LAKES

      As described in Note 2, the Company owns 50% of Great Lakes and consolidates its proportionate interest in Great Lakes’
assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses. The following table summarizes the Company’s interest in selected financial data from
Great Lakes’ audited financial statements at or for the periods ended December 31, 1999 and 2000.

         
December 31,

1999 2000

(In thousands)
Current assets $ 10,073 $ 6,568
Oil and gas properties, net 144,981 146,992
Transportation and field assets, net 19,389 17,557
Other assets 1,033 691
liabilities 6,101 8,332



Long-term debt 95,020 84,509
Members’ equity 74,355 78,967
Revenues 9,586 39,732
Net income 1,821 8,353

           (a) Great Lakes commenced operations on October 1, 1999.

(18) GAIN ON FORMATION OF GREAT LAKES

      In September 1999, Range transferred all of its Appalachian oil and gas properties and associated gas gathering and
transportation systems to Great Lakes in exchange for a 50% ownership interest. Additionally, the Company contributed
$188.3 million of indebtedness to Great Lakes. The Great Lakes partners have no commitment to support the operations or
obligations of Great Lakes. In connection with the transfer, Range recognized a gain of $39.8 million, which was attributable to the
portion of the net assets conveyed to Great Lakes. The gain was calculated by comparing the Company’s estimate of the fair market
value of the assets and liabilities conveyed to their net book value.

(19) EXTRAORDINARY ITEM

      During 1999, 699,000 shares of common stock were exchanged for $2.3 million of Trust Preferred and $3.6 million of 6%
Debentures. During 2000, 5.7 million shares of common stock were exchanged for $25.0 million of Trust Preferred and
$13.8 million of 6% Debentures. In connection with these exchanges, an extraordinary gain net of costs of $2.4 million and
$17.8 million was recorded in 1999 and 2000, respectively, because the Trust Preferred and 6% Debentures were retired at a
discount. In addition, 4.6 million shares of common stock were exchanged for $23.2 million of the $2.03 Preferred during 2000.

(20) UNAUDITED SUPPLEMENTAL RESERVES INFORMATION

      The Company’s proved oil and gas reserves are located in the United States. Proved reserves are those quantities of crude oil
and natural gas which, upon analysis of geological and engineering data, can with reasonable certainty be recovered in the future
from known oil and gas reservoirs. Proved developed reserves are those proved reserves, which can be expected to be recovered
from existing wells with existing equipment and operating methods. Proved undeveloped oil and gas reserves are proved reserves
that are expected to be recovered from new wells on undrilled acreage.
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Quantities of Proved Reserves

              
Natural

Gas
Crude Oil Natural Gas Equivalent

(Mbbls) (Mmcf) (Mmcfe)

Balance, December 31, 1997 29,774 574,418 753,062
Revisions (14,195) (76,728) (161,898)
Extensions, discoveries and additions 2,121 57,261 69,987
Purchases 15,332 140,120 232,112
Sales (3,248) (16,561) (36,049)
Production (2,655) (45,193) (61,123)

Balance, December 31, 1998 27,129 633,317 796,091
Revisions 1,294 (39,298) (31,534)
Extensions, discoveries and additions 307 11,066 12,908
Purchases 5,241 51,751 83,197
Sales (2,495) (162,245) (177,215)
Production (2,659) (50,808) (66,762)

Balance, December 31, 1999 28,817 443,783 616,685
Revisions (1,699) (1,186) (11,380)
Extensions, discoveries and additions 1,226 26,639 33,996
Purchases 226 1,605 2,962
Sales (170) (2,135) (3,155)
Production (2,398) (41,039) (55,428)

Balance, December 31, 2000 26,002 427,667 583,680

Proved developed reserves
December 31, 1998 19,649 436,062 553,956



December 31, 1999 17,884 299,436 406,740

December 31, 2000 17,215 305,796 409,086

      Between late 1997 and mid-1998, a series of large acquisitions were consummated which proved extremely disappointing.
Production from the acquired properties fell more rapidly than anticipated and further development results were far less attractive
than projected in the acquisition engineering. The steep decline in energy prices, which began in late 1997, combined with the less
than expected performance caused certain downward reserve revisions in 1998. In 1999, a series of exhaustive field performance
studies were conducted and the properties were re-engineered. The studies included a complete review of 1997 and 1998 capital
expenditures and development results, a re-examination of estimates of reservoir thickness, oil and gas in place, ultimate
recoverable reserves and the relationship of pressures and production declines to these estimates. Reserve reductions were recorded
in 1999, based primarily on performance and a reassessment of the size of the reservoirs offset to a minor degree by upward
revisions due to price increases. The 1999 development program in these fields was in part designed to confirm revised engineering
forecasts. The downward revisions at year-end 2000 represented what is believed to be the final integration of the field studies,
1999 and 2000 development results, pressure data and production declines. Adjustments at year-end 2000 involved removing from
proved reserves drilling and recompletion locations that, based on perceived risk, will probably not be drilled. While there can be
no assurance that future reserve revisions will not occur, management believes that it has fully assessed all
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data available through this date. That assumption is supported by the fact that performance in the fields appears to have finally
stabilized.

      The average prices used at December 31, 2000 to estimate the reserve information were $24.46 per barrel for oil, $14.91 per
barrel for natural gas liquids and $9.57 per Mcf for gas using the benchmark NYMEX prices of $26.80 per barrel and $9.77 per
Mmbtu. The average prices at December 31, 1999 were $23.48 per barrel for oil, $15.69 per barrel for natural gas liquids and $2.34
per Mcf for gas using the benchmark NYMEX prices of $25.60 per barrel and $2.44 per Mmbtu.

      The “Standardized Measure of Discounted Future Net Cash Flows Relating to Proved Oil and Gas Reserves” (“Standardized
Measure”) is a disclosure requirement of SFAS No. 69, “Disclosures about Oil and Gas Producing Activities.” The Standardized
Measure does not purport to present the fair market value of proved oil and gas reserves. This would require consideration of
expected future economic and operating conditions, which are not taken into account in calculating the Standardized Measure.

      Future cash inflows were estimated by applying year end prices to the estimated future production less estimated future
production costs based on year end costs. Future net cash inflows were discounted using a 10% annual discount rate to arrive at the
Standardized Measure.

Standardized Measure

              
As of December 31,

1998 1999 2000

(in thousands)
Future cash inflows $1,744,653 $1,689,541 $ 4,697,062
Future costs:

Production (513,119) (486,618) (755,727)
Development (211,236) (189,784) (177,070)

Future net cash flows 1,020,298 1,013,139 3,764,265
Income taxes (104,500) (131,529) (457,996)

Total undiscounted future net cash flows 915,798 881,610 3,306,269
10% discount factor (398,703) (378,459) (1,800,007)

Standardized measure $ 517,095 $ 503,151 $ 1,506,262
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Changes in Standardized Measure



               
As of December 31,

1998 1999 2000

(in thousands
Standardized measure, beginning of year $ 510,700 $ 517,095 $ 503,151

Revisions:
Prices (138,985) 128,799 1,184,950
Quantities (112,012) (37,911) (89,180)
Estimated future development cost 26,465 8,941 36,650
Accretion of discount 63,233 45,420 63,468
Income taxes 88,222 (14,307) (130,626)

Net revisions (73,077) 130,942 1,065,262
Purchases 134,186 71,022 8,003
Extensions, discoveries and additions 35,169 16,354 91,855
Production (87,668) (77,884) (134,556)
Sales (26,197) (136,491) (8,525)
Changes in timing and other 23,982 (17,887) (18,928)

Standardized measure, end of year $ 517,095 $ 503,151 $1,506,262
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RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION

INDEX TO EXHIBITS

(Item 14[a 3])

   
Exhibit No. Description

3.1.1. Certificate of Incorporation of Lomak dated March 24, 1980 (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement (No. 33-
31558)).

3.1.2. Certificate of Amendment of Certificate of Incorporation dated July 22, 1981 (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration
Statement (No. 33-31558)).

3.1.3. Certificate of Amendment of Certificate of Incorporation dated September 8, 1982 (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration
Statement (No. 33-31558)).

3.1.4. Certificate of Amendment of Certificate of Incorporation dated December 28, 1988 (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration
Statement (No. 33-31558)).

3.1.5. Certificate of Amendment of Certificate of Incorporation dated August 31, 1989 (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration
Statement (No. 33-31558)).

3.1.6. Certificate of Amendment of Certificate of Incorporation dated May 30, 1991 (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration
Statement (No. 333-20259)).

3.1.7. Certificate of Amendment of Certificate of Incorporation dated November 20, 1992 (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration
Statement (No.-333-20257)).

3.1.8. Certificate of Amendment of Certificate of Incorporation dated May 24, 1996 (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration
Statement (No.333-20257)).

3.1.9. Certificate of Amendment of Certificate of Incorporation dated October 2, 1996 (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration
Statement (No. 333-20257)).

3.1.10. Restated Certificate of Incorporation as required by Item 102 of Regulation S-T (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration
Statement (No. 333-20257)).

3.1.11. Certificate of Amendment of Certificate of Incorporation dated August 25, 1998 (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration
Statement (No. 333-62439)).

3.1.12 Certificate of Amendment of Certificate of Incorporation dated May 25, 2000 (incorporated by reference to the Company's Form 10-Q dated
August 8, 2000).

3.2 By-Laws of the Company (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement (No. 33-31558)).
4.1 Specimen certificate of Lomak Petroleum, Inc. (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement (No. 333-20257)).
4.2 Certificate of Trust of Lomak Financing Trust (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement (No. 333-43823)).
4.3 Amended and Restated Declaration of Trust of Lomak Financing Trust dated as of October 22, 1997 by The Bank of New York (Delaware) and

the Bank of New York as Trustees and Lomak Petroleum, Inc. as Sponsor (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement
(No. 333-43823)).

4.4.1 Indenture dated as of October 22, 1997, between Lomak Petroleum, Inc. and The Bank of New York (incorporated by reference to the
Company's Registration Statement (No. 333-43823)).
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Exhibit No. Description

4.4.2 First Supplemental Indenture dated as of October 22, 1997, between Lomak Petroleum, Inc. and The Bank of New York (incorporated by
reference to the Company's Registration Statement (No. 333-43823)).

4.5 Form of 5 3/4% Preferred Convertible Securities (included in Exhibit 4.3 above).
4.6 Form of 5 3/4% Convertible Junior Subordinated Debentures (included in Exhibit 4.4.2 above).
4.7 Convertible Preferred Securities Guarantee Agreement dated October 22, 1997, between Lomak Petroleum, Inc., as Guarantor, and The Bank of

New York as Preferred Guarantee Trustee (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement (No. 333-43823)).
4.8 Common Securities Guarantee Agreement dated October 22, 1997, between Lomak Petroleum, Inc., as Guarantor, and The Bank of New York as

Common Guarantee Trustee. (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement No. 333-43823)).
4.9 Form of Trust Indenture relating to the Senior Subordinated Notes due 2007 between Lomak Petroleum, Inc., and Fleet National Bank as trustee

(incorporated on the Company' s Registration Statement (No. 333-20257)).
4.10 Credit Agreement, dated as of June 7, 1996, between Domain Finance Corporation and Compass Bank — Houston (including the First and the

Second Amendment thereto) (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.3 of Domain Energy Corporation's Registration Statement on Form S-1
filed with the Commission on April 4, 1997 and Exhibit 10.3 of Amendment No. 1 to Domain Energy Corporation's Registration Statement on
Form S-1 filed with the Commission on May 21, 1997) (File No. 333-24641).

4.11 Corrected Certificate of Designations of Preferred Stock of Range Resources Corporation Designated As $2.03 Convertible Exchangeable
Preferred Stock, Series D (incorporated by reference to the Company's Form 10-Q dated November 6, 2000).

10.1 Incentive and Non-Qualified Stock Option Plan dated March 13, 1989 (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement
(No. 33-31558)).

10.2.1 1989 Stock Option Plan (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement (No. 33-31558)).
10.2.2 Amendment to the Lomak Petroleum, Inc., 1989 Stock Option Plan, as amended (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration

Statement (No. 333-44821)).
10.3 Form of Directors Indemnification Agreement (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement (No. 333-47544)).
10.4.1 1994 Outside Directors Stock Option Plan (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement (No. 33-47544)).
10.4.2 1994 Outside Directors Stock Option Plan — Amendment No. 1 (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement No. 333-

40380)
10.4.3 1994 Outside Directors Stock Option Plan — Amendment No. 2 (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement No. 333-

40380)
10.4.4 1994 Outside Directors Stock Option Plan — Amendment No. 3 (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement No. 333-

40380)
10.4.5 1994 Outside Directors Stock Option Plan — Amendment No. 4 (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement No. 333-

40380)
10.5 1994 Stock Option Plan (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement (No. 33-47544)).
10.6 Registration Rights Agreement dated October 22, 1997, by and among Lomak Petroleum, Inc., Lomak Financing Trust, Morgan Stanley & Co.

Incorporated, Credit Suisse First Boston, Forum Capital markets L.P. and McDonald Company Securities, Inc., (incorporated by reference to the
Company's Registration Statement (No. 333-43823)).
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10.7.1 1997 Stock Purchase Plan (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement (No. 333-44821)).
10.7.2 1997 Stock Purchase Plan, as amended (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement (No. 333-44821)).
10.7.3 1997 Stock Purchase Plan — Amendment No. 1 (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement No. 333-40380)
10.7.4 1997 Stock Purchase Plan — Amendment No. 2 (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement No. 333-40380)
10.7.5 1997 Stock Purchase Plan — Amendment No. 3 (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement No. 333-40380)
10.8 Second Amended and Restated 1996 Stock Purchase and Option Plan for Key Employees of Domain Energy Corporation and Affiliates

(incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration Statement (No. 333-62439)).
10.9 Domain Energy Corporation 1997 Stock Option Plan for Nonemployee Directors (incorporated by reference to the Company's Registration

Statement (No. 333-62439)).
10.10 $100,000,000 Credit Agreement between Range Energy Finance Corporation, as Borrower, and Credit Lyonnais New York Branch, as

Administrative Agent and Certain Lenders dated December 14, 1999 (incorporated by reference to the Company's 1999 10K dated March 20,
2000.

10.11 Purchase and Sale Agreement — Dated April 20, 2000 between Range Pipeline Systems, L.P. as Seller and Conoco Inc., as Buyer (incorporated
by reference to the Company's 10-Q dated August 8, 2000).

10.12 Gas Purchase Contract — Dated July 1, 2000 between Range Production I, L.P. as Seller and Conoco Inc., as Buyer (incorporated by reference
to the Company's 10-Q dated August 8, 2000).

10.13 Application Service Provider and Outsourcing Agreement É Dated June 1, 2000 between Range Resources and Applied Terravision Systems Inc.
(incorporated by reference to the Company's 10-Q dated August 8, 2000).

10.14.1 $225,000,000 Amended and Restated Credit Agreement among Range Resources Corporation, as Borrower, The Lenders from Time to Time
Parties Hereto, as Lenders, Bank One, Texas, N.A., as Administrative Agent, Chase Bank of Texas, N.A., as Syndication Agent, and Bank of
America, N.A., as Documentation Agent dated September 30, 1999, incorporated by reference to the Company's 10Q dated November 10, 1999.

10.14.2* $225,000,000 First Amendment to Credit Agreement among Range Resources Corporation, as Borrower, certain parties, as Lenders, Bank One,
Texas, N.A., as Administrative Agent, Chase Bank of Texas, N.A., as syndication Agent, and Bank of America, N.A., as Documentation Agent
dated September 30, 1999

10.14.3 $225,000,000 Second Amendment to Credit Agreement among Range Resources Corporation, as Borrower, certain parties, as Lenders, Bank



One, Texas, N.A., as Administrative Agent, Chase Bank of Texas, N.A., as syndication Agent, and Bank of America, N.A., as Documentation
Agent dated September 30, 1999 (incorporated by reference to the Company's 10-Q dated August 8, 2000

10.15* The Amended and Restated Deferred Compensation Plan for Directors and Selected Employees, effective September 1, 2000.
21* Subsidiaries of Registrant.
23.1* Consent of Independent Public Accountants.
23.2* Consent of H.J. Gruy and Associates, Inc., independent consulting petroleum engineers.
23.3* Consent of DeGoyler and MacNaughton, independent consulting petroleum engineers.
23.4* Consent of Wright and Company, independent consulting engineers.

* Filed herewith.
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                                                                 Exhibit 10.14.2 
 
                      FIRST AMENDMENT TO CREDIT AGREEMENT 
 
     This First Amendment to Credit Agreement (this "Amendment") is entered 
into effective January 20, 2000 (the "Effective Date"), by and among RANGE 
RESOURCES CORPORATION, a Delaware corporation ("Borrower"), BANK ONE, TEXAS, 
N.A., as Administrative Agent ("Bank One" or "Administrative Agent"), CHASE 
BANK OF TEXAS, N.A., as Syndication Agent ("Chase"), BANK OF AMERICA, N.A., as 
Documentation Agent ("Bank of America"), and Lenders (as defined in the Credit 
Agreement). 
 
RECITALS: 
 
     A.   Borrower and Lenders entered into an Amended and Restated Credit 
Agreement dated September 30, 1999 (the Amended and Restated Credit Agreement 
and all amendments thereto, including this Amendment, will be referred to 
collectively as the "Credit Agreement"). 
 
     B.   Borrower plans to sell the Sterling Gas Plant (as defined in the 
Credit Agreement) and has asked Lenders to release their Liens with respect to 
the Sterling Gas Plant upon completion of the sale. 
 
     C.   Borrower plans to raise capital through the issuance of Subordinate 
Notes in an aggregate principal amount up to $50,000,000, and has asked Lenders 
to consent to such issuance. 
 
     D.   Borrower and Lenders desire to amend the Credit Agreement as 
hereinafter set forth in order to, among other things, evidence Lenders' 
consent to the sale of the Sterling Gas Plant and the issuance of Subordinate 
Notes. 
 
AGREEMENT: 
 
     In consideration of the premises, the representations, warranties, 
covenants, and agreements contained herein, and other good and valuable 
consideration, the receipt and adequacy of which are hereby acknowledged, 
Borrower and Lenders agree as follows, effective only upon satisfaction of each 
condition precedent set forth in Section 4.1 below: 
 
ARTICLE 1 - DEFINITIONS 
 
     1.1  Credit Agreement Definitions. Capitalized terms used but not defined 
in this Amendment have the meanings given such terms in the Credit Agreement. 
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ARTICLE 2 - AMENDMENTS. 
 
     2.1  Amendments to Article 1 - Definitions. (a) The definition of Initial 
Borrowing Base in Section 1.01 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended in its 
entirety to read as follows: 
 
          "Initial Borrowing Base" means a Borrowing Base in the amount of 
     $160,000,000. 
 
          (b)  Section 1.01 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended to add the 
definition of Sterling Gas Plant Sale as follows: 
 
          "Sterling Gas Plant Sale" means the sale of the Sterling Gas Plant by 
     Range Pipeline Systems, L.P. 
 
     2.2  Amendments to Article 4 - Borrowing Base. (a) Section 4.02 of the 
Credit Agreement is hereby amended in its entirety to read as follows: 
 
          "4.02. Periodic Determination. The Borrowing Base will be redetermined 
     semiannually on April 1 and October 1, commencing April 1, 2000, or on such 
     date promptly following each such date as may be required to redetermine 
     the Borrowing Base in accordance with the procedures set forth in Section 
     4.01(b). Notwithstanding any provisions to the contrary in Section 4.01 
     above, without the approval of all Lenders, the Borrowing Base resulting 
     from the April 1, 2000, Determination shall not exceed $135,000,000 if the 
     Sterling Gas Plant Sale has not been completed or $130,000,000 if the 
     Sterling Gas Plant Sale has been completed." 
 
          (b)  Section 4.05 of the Credit Agreement is hereby amended in its 
     entirety to read as follows: 
 
          "4.05. Initial Borrowing Base. Subject to the rights of Borrower to 
     request an earlier Special Determination pursuant to Section 4.03 above, 
     the rights of Lenders to request an earlier Special Determination pursuant 
     to Section 4.04 above, the rights of Lenders to reduce the Borrowing Base 
     as provided in Section 7.03(c) below, and the reductions in the Borrowing 
     Base required in the following sentence, the Borrowing Base in effect 
     under this Agreement for the period from the Closing Date through April 1, 
     2000, shall be the Initial Borrowing Base. Upon the occurrence of each of 
     the following events (whether before or after April 1, 2000), the Initial 
     Borrowing Base or such other Borrowing Base as may 
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     be in effect at the time each of the events occurs shall automatically 
     reduce by the amount specified with respect to each event: 
 
          (a)  Upon completion of the Sterling Gas Plant Sale, the Initial 
     Borrowing Base or other Borrowing Base in effect shall reduce by the 
     greater of (i) $10,000,000 or (ii) an amount equal to 67% of the Net Cash 
     Proceeds from the sale; and 
 
          (b)  Upon completion of Borrower's proposed issuance of additional 
     Subordinate Notes, the Initial Borrowing Base or other Borrowing Base in 
     effect shall reduce by an amount equal to 67% of the Net Cash Proceeds from 
     the issuance." 
 
     2.3 Amendment to Article 5 - Collateral. Section 5.01(a) of the Credit 
Agreement is hereby amended in its entirety to read as follows: 
 
          "(a) The Obligations shall be secured by first and prior Liens 
     (subject only to Permitted Encumbrances) covering (i) Borrower's Oil and 
     Gas Properties selected by Administrative Agent which in the aggregate 
     comprise at least 80% of the total Present Value assigned by Administrative 
     Agent to Borrower's Oil and Gas Properties, (ii) the Sterling Gas Plant, 
     (iii) 100% of the issued and outstanding Equity of each existing and future 
     Subsidiary of Borrower (exclusive of REFC), and (iv) 50% of the issued and 
     outstanding Equity of GLEP. If the Sterling Gas Plant Sale is completed on 
     or before June 30, 2000, and the Net Cash Proceeds from the sale are paid 
     toward reduction of the Outstanding Obligations on such date, Lenders agree 
     to release the Sterling Gas Plant from the Collateral." 
 
     2.4  Schedules and Exhibits. The Credit Agreement is hereby amended to 
replace Schedule 2 to the Credit Agreement with Schedule 2 attached to this 
Amendment. Schedules 1 and 3 are attached for information purposes only. 
 
ARTICLE 3 - CONSENTS. 
 
     3.1  Consent to the Sterling Gas Plant Sale. Lenders consent to the 
Sterling Gas Plant Sale and authorize Administrative Agent, on behalf of 
Lenders, to release the Sterling Gas Plant from all Liens in favor of Lenders 
covering or pertaining to the Sterling Gas Plant, subject to the following 
conditions: 
 
          (a)  The Sterling Gas Plant Sale is completed on or before June 30, 
2000; and 
 
          (b)  Borrower reduces the Outstanding Obligations by the Net Cash 
Proceeds of the Sterling Gas Plant Sale on the date of completion of such 
transaction. 
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     3.2  Consent to Additional Notes Offering. Lenders consent to the issuance 
of additional Subordinate Notes by Borrower subject to the following conditions: 
 
          (a) The issuance of additional Subordinate Notes is completed on or 
before June 30, 2000; 
 
          (b) The aggregate principal amount of additional Subordinate Notes 
issued by Borrower does not exceed $50,000,000; and 
 
          (c) Borrower reduces the Outstanding Obligations by the Net Cash 
Proceeds from the issuance of additional Subordinate Notes on the date of 
completion of such transaction. 
 
ARTICLE 4 - CONDITIONS PRECEDENT. 
 
     4.1  Conditions Precedent. The effectiveness of (a) the amendments to the 
Credit Agreement contained in Article 2 hereof, and (b) the consents contained 
in Article 3 hereof, is subject to the satisfaction of each of the following 
conditions precedent, unless specifically waived in writing by Administrative 
Agent: 
 
               (1)  Closing Deliveries. Administrative Agent shall have received 
the following documents, instruments, agreements, and other information, each of 
which shall be in form and substance and executed in such counterparts as shall 
be acceptable to Administrative Agent and Required Lenders: 
 
                    (i) this Amendment; 
 
                    (ii) a complete copy of the Purchase and Sale Agreement 
entered into by Range Pipeline Systems, L.P. with respect to Sterling Gas Plant 
Sale and all other pertinent information with respect to the sale; and 
 
                    (iii) copies of any registration statement, offering 
memorandum, prospectus, or other information filed with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission with respect to the issuance of the additional Subordinate 
Notes. 
 
               (2) No Material Adverse Effect. Other than the decline in 
commodity prices, no event or condition shall have occurred which is reasonably 
expected to have a Material Adverse Effect. 
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          (3)  No Legal Prohibition. The transactions contemplated by this 
Amendment shall be permitted by applicable law and regulation and shall not 
subject Agents, any Lender, Borrower, or any Subsidiary to any material adverse 
change in their assets, liabilities, financial condition, or prospects. 
 
          (4)  No Litigation. No litigation, arbitration, or similar proceeding 
shall be pending or threatened against Borrower or any Subsidiary which calls 
into question the validity or enforceability of the Credit Agreement (as amended 
hereby) or the other Loan Documents. 
 
          (5)  No Default. No Default or Event of Default shall have occurred 
and be continuing. 
 
          (6)  Other Matters. All matters related to this Amendment, the other 
Loan Documents, and Borrower and its Subsidiaries shall be acceptable to 
Administrative Agent and each Lender in their discretion, and Borrower shall 
have delivered to Administrative Agent and each Lender such evidence as they 
shall request to substantiate any matters related to the Credit Agreement (as 
amended hereby), the other Loan Documents and Borrower and its Subsidiaries as 
Administrative Agent or any Lender shall request. 
 
ARTICLE 5 - RATIFICATIONS, REPRESENTATIONS, AND COVENANTS. 
 
     5.1  Ratifications. The terms and provisions set forth in this Amendment 
shall modify and supersede all inconsistent terms and provisions set forth in 
the Credit Agreement and the other Loan Documents, and, except as expressly 
modified and superseded by this Agreement, the terms and provisions of the 
Credit Agreement and the other Loan Documents are ratified and confirmed and 
shall continue in full force and effect. Borrower and Lenders agree that the 
Credit Agreement and the other Loan Documents, as amended hereby, shall continue 
to be legal, valid, binding, and enforceable in accordance with their respective 
terms. 
 
     5.2  Representations and Covenants. Borrower hereby represents and warrants 
to Lenders that (a) the execution, delivery, and performance of this Amendment 
and any and all other Loan Documents executed or delivered in connection 
herewith have been authorized by all requisite corporate action on the part of 
Borrower and will not violate the Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws of 
Borrower; (b) the representations and warranties contained in the Credit 
Agreement, as amended hereby, and any other Loan Documents are true and correct 
on and as of the date hereof, as though made on and as of such date; (c) no 
Default or Event of Default under the Credit Agreement, as amended 
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hereby, has occurred and is continuing; and (d) Borrower is in full compliance 
with all covenants and agreements contained in the Credit Agreement and the 
other Loan Documents, as amended hereby. 
 
ARTICLE 6 - MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. 
 
     6.1  No Waiver. Except as specifically provided in this Amendment, nothing 
contained in this Amendment shall be construed as a waiver by Lenders of any 
covenant or provision of the Credit Agreement, the other Loan Documents, this 
Amendment, or of any other contract or instrument between Borrower and Lenders, 
and the failure of Lenders at any time or times hereafter to require strict 
performance by Borrower of any provision thereof shall not waive, affect, or 
diminish any right of Lenders to thereafter demand strict compliance therewith. 
Lenders hereby reserve all rights granted under the Credit Agreement, the other 
Loan Documents, this Amendment, and any other contract or instrument between 
Borrower and Lenders. 
 
     6.2  Survival of Representations and Warranties. All representations and 
warranties made in the Credit Agreement or any other Loan Documents, including, 
without limitation, any document furnished in connection with this Amendment, 
shall survive the execution and delivery of this Amendment and the other Loan 
Documents, and no investigation by Agents or any Lender shall affect the 
representations and warranties or the right of Agents or any Lender to rely upon 
them. 
 
     6.3  Reference to Credit Agreement. Each of the Credit Agreement and the 
other Loan Documents, and any and all other agreements, documents, or 
instruments now or hereafter executed and delivered pursuant to the terms hereof 
or pursuant to the terms of the Credit Agreement, as amended hereby, are hereby 
amended so that any reference in the Credit Agreement and such other Loan 
Documents to the Credit Agreement shall mean a reference to the Credit Agreement 
as amended hereby. 
 
     6.4  Expenses of Agent. As provided in the Credit Agreement, Borrower 
agrees to pay on demand all reasonable costs and expenses incurred by 
Administrative Agent in connection with the preparation, negotiation, and 
execution of this Amendment and the other Loan Documents executed pursuant 
hereto and any and all amendments, modifications, and supplements thereto, 
including, without limitation, the costs and fees of Administrative Agent's 
legal counsel, and all reasonable costs and expenses incurred by Lenders in 
connection with the enforcements or preservation of any rights under the Credit 
Agreement, as amended hereby, or any Loan Documents, including, without 
limitation, the reasonable costs and fees of Administrative Agent's legal 
counsel. 
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     6.5  Severability. Any provisions of this Amendment held by a court of 
competent jurisdiction to be invalid or unenforceable shall not impair or 
invalidate the remainder of this Amendment and the effect thereof shall be 
confined to the provisions so held to be invalid or unenforceable. 
 
     6.6  Successors and Assigns. This Amendment is binding upon and shall 
inure to the benefit of Lenders and Borrower and their respective successors 
and assigns, except that Borrower may not assign or transfer any of its rights 
or obligations hereunder without the prior written consent of Lenders. 
 
     6.7  Counterparts. This Amendment may be executed in one or more 
counterparts, each of which when so executed shall be deemed to be an original, 
but all of which when taken together shall constitute one and the same 
instrument. 
 
     6.8  Effect of Waiver. No consent or waiver, express or implied, by 
Administrative Agent or any Lender to or for any breach of or deviation from 
any covenant or condition by Borrower shall be deemed a consent to or waiver of 
any other breach of the same or any other covenant, condition, or duty. 
 
     6.9  Headings. The headings, captions, and arrangements used in this 
Amendment are for convenience only and shall not affect the interpretation of 
this Amendment. 
 
     6.10 Applicable Law. THIS AMENDMENT AND ALL OTHER LOAN DOCUMENTS EXECUTED 
PURSUANT HERETO SHALL BE DEEMED TO HAVE BEEN MADE AND TO BE PERFORMABLE IN AND 
SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF 
TEXAS UNLESS THE LAWS GOVERNING NATIONAL BANKS SHALL HAVE APPLICATION. 
 
     6.11 Final Agreement. THE CREDIT AGREEMENT AND THE OTHER LOAN DOCUMENTS, 
EACH AS AMENDED HEREBY, REPRESENT THE ENTIRE AGREEMENT OF THE PARTIES WITH 
RESPECT TO THE SUBJECT MATTER HEREOF ON THE DATE THIS AMENDMENT IS EXECUTED. 
THE CREDIT AGREEMENT AND THE OTHER LOAN DOCUMENTS, AS AMENDED HEREBY, MAY NOT 
BE CONTRADICTED BY EVIDENCE OF PRIOR, CONTEMPORANEOUS, OR SUBSEQUENT ORAL 
AGREEMENTS OF THE PARTIES. THERE ARE NO UNWRITTEN AGREEMENTS BETWEEN THE 
PARTIES. NO MODIFICATION, RESCISSION, WAIVER, RELEASE, OR AMENDMENT OF ANY 
PROVISION OF THIS AMENDMENT SHALL BE MADE EXCEPT BY A WRITTEN AGREEMENT SIGNED 
BY BORROWER AND LENDERS. 
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Executed as of the Effective Date. 
 
                         BORROWER: 
 
                         RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION 
 
                         By:  /s/ Eddie LeBlanc 
                            ______________________________________ 
                              Eddie LeBlanc, Senior Vice President 
                              and Chief Financial Officer 
 
 
                         AGENTS: 
 
                         BANK ONE, TEXAS, N.A., 
                          as Administrative Agent and a Lender 
 
                         By:  /s/ W. Mark Cranmer 
                            ______________________________________ 
                              W. Mark Cranmer, Vice President 
 
 
                         CHASE BANK OF TEXAS, N.A., 
                          as Syndication Agent and a Lender 
 
                         By:  /s/ Robert C. Mertensotto 
                            ______________________________________ 
                         Name:  Robert C. Mertensotto 
                         Title: Managing Director 
 
 
                         BANK OF AMERICA, N.A., 
                          as Documentation Agent and a Lender 
 
                         By: 
                            ______________________________________ 
                              J. Scott Fowler, Managing Director 
 
 
                         DEUSTCHE BANK 
 
                         By:  /s/ Marcus M. Tarkington 
                            ______________________________________ 
                         Name:  Marcus M. Tarkington 
                         Title: Principal 
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                         OTHER LENDERS: 
 
                         PNC BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
 
                         By: /s/ Robert J. Tisruc 
                             ------------------------------------- 
                         Name:   Robert J. Tisruc 
                         Title:  Assistant Vice President 
 
 
                         BANKBOSTON, N.A. 
 
                         By: /s/ Kristine A. Kasselman 
                            -------------------------------------- 
                         Name:   Kristine A. Kasselman 
                         Title:  Managing Director 
 
 
                         CIBC INC. 
 
                         By: /s/ M. Beth Miller 
                            ------------------------------------- 
                         Name:   M. Beth Miller 
                         Title:  Authorized Signatory 
 
 
                         WELLS FARGO BANK (TEXAS), N.A. 
 
                         By: 
                            ------------------------------------- 
                         Name: 
                         Title: 
 
 
                         CREDIT LYONNAIS NEW YORK BRANCH 
 
                         By: /s/ Philippe Soustra 
                            ------------------------------------- 
                         Name:   Philippe Soustra 
                         Title:  Senior Vice President 
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                         ABN AMRO BANK N.V. 
 
                         By: 
                             ------------------------------------- 
                         Name: 
                         Title: 
 
 
                         By: 
                            -------------------------------------- 
                         Name: 
                         Title: 
 
 
                         BANK OF SCOTLAND 
 
                         By: /s/ Annie Glynn 
                            ------------------------------------- 
                         Name:   Annie Glynn 
                         Title:  Senior Vice President 
 
 
                         THE SANWA BANK, LIMITED 
 
                         By: /s/ Clyde Redford 
                            ------------------------------------- 
                         Name:   Clyde Redford 
                         Title:  Vice President 
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                                                                   Exhibit 10.15 
 
                              AMENDED AND RESTATED 
                           RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION 
                           DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLAN 
                       FOR DIRECTORS AND SELECT EMPLOYEES 
 
 
         Range Resources Corporation, a Delaware corporation, ("Company") hereby 
amends and restates its Deferred Compensation Plan for Directors and Select 
Employees ("Plan"), effective September 1, 2000. The Plan covers employees of 
the Company as well as employees of Great Lakes Energy Partners L.L.C. ("Great 
Lakes") who were previous employees of the Company. Employees of Great Lakes are 
Inactive Participants in the Plan and are not able to defer current amounts 
under the Plan. Prior Accounts of such Great Lakes Inactive Participants are 
fully vested and remain subject to the terms of the Plan. 
 
1.       PURPOSE 
 
         The primary purpose of the Plan is to provide deferred compensation to 
a select group of management, highly compensated employees and Directors through 
an unfunded "top hat" arrangement exempt from the fiduciary, funding, vesting, 
and plan termination insurance provisions of Title I and Title IV of the 
Employee Retirement Income Security Act ("ERISA"). More specifically, the 
Company has adopted this Plan to provide Employees with the opportunity to defer 
Compensation and to receive the Company Contributions they are unable to defer 
or receive under the Company's tax qualified cash or deferred compensation plan 
("Qualified Plan"), because of limits imposed by Sections 401(a)(4), 401(k), 
401(m) and 402(g) of the Internal Revenue Code ("Code") on plans to which those 
sections of the Code apply. 
 
2.       DEFINITIONS AND CAPITALIZED TERMS 
 
         The capitalized terms, set forth in alphabetical order defined below, 
are used throughout the Plan. 
 
         (a)      "Account" refers to the bookkeeping entries established and 
maintained by the Plan Administrator for the purpose of recording (i) the 
amounts of Compensation deferred by a Participant and Company Contributions made 
by the Company under this Plan, (ii) any interest earnings or losses with 
respect to those amounts, and (iii) any distributions to a Participant or 
Beneficiary. 
 
 
         (b)      "Beneficiary" refers to the person or entity selected to 
receive any portion of a Participant's Account that has not been distributed 
from the Plan at the time of the Participant's death. Such designation shall be 
on a form provided or approved by the Plan Administrator. If a Participant fails 
to designate a Beneficiary or no designated Beneficiary survives the 
Participant, the Plan Administrator may direct payment of benefits to the 
following person or persons in the order given below: 
 
 
                  the Participant's: 
 
                  (i)      spouse, 
                  (ii)     descendants, per stirpes, 
                  (iii)    parents, 
                  (iv)     brothers and sisters, or 
                  (v)      estate of the Participant. 
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         (c)      "Board" or "Board of Directors" refers to the Board of 
Directors of the Company. 
 
 
         (d)      "Change in Control" has the meaning specified in the Company's 
Change in Control Plan, as may be amended. 
 
 
         (e)      "Code" refers to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended 
from time to time. 
 
 
         (f)      "Committee" refers to the Compensation Committee of the Board. 
 
 
         (g)      "Company," "Corporation" or "Employer" refers to Range 
Resources Corporation, a Delaware corporation. 
 
 
         (h)      "Company Contributions" refers to amounts described in Section 
5.6(a) below. 
 
 
         (i)      "Compensation" refers to an Employee's gross salary, including 
any commissions, bonuses or awards, and Director's fees, payable by the Company 
after an Employee or Director first becomes eligible to participate in the Plan 
and during the period through which such participation continues. To the extent 
necessary to allow deferrals under the Third paragraph of Section 4.1, the 
Compensation shall also include any elective deferral contributions to the 
Employer's 401(k) plan that were limited by the application of Sections 401(k), 
401(m), 402(g) or 415 of the Code. 
 
 
         (j)      "Director" refers to a non-employee member of the Board of 
Directors of the Company. 
 
 
         (k)      "Disabled" or "Disability" refers to a physical or mental 
condition of a Participant which (i) occurs after a Participant first defers 
Compensation under this Plan, (ii) results from an injury, disease or disorder, 
and (iii) renders the Participant totally and permanently incapable of 
continuing in his or her customary employment with the Company. In determining 
whether a Participant is disabled, the Plan Administrator may rely upon the 
conclusions of any insurance carrier that has issued a policy of disability 
income insurance covering the Participant or upon the conclusions of any 
physician acceptable to the Plan Administrator. A Participant automatically will 
satisfy the requirements under this Plan, with respect to submission of evidence 
of disability, throughout the period that he or she remains qualified for Social 
Security disability benefits. Any Participant who believes that he or she is 
entitled to any advantage, benefit, or other consideration under the Plan as a 
result of being Disabled shall apply to the Plan Administrator for such 
consideration and shall provide any evidence of Disability which the Plan 
Administrator in its discretion may request in a manner consistent with the 
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and other relevant laws. 
 
 
         (l)      [Intentionally Omitted] 
 
 
         (m)      "Effective Date" of the amended and restated Plan refers to 
September 1, 2000 with respect to Compensation first earned, determined or 
payable after that date. 
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         (n)      "Employee" refers to any employee, within the meaning of 
Section 3121(d) of the Code, who is highly compensated or who is a member of 
management selected by the Committee to participate in this Plan. The Committee 
shall determine whether an employee is to be considered highly compensated. 
Where the Committee considers appropriate in applying the provisions of this 
Plan, the term Employee shall include only persons who are Participants or 
Inactive Participants under the Plan. 
 
 
         (o)      "ERISA" refers to the Employee Retirement Income Security Act 
of 1974, as amended from time to time. 
 
 
         (p)      "Hardship" refers to a Participant's immediate and heavy 
financial need caused by an unforeseeable emergency, as described in Treasury 
Regulations Section 1.457-2(h)(4) and (5). In general, but without limitation, 
the Plan Administrator shall approve a Hardship withdrawal from a Participant's 
Account if the reduction does not exceed the amount needed to pay for the 
following unreimbursed expenses: (i) medical expenses defined in Code Section 
213(d) and incurred (or to be incurred) during the calendar year by the 
Participant, or his or her spouse or dependents (as described in Code Section 
152) as a result of a sudden or unexpected illness or accident; (ii) loss of a 
Participant's property as a result of a casualty or other extraordinary, 
unforeseeable circumstances attributable to forces beyond the participant's 
control; and (iii) other costs recognized by the Plan Administrator to pose an 
immediate and heavy financial need on the Participant as a result of an 
unforeseeable emergency or other factors beyond a Participant's control. 
 
 
         (q)      "Inactive Participant" refers to an Employee or Director who 
deferred Compensation under the Plan during a previous Plan Year but who does 
not defer any Compensation payable during the current Plan Year. 
 
 
         (r)      [Intentionally Omitted] 
 
 
         (s)      "Participant" refers to an eligible Employee or Director who 
elects to defer under the Plan part or all of his or her Compensation payable 
during the current Plan Year. 
 
 
         (t)      "Plan Administrator" refers to the person, persons or entity 
designated by the Company to administer the Plan. If no such person or entity is 
serving as Plan Administrator, the Company shall be Plan Administer. 
 
 
         (u)      [Intentionally Omitted] 
 
 
         (v)      "Plan Year" refers to the period of 12 consecutive months 
commencing on the first day of January of each year. 
 
 
         (w)      "Qualified Plan" refers to the Company's tax qualified 
individual account cash or deferred compensation plan subject to the limits 
imposed by Code Sections 401(a)(4), 401(k), 401(m), 402(g) and 415. 
 
 
         (x)      [Intentionally Omitted] 
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         (y)      "Termination of Employment" refers to a Director ceasing to 
serve as a Director or an Employee's (i) separation from service with the 
Company, (ii) refusal or failure to return to work within three (3) working days 
after the date requested by the Company, or (iii) failure to return to work at 
the conclusion of a leave of absence. This definition does not imply retirement 
from service. 
 
 
         (z)      "Trust" refers to a rabbi trust intended to satisfy the 
requirements of Revenue Procedures 92-64 and 92-65 of which a financial 
institution selected by the Company serves as trustee. The term "Trustee" shall 
include such financial institution and any successor Trustee under the Trust 
instrument. 
 
 
3.       ELIGIBILITY 
 
         The Committee may, from time to time, designate by name those Employees 
and Directors of the Company who are eligible to participate in the Plan for one 
or more Plan Years and the date upon which each such Employee's or Director's 
participation may commence. All designated Employees and Directors shall be 
notified by the Committee or the Plan Administrator of their eligibility to 
participate. An Employee or Director who receives an In-Service Withdrawal from 
the Plan under Section 7.2 shall not be eligible to participate in the Plan 
during the remainder of the Plan Year of the withdrawal and the immediately 
following Plan Year. An Employee's or Director's eligibility to participate in 
the Plan does not confer upon the Employee or Director any right to any award, 
bonus or other remuneration of any kind. 
 
4.       DEFERRAL OF COMPENSATION 
 
         4.1      Election to Defer 
 
                  Any Director or Eligible Employee may elect to defer a 
percentage or dollar amount of one or more payments of Compensation for the next 
succeeding Plan Year, on such terms as the Plan Administrator may permit, by 
completing an Election of Deferral form and filing it with the Plan 
Administrator prior to the first day of such succeeding Plan Year (or any such 
earlier date as the Plan Administrator may prescribe), provided that an 
individual who first becomes a Director or an eligible Employee during a Plan 
Year may, by completing an Election of Deferral form and filing it with the Plan 
Administrator within 30 days of the date such individual becomes a Director or 
an Eligible Employee, elect to defer a percentage or dollar amount of one or 
more payments of Compensation for the Plan Year in which such individual becomes 
a Director or an Eligible Employee, on such terms as the Plan Administrator may 
permit, which are payable to such individual after the date upon which the 
individual files the Election of Deferral form. Such Election of Deferral forms 
may provide a separate deferral election for bonuses. 
 
                  An election to defer a percentage or dollar amount of 
Compensation for any Plan Year shall apply only to that Plan Year. 
 
                  In addition, a Participant may elect to defer an amount of 
Compensation equal to all or part of the amount of any elective deferral 
contributions that were made on his or her behalf to the Employer's 401(k) plan 
for the prior Plan Year but were treated as an excess deferral, an excess 
contribution or otherwise limited by the application of the limitations of 
Sections 401(k), 401(m), 415 or 402(g) of the Code, so long as the Participant 
so indicates on an Election of Deferral form. 
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                  A Participant's Compensation shall be reduced in accordance 
with the Participant's election hereunder and the amount deferred hereunder 
shall be paid by the Employer to the Trust as soon as administratively feasible 
and credited to the Participant's Accounts as of the date the amounts are 
received by the Trustee. 
 
         4.2      Date of Deferral 
 
                  An eligible Employee or Director must submit his or her 
Election of Deferral form to the Plan Administrator no later than the last day 
of the deferral election period. The last day of the deferral election period 
shall be (a) the last day preceding the calendar year in which the eligible 
Employee or Director will render the services for which he or she will receive 
any part of the Compensation payable to the Employee or Director during that 
year or (b) in the first year in which the Company implements the Plan or in 
which an Employee or Director first becomes eligible to participate, the 
Employee or Director may make his or her election within the first 30 days after 
the later of (i) the date the Plan becomes effective or (ii) the date the 
Employee or Director becomes eligible to participate. 
 
         4.3      Multiple Elections 
 
                  An election to defer Compensation shall be effective on the 
date an eligible Employee or Director delivers a completed deferral election 
form to the Plan Administrator; provided, however, that, if the eligible 
Employee or Director delivers another properly completed Election of Deferral 
form to the Plan Administrator prior to the close of the deferral election 
period described in Section 4.2, the deferral election on the form bearing the 
latest date shall control. After the last day of the election period, the 
controlling election made prior to the close of the period shall be irrevocable. 
 
         4.4      Annual Elections 
 
                  In order to defer any portion of Compensation earned in any 
calendar year, an eligible Employee or Director must submit at least one 
completed deferral election form to the Plan Administrator before the start of 
that calendar year. If an Employee or Director fails to make such a submission, 
the Employee or Director will be deemed to have elected not to contribute to the 
Plan for that Plan Year. 
 
         4.5      Hardship Adjustments 
 
                  After an annual election has taken effect for any Plan Year, a 
Participant may not increase or decrease the percentage or amount of 
Compensation to be deferred during that Plan Year; except that a Participant has 
the option to cease all deferrals under the Plan during the Plan Year if such 
cessation would relieve the Participant of one or more Hardships without any 
withdrawals under this Plan. 
 
5.       DEFERRED COMPENSATION ACCOUNTS 
 
         5.1      Maintenance of Accounts 
 
                  The Plan Administrator shall maintain one or more Accounts 
with respect to any Compensation deferred by a Participant under Article 4 
above. The Plan Administrator shall credit the 
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Account with the full amount of Compensation deferred in any monthly period. If 
the Compensation deferred is subject to federal or state employment taxes (e.g. 
taxes under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act or Federal Unemployment Tax 
Act), said taxes shall be withheld and deducted from a portion of the 
Participant's Compensation not deferred under this Plan. A Participant or 
Inactive Participant shall be fully vested at all times in amounts deferred 
under Article 4 above, as adjusted for any earnings, losses, interest accruals, 
administrative expenses or distributions as described below. 
 
         5.2      Investment Elections 
 
                  In accordance with rules, procedures and options established 
by the Plan Administrator, a Participant shall have the right to direct the 
investment of his or her Account. Although the Company shall have the obligation 
to follow the Participant's investment directions, the Company, in its sole 
discretion, may satisfy its obligation from time to time in one or both of the 
following ways. First, the Company may invest assets allocable to the 
Participant's Accounts in the specific investments, in the specific amounts and 
for the specific periods directed by the Participant; and the Company must 
credit or charge the Participant's Accounts with the earnings gains or losses 
resulting from such investments. Second, the Company may invest assets allocable 
to the Participant's Accounts in any manner, in any amount and for any period of 
time which the Company in its sole discretion may select; but the Company must 
credit or charge the Participant's Accounts with the same earnings, gains or 
losses that the Participant would have incurred if the Company had invested the 
assets allocable to the Participant's Accounts in the specific investments, in 
the specific amounts and for the specific periods directed by the Participant. A 
Participant may change his or her investment directions in accordance with 
procedures established by the Plan Administrator. If the Participant fails to 
provide any investment directions at a time when the Participant has an interest 
in the Company's Qualified Plan, the Plan Administrator may follow the then 
current investment directions for the Participant 's interest in the Company's 
Qualified Plan. If this Plan is determined to be subject to the fiduciary 
provisions of Part 4 of Title I of ERISA, this Plan shall be treated as a Plan 
described in Section 404(c) of ERISA and Title 29 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations Section 2550.404c-1, in which Plan fiduciaries may be relieved of 
liability for any losses which are the direct and necessary result of investment 
instructions given by a Participant or Beneficiary. 
 
         5.3      Investment Earnings or Losses 
 
                  Any amounts credited to the Account of a Participant or 
Inactive Participant as a result of the deferral of all or part of his or her 
Compensation may increase or decrease as a result of the Company's investment of 
such amounts during the Plan Year, as described in Section 5.2 above. A ratable 
share of Plan investment earnings or losses under this Section 5.3 shall be 
credited to the Account of a Participant or Inactive Participant, as determined 
in good faith by the Plan Administrator. At the sole discretion of the Plan 
Administrator, for any Plan Year, the Plan Administrator may allocate to the 
Participant's Account either (i) the full amount of the Participant's share of 
Plan investment earnings or losses or (ii) the full amount of such share 
adjusted for any federal, state or local income or employment tax consequences 
attributable to such earnings or losses. If the full amount of such investment 
earnings or losses are allocated to a Participant's Account, any federal, state 
or local income or employment tax consequences attributable to such earnings or 
losses under this Section 5.3 shall be borne by or inure to the benefit of the 
Company. The Participant and his or her Beneficiary understand and agree that 
they assume all risk in connection with any decrease in the value of the 
Compensation deferred under the Plan and invested in accordance with these 
Sections 5.2 and 5.3. 
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         5.4      [Intentionally Omitted] 
 
         5.5      Investment of Unpaid Balances 
 
                  The unpaid balance of all Accounts payable under the Plan 
shall continue to be credited with the investment earnings or losses described 
in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. 
 
         5.6      Company Contributions 
 
                  (a)      Company Discretionary Contributions 
 
                           Apart from Compensation deferrals, the Company shall 
retain the right to make discretionary contributions (subject to vesting 
specified by the Committee) for any Participant under this Plan. Such 
discretionary contributions may also include matching contributions, at such 
rates and with respect to such Participant deferrals as determined by the 
Committee. 
 
                  (b)      Adjustments to Company Contributions 
 
                           Once credited to a Participant's Account under this 
Plan, the amounts described in Section 5.6 shall accrue the interest or 
investment return described in Section 5.2, 5.3, and 5.5 above, and shall be 
paid in accord with Article 7 below. 
 
                  (c)      Vesting in Company Contributions 
 
                           Subject to the provisions of Section 5.6(d) below, a 
Participant shall vest in matching Company contributions allocated to his or her 
Account on a class year basis, subject to the following vesting schedule: 
 
                           (1)      33-1/3% at the end of the Plan Year in which 
         the matching Company contributions are made; 
 
                           (2)      33-1/3% at the end of the first Plan Year 
         following the Plan Year in which the matching Company contributions are 
         made. 
 
                           (3)      33-1/3% at the end of the second Plan Year 
         following the Plan Year in which the matching Company contributions are 
         made. 
 
                           Any portion of a Participant's Account that has not 
vested on the date that a Participant's employment with Employer terminates, 
except as provided in this Article 5, shall be forfeited and applied as provided 
in Section 5.7. 
 
                           Additionally, except as provided in Section 5.6(d) 
below, a Participant shall be 100% vested if, prior to his or her Termination of 
Employment, the Participant attains age 65, dies, becomes Disabled, or a Change 
in Control occurs. 
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                  (d)      Forfeitures for Misconduct 
 
                           Without regard to a Participant's age, Disability or 
death, if a Participant separates from service with the Company as a result of 
the Participant's gross misconduct, within the meaning of Part 6 of Title I of 
ERISA, regarding group health continuation coverage, or if the Participant 
engages in unlawful business competition with the Company, the Participant shall 
forfeit all amounts allocated to his or her Accounts under Section 5.6(a) and 
5.6(c) above. Such forfeitures shall be retained by the Company, or be used to 
reduce the Company's future contributions under the Plan. 
 
         5.7      Company's General Assets 
 
                  All Compensation deferred under the Plan and all amounts 
credited to a Participant's Account under the Plan (a) are the general assets of 
the Company, (b) may be used in the operation of the Company's business or in 
any other manner permitted by law, and (c) remain subject to the claims of the 
Company's general unsecured creditors. By electing to participate in the Plan, 
Participant agrees, on behalf of Participant and his or her Beneficiary, that 
(i) title to any amounts deferred under the Plan or credited to a Participant's 
Account remains in the Company and (ii) neither Participant nor his or her 
Beneficiary has any property interests whatsoever in said amounts, except as 
general creditors of the Company. 
 
6.       EFFECT ON EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 
 
         Amounts deferred under this Plan or distributed pursuant to the terms 
of this Plan are not taken into account in the calculation of a Participant's 
benefits under any employee pension or welfare benefit program or under any 
other compensation practice maintained by the Company, except to the extent 
provided in such program or practice. 
 
7.       PAYMENT OF DEFERRED COMPENSATION ACCOUNTS 
 
         7.1      Election as to Time and Form of Payment 
 
                  A Participant shall elect (on the Distribution Request/Change 
form) the date on which the Compensation deferrals and vested Company 
Contributions (as adjusted for earnings and losses) will commence to be paid to 
the Participant. The Participant shall also elect whether the payments shall be 
made in either: 
 
                  (a)      A single lump-sum payment; or 
 
                  (b)      annual installments over a period elected by the 
Participant of up to 10 years, with the amount of each installment to equal the 
balance of his or her Account immediately prior to the installment divided by 
the number of installments remaining. 
 
                  Each such election will be effective for the Plan Year for 
which it is made and succeeding Plan Years, unless changed by the Participant. 
Except as provided below, any change will be effective only for Compensation 
deferrals and Company Contributions made for the first Plan Year beginning after 
the date on which the Distribution Request form containing the change is filed 
with the Plan Administrator. A Participant may change the date and form of 
payment by filing with the Plan Administrator, at least one year before payments 
are otherwise scheduled to commence, a new form 
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specifying a new date of commencement and/or form of benefit payment. 
Additionally, a Participant may request a special distribution on an 
Interim/Special Distribution Request form (or as otherwise provided by the Plan 
Administrator) to receive a specified amount from the Participant's vested 
Account, provided the request is made at least 12 months prior to the requested 
distribution. Such Interim/Special Distribution Request will not change the 
Participant's prior distribution election for the remaining balance in the 
Participant's Account. Except as otherwise provided in Article 7 below, payment 
of a Participant's vested Account shall be made in accordance with the 
Participant's elections under this Section 7.1. 
 
         7.2      In-Service Withdrawals 
 
                  (a)      Withdrawals to Meet Hardships 
 
                           If at any time following the first anniversary of 
initial participation in the Plan, a Participant incurs a Hardship, as described 
in Section 2(p) above, the Participant may, by written notice to the Plan 
Administrator, request that all or any specified part of his or her vested 
Account (but not less than $1,000 per withdrawal) be paid to the Participant; 
and such distribution, if approved by the Company, shall be made in a lump sum 
as soon as reasonably practicable following the approval by the Company. The 
Company shall have exclusive authority to determine whether to make a Hardship 
distribution from a Participant's vested Account but shall not unreasonably deny 
a request for such a distribution. The Company's decision shall be final and 
binding on all parties. Any Hardship withdrawals from an Account shall reduce 
the amount available for subsequent distributions from the Account, as the 
Company in good faith may determine. 
 
                  (b)      Other In-Service Withdrawals 
 
                           At any time prior to the date that a Participant is 
otherwise entitled to a distribution from the Plan, the Participant may request 
a single-sum distribution of his or her entire vested Account balance from the 
Plan Administrator. If approved by the Plan Administrator, such amount will be 
distributed to the Participant as soon as administratively feasible, but shall 
be reduced by applicable taxes and a ten percent (10%) forfeiture amount. Such 
forfeiture amount shall be forfeited from the Participant's Account and shall be 
returned to the Company or used to reduce future Company Contributions. 
 
                           Prior to Termination of Employment, a Participant may 
not withdraw any funds from his or her Account, except as provided in Section 
7.2 and paragraphs (a) and (b) of this Section 7.2. 
 
         7.3      Termination of Employment 
 
                  Unless the Committee, in its sole discretion, determines 
otherwise, upon Termination of Employment of a Participant or Inactive 
Participant for reasons other than retirement, or at any time thereafter, the 
Committee may distribute the vested portion of his or her Account under the Plan 
in a lump sum. The payment from the Account shall occur as soon as practicable 
following the date of such determination. For purposes of the Plan, a 
Participant shall not be considered to have terminated employment as long as the 
Participant is employed by the Employer or Great Lakes Energy Partners, L.L.C. 
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         7.4      Disability 
 
                  Upon the Disability of a Participant or Inactive Participant, 
the Plan Administrator shall distribute his or her Account under the Plan, in 
accordance with the Participant's distribution election under Section 7.1. Prior 
to the death of the Participant or Inactive Participant, during any period in 
which a Participant or Inactive Participant remains Disabled, he or she (or his 
or her legal representative) may request Hardship withdrawals from any 
undistributed portion of his or her Account, or may change the distribution 
election under Section 7.1 in accordance with the terms of the Plan. Any such 
Hardship withdrawals shall reduce the amount available for subsequent 
distributions from the Account, as the Company in good faith may determine. 
 
         7.5      In-Kind Distributions 
 
                  All distributions made under the Plan shall be made in cash, 
except that the Committee, in its complete discretion, may make distributions in 
kind. If an in-kind distribution is made, the Committee shall value the property 
distributed at its fair market value as reasonably determined by the Committee. 
Without limiting the foregoing, publicly traded securities shall generally be 
valued by the Committee at the closing price of the security (on the national 
securities exchange on which it trades) on the date immediately preceding the 
date of the distribution. 
 
         7.6      Death Prior to Commencement of Distributions 
 
                  Upon the death of a Participant or Inactive Participant prior 
to the commencement of any distribution hereunder, the Account of such 
Participant or Inactive Participant shall be distributed to his or her 
Beneficiary, in the form elected by the Participant or Inactive Participant 
under Section 7.1. During the period between the death of the Participant or 
Inactive Participant and the commencement of distributions to the Beneficiary, 
the Beneficiary may request Hardship withdrawals from any undistributed portion 
of his or her Account, or the Beneficiary may change the distribution election 
under Section 7.1 (with the Beneficiary having the right that the Participant 
had under Section 7.1 to elect the date and form of distribution). Any such 
Hardship withdrawals shall reduce the amount available for subsequent 
distributions from the Plan, as the Company in good faith may determine. 
 
         7.7      Death After Commencement of Distributions 
 
                  Upon the death of a Participant or Inactive Participant after 
the commencement of any distribution hereunder, the balance remaining in the 
Account of such Participant or Inactive Participant shall be distributed to his 
or her Beneficiary in accordance with the terms elected by the Participant or 
Inactive Participant under Section 7.1. 
 
         7.8      Withholding and Other Tax Consequences 
 
                  From any payments made under this Plan, the Company shall 
withhold any taxes or other amounts which federal, state or local law requires 
the Company to deduct, withhold and deposit. The Company's determination of the 
type and amount of taxes to be withheld from any payment shall be final and 
binding on all persons having or claiming to have an interest in this Plan or in 
any Account under this Plan. 
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         7.9      Tax Gross-Up Payments 
 
                  If, as a result of (a) a Participant's Termination of 
Employment other than for cause within 24 months of a Change in Control, (b) the 
Employer's amendment of the Plan in connection with a Change in Control or (c) 
the Employer's termination of the Plan pursuant to Section 13 in connection with 
a Change in Control, all or a portion of a Participant's Account is paid prior 
to the date the Participant had otherwise elected for such payment under the 
Plan without the consent of such Participant (or his Beneficiary), the Employer 
shall pay an additional payment (a "Tax Gross-up Payment") to the Participant 
(or his Beneficiary) to compensate such Participant (or his Beneficiary) for the 
taxes imposed with respect to the accelerated portion of the payment. The Tax 
Gross-up Payment shall be determined by multiplying the amount of the 
accelerated portion of the payment by the fraction 1/1-MR, where MR is the sum 
of (1) the Participant's (or the Beneficiary's) maximum income tax rate under 
section 1(a) of the Code as of the date of payment and (2) the rates of any 
other taxes (including excise taxes on excess parachute payments under Section 
4999 of the Code) imposed on the Participant (or the Beneficiary) with respect 
to the accelerated portion of the payment. As used in this Section, the term 
`cause' shall mean the Participant's gross negligence or willful misconduct in 
performance of the duties of the Participant's employment, or the Participant's 
final conviction of a felony or of a misdemeanor involving moral turpitude. 
 
         7.10     Income Tax Obligations 
 
                  If a Participant is assessed federal, state or local income 
taxes by reason of, and computed on the basis of, his or her undistributed 
deferred Compensation or undistributed interest accrued on his or her Account, 
the Participant shall notify the Plan Administrator in writing of such 
assessment and there shall be distributed from the Participant's Account 
deferred Compensation or accrued interest in an amount equal to such tax 
assessment, together with any interest due and penalties assessed thereupon 
within 30 days following such notice; provided however, that if the Plan 
Administrator determines that such assessment is improper, it may request that 
the Participant contest the assessment, at the expense of the Company (which 
expense shall include all costs of appeal and litigation, including legal and 
accounting fees, and any additional interest assessed on the deficiency from and 
after the date of the Participant's notice to the Plan Administrator); and 
during the period such contest is pending, the sums otherwise distributable 
pursuant to this Section 7.10 shall not be distributed. 
 
8.       FUNDING 
 
         All amounts deferred under this Plan remain or become general assets of 
the Company. All payments under this Plan shall come from the general assets of 
the Company. The amounts credited to an Employee's Account are not secured by 
any specific assets of the Company. This Plan shall not be construed to require 
the Company to fund any of the benefits provided hereunder or to establish a 
trust or purchase an insurance policy or other product for such purpose. The 
Company may make such arrangements as it desires to provide for the payment of 
benefits. Neither an Employee, Participant or Inactive Participant nor his or 
her Beneficiary or estate shall have any rights against the Company with respect 
to any portion of any Account under the Plan except as general unsecured 
creditors. No Employee, Participant, Inactive Participant, Beneficiary or estate 
has an interest in any Account under this Plan until the Employee, Participant, 
Inactive Participant, Beneficiary or estate actually receives payment from the 
Account. 
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9.       SUSPENSION OF PAYMENTS UPON COMPANY'S INSOLVENCY 
 
         At all times during the continuance of any trust established in 
connection with this Plan ("Trust"), if the Plan Administrator determines that 
the Company's financial condition is likely to result in the suspension of 
benefit payments from the Trust, the Plan Administrator shall advise 
Participants, Inactive Participants and Beneficiaries that payments from the 
Trust shall be suspended during the Company's insolvency. If the Trustee 
subsequently resumes such payments, the Plan Administrator shall advise 
Participants, Inactive Participants and Beneficiaries that, if Trust assets are 
sufficient, the first payment following such discontinuance shall include the 
aggregate amount of all payments due to Participants, Inactive Participants and 
Beneficiaries under the terms of the Plan for the period of such discontinuance, 
less the aggregate amount of any payments made directly by the Company during 
any period of discontinuance. No insufficiency of Trust assets shall relieve the 
Company of its obligation to make payments when due under the Plan. 
 
10.      NON-ALIENATION OF BENEFITS 
 
         The interest of any Employee, Participant, Inactive Participant or 
Beneficiary shall not be subject to sale, assignment, transfer, conveyance, 
hypothecation, encumbrance, garnishment, attachment, anticipation, pledge, 
alienation or other disposition prior to actual distribution from the Plan; and 
any attempt to effect such disposition shall be void. No portion of any Account 
shall, prior to receipt thereof, be subject to the debts, contracts, 
liabilities, or engagements of any Employee, Participant, Inactive Participant 
or Beneficiary. Nothing in the preceding sentence shall prohibit the Company 
from recovering from an Employee, Participant, Inactive Participant or 
Beneficiary any payments to which he or she was not entitled under the Plan. 
 
11.      LIMITATION OF RIGHTS 
 
         Nothing in this Plan document or in any related instrument shall cause 
this Plan to be treated as a contract of employment within the meaning of the 
Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. 1 et seq., or shall be construed as evidence 
of any agreement or understanding, express or implied, that the Company (a) will 
employ any person in any particular position or level of Compensation, (b) will 
offer any person initial or continued participation or awards in any commission, 
bonus or other compensation program, or (c) will continue any person's 
employment with the Company. 
 
12.      NOTICE UNDER WARN 
 
         (a)      Any amounts paid (i) to any Employee under the Worker 
Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act of 1988 ("WARN") or under any other 
laws regarding termination of employment, or (ii) to any third party for the 
benefit of said Employee or for the benefit of his or her dependents shall not 
be offset or reduced by any amounts paid or determined to be payable by the 
Company to said Employee or to his or her dependents under this Plan. 
 
         (b)      Subsequent to a Change in Control, the Company may amend, 
modify or terminate the Plan; provided, however, that no such amendment, 
modification or termination of the Plan will, without the consent of the 
Participant or Beneficiary, materially affect the right of such Participant or 
Beneficiary with respect to his or her Account as of the day prior to the date 
of the amendment, modification or termination. Such Account will continue to be 
subject to and governed by the terms of the Plan as set forth in the Plan 
document on the day prior to the date of the amendment, modification or 
termination. In addition, subsequent to a Change in Control, no change may be 
made to: (i) the investment options 
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that were available to Participants and Beneficiaries under Section 5.2 of the 
Plan on the day prior to the Change in Control or (ii) the method of allocation 
selected by the Company pursuant to the third sentence of Section 5.3 of the 
Plan, as of the day prior to the Change in Control. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, subsequent to a Change in Control, an option to invest in Company 
stock may be eliminated and the Company may distribute the entire value of all 
Accounts in lump sum payments to all Participants and Beneficiaries. Any such 
distribution shall be subject to the provisions of Section 7.9. 
 
 
13.      AMENDMENT OR TERMINATION OF PLAN 
 
         (a)      Prior to a Change in Control, the Committee may amend, modify, 
suspend or terminate the Plan in any manner that does not (i) reduce any 
benefits accrued under this Plan or (ii) constitute a forfeiture of any benefits 
vested under this Plan. No Plan amendment, modification, suspension or 
termination may, at any time, reduce a Participant's accrued benefit under the 
Plan, without the consent of the Participant. 
 
 
         (b)      In modifying, suspending or terminating the Plan, or in taking 
any other action with respect to the implementation, operation, maintenance or 
administration of the Plan, the Board may act by a resolution of the full Board 
or by a resolution of the Committee. 
 
 
         (c)      This Plan shall terminate immediately if a court of competent 
jurisdiction determines that this Plan is not exempt from the fiduciary 
provisions of Part 4 of Title I of ERISA. The Plan shall terminate as of the 
date it ceased to be exempt. 
 
 
         (d)      Upon termination of the Plan, the Plan Administrator shall 
distribute all Accounts, as determined by the Plan Administrator (i) in a lump 
sum to all Participants or (ii) in accordance with the method designated by 
Participants at the time of their deferrals. Any such distribution shall be 
subject to the provisions of Section 7.9. 
 
 
14.      ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
 
         14.1     Administrative Authority 
 
                  The Plan Administrator shall have discretionary authority to 
perform all functions necessary or appropriate to the operation of the Plan, 
including without limitation authority to (a) construe and interpret the 
provisions of the Plan document and any related instrument and determine any 
question arising under the Plan document or related instrument, or in connection 
with the administration or operation thereof; (b) determine in its sole 
discretion all facts and relevant considerations affecting the eligibility of 
any Employee or Director to be or become a Participant; (c) decide eligibility 
for, and the amount of, benefits for any Participant, Inactive Participant or 
Beneficiary; (d) authorize and direct all disbursements under the Plan; and (e) 
employ and engage such persons, counsel and agents and to obtain such 
administrative, clerical, medical, legal, audit and actuarial services as it may 
deem necessary in carrying out the provisions of the Plan. The Company shall be 
the "administrator" as defined in Section 3(16)(A) of ERISA for purposes of the 
reporting and disclosure requirements of ERISA and the Code. 
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         14.2     Expenses 
 
                  All reasonable expenses that are necessary to operate and 
administer the Plan shall be paid directly by the Company. Such costs shall 
include fees or expenses arising from the retention of any attorneys, 
accountants, actuaries, consultants or recordkeepers required by the Plan 
Administrator to discharge its duties under the Plan. Nothing herein shall 
require the Company to pay or reimburse any person for any cost, liability, 
loss, fee or expense incurred by such person in any dispute with the Company; 
nor may any person reimburse himself, herself or itself from any Plan 
contributions or from the principal or income of investment or funding vehicle 
for the Plan for any such cost, liability, loss, fee or expense. 
 
         14.3     Insurance 
 
                  The Company may, but need not, obtain liability insurance to 
protect its directors, officers, employees or representatives against loss in 
the discharge of their responsibility in the operation of the Plan. 
 
         14.4     Claims Procedure 
 
                  (a)      A claim for benefits shall be considered filed only 
when actually received by the Plan Administrator. 
 
                  (b)      Any time a claim for benefits is wholly or partially 
denied, the Participant, Inactive Participant or Beneficiary (hereinafter 
"Claimant") shall be given written notice of such denial within 30 days after 
the claim is filed, unless special circumstances require an extension of time 
for processing the claim. If there is an extension, the Claimant shall be 
notified of the extension and the reason for the extension within the initial 30 
day period. The extension shall expire within 60 days after the claim is filed. 
Such notice will indicate the reason for denial, the pertinent provisions of the 
Plan on which the denial is based, an explanation of the claims appeal procedure 
set forth herein, and a description of any additional material or information 
necessary to perfect the claim and an explanation of why such material or 
information is necessary. 
 
         14.5     Appeal Procedures 
 
                  (a)      Any person who has had a claim for benefits denied by 
the Plan Administrator, or is otherwise adversely affected by the action or 
inaction of the Plan Administrator, shall have the right to request review by 
the Plan Administrator. Such request must be in writing, and must be received by 
the Plan Administrator within 60 days after such person receives notice of the 
Plan Administrator's action. If written request for review is not made within 
such 60-day period, the Claimant shall forfeit his or her right to review. The 
Claimant or a duly authorized representative of the Claimant may review all 
pertinent documents and submit issues and comments in writing. 
 
                  (b)      The Plan Administrator shall then review the claim. 
The Plan Administrator may issue a written decision reaffirming, modifying or 
setting aside its former action within 30 days after receipt of the written 
request for review, or 60 days if special circumstances require an extension. 
The Claimant shall be notified in writing of any such extension within 30 days 
following the request for review. An original or copy of the decision shall be 
furnished to the Claimant. The decision shall set forth the reasons and 
pertinent plan provisions or relevant laws on which the decision rests. The 
decision 
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shall be final and binding upon the Claimant and the Plan Administrator and all 
other persons having or claiming to have an interest in the Plan or in any 
Account established under the Plan. 
 
         14.6     Arbitration 
 
                  (a)      Any Participant's, Inactive Participant's or 
Beneficiary's claim remaining unresolved after exhaustion of the procedures in 
Section 15.4 and 15.5 (and to the extent permitted by law any dispute concerning 
any breach or claimed breach of duty regarding the Plan) shall be settled solely 
by binding arbitration at the Employer's principal place of business at the time 
of the arbitration, in accordance with the Employment Claims Rules of the 
American Arbitration Association. Judgment on any award rendered by the 
arbitrator may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof. Each party 
to any dispute regarding the Plan shall pay the fees and costs of presenting 
his, her or its case in arbitration. All other costs of arbitration, including 
the costs of any transcript of the proceedings, administrative fees, and the 
arbitrator's fees shall be borne equally by the parties. 
 
                  (b)      Except as otherwise specifically provided in this 
Plan, the provisions of this Section 15.6 shall be absolutely exclusive for any 
and all purposes and fully applicable to each and every dispute regarding the 
Plan including any claim which, if pursued through any state or federal court or 
administrative proceeding, would arise at law, in equity or pursuant to 
statutory, regulatory or common law rules, regardless of whether such claim 
would arise in contract, tort or under any other legal or equitable theory or 
basis. The arbitrator who hears or decides any claim under the Plan shall have 
jurisdiction and authority to award only Plan benefits and prejudgment interest; 
and apart from such benefits and interest, the arbitrator shall not have any 
authority or jurisdiction to make any award of any kind including, without 
limitation, compensatory damages, punitive damages, foreseeable or unforeseeable 
economic damages, damages for pain and suffering or emotional distress, adverse 
tax consequences or any other kind or form of damages. The remedy, if any, 
awarded by such arbitrator shall be the sole and exclusive remedy for each and 
every claim that is subject to arbitration pursuant to this Section 15.6. Any 
limitations on the relief that can be awarded by the arbitrator are in no way 
intended (i) to create rights or claims that can be asserted outside arbitration 
or (ii) in any other way to reduce the exclusivity of arbitration as the sole 
dispute resolution mechanism with respect to this Plan. 
 
                  (c)      The Plan and the Company will be the necessary 
parties to any action or proceeding involving the Plan. No person employed by 
the Company, no Participant, Inactive Participant or Beneficiary or any other 
person having or claiming to have an interest in the Plan will be entitled to 
any notice or process, unless such person is a named party to the action or 
proceeding. In any arbitration proceeding all relevant statutes of limitation 
shall apply. Any final judgment or decision that may be entered in any such 
action or proceeding will be binding and conclusive on all persons having or 
claiming to have any interest in the Plan. 
 
         14.7     Notices 
 
                  Any notice from the Plan Administrator to an Employee, 
Participant, Inactive Participant or Beneficiary regarding this Plan may be 
addressed to the last known residence of said person as indicated in the records 
of the Company. Any notice to, or any service of process upon, the Company or 
the Plan Administrator with respect to this Plan may addressed as follows: 
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                           PLAN ADMINISTRATOR 
                           Range Resources Corporation 
                           801 Cherry Street, Suite 1550 
                           Fort Worth, TX 76102 
 
         14.8     Indemnification 
 
                  To the extent permitted by law, the Company shall, and hereby 
does, indemnify and hold harmless any director, officer or employee of the 
Company who is or may be deemed to be responsible for the operation of the Plan, 
from and against any and all losses, claims, damages or liabilities (including 
attorneys' fees and amounts paid, with the approval of the Board, in settlement 
of any claim) arising out of or resulting from a duty, act, omission or decision 
with respect to the Plan, so long as such duty, act, omission or decision does 
not involve gross negligence or willful misconduct on the part of such director, 
officer or employee. Any individual so indemnified shall, within 10 days after 
receipt of notice of any action, suit or proceeding, notify the Company and 
offer in writing to the Company the opportunity, at the Company's expense, to 
handle and defend such action, suit or proceeding, and the Company shall have 
the right, but not the obligation, to conduct the defense in any such action, 
suit or proceeding. An individual's failure to give the Company such notice and 
opportunity shall relieve the Company of any liability to said individual under 
this Section 15.8. The Company may satisfy its obligations under this provision 
(in whole or in part) by the purchase of insurance. Any payment by an insurance 
carrier to or on behalf of such individual shall, to the extent of such payment, 
discharge any obligation of the Company to the individual under this 
indemnification. 
 
15.      MISCELLANEOUS 
 
         15.1     Alternative Acts and Times 
 
                  If it becomes impossible or burdensome for the Company or the 
Plan Administrator to perform a specific act at a specific time required by this 
Plan, the Company or Plan Administrator may perform such alternative act which 
most nearly carries out the intent and purpose of this Plan and may perform such 
required or alternative act at a time as close as administratively feasible to 
the time specified in this Plan for such performance. Nothing in the preceding 
sentence shall allow the Company or Plan Administrator to accelerate or defer 
any payments to Participants or Inactive Participants under this Plan, except as 
otherwise expressly permitted herein. 
 
         15.2     Masculine and Feminine, Singular and Plural 
 
                  Whenever used herein, pronouns shall include both genders, and 
the singular shall include the plural, and the plural shall include the 
singular, whenever the context shall plainly so require. 
 
         15.3     Governing Law and Severability 
 
                  This Plan shall be construed in accordance with the laws of 
the State of Delaware (exclusive of its rules regarding conflicts of law) to the 
extent that such laws are not preempted by ERISA or other federal laws. If any 
provision of this Plan shall be held illegal or invalid for any reason, such 
determination shall not affect the remaining provisions of this Plan that shall 
be construed as if said illegal or invalid provision had never been included. 
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         15.4     Facility of Payment 
 
                  If the Plan Administrator, in its sole discretion, determines 
that any Employee, Participant, Inactive Participant or Beneficiary by reason of 
infirmity, minority or other disability, is physically, mentally or legally 
incapable of giving a valid receipt for any payment due him or her or is 
incapable of handling his or her own affairs and if the Plan Administrator is 
not aware of any legal representative appointed on his or her behalf, then the 
Plan Administrator, in its sole discretion, may direct (a) payment to or for the 
benefit of the Employee, Participant, Inactive Participant or Beneficiary; (b) 
payment to any person or institution maintaining custody of the Employee, 
Participant, Inactive Participant or Beneficiary; or (c) payment to any other 
person selected by the Plan Administrator to receive, manage and disburse such 
payment for the benefit of the Employee, Participant, Inactive Participant or 
Beneficiary. The receipt by any such person of any such payment shall be a 
complete acquittance therefor; and any such payment, to the extent thereof, 
shall discharge the liability of the Company, the Plan Administrator, and the 
Plan for any amounts owed to the Employee, Participant, Inactive Participant or 
Beneficiary hereunder. In the event of any controversy or uncertainty regarding 
who should receive or whom the Plan Administrator should select to receive any 
payment under this Plan, the Plan Administrator may seek instruction from a 
court of proper jurisdiction or may place the payment (or entire Account) into 
such court with final distribution to be determined by such court. 
 
         15.5     Correction of Errors 
 
                  Any crediting of Compensation or interest accruals to the 
Account of any Employee, Participant, Inactive Participant or Beneficiary under 
a mistake of fact or law shall be returned to the Company. If an Employee, 
Participant, Inactive Participant or Beneficiary in an application for a benefit 
or in response to any request by the Company or the Plan Administrator for 
information, makes any erroneous statement, omits any material fact, or fails to 
correct any information previously furnished incorrectly to the Company or the 
Plan Administrator, or if the Plan Administrator makes an error in determining 
the amount payable to an Employee, Participant, Inactive Participant or 
Beneficiary, the Company or the Plan Administrator may correct its error and 
adjust any payment on the basis of correct facts. The amount of any overpayment 
or underpayment may be deducted from or added to the next succeeding payments, 
as directed by the Plan Administrator. The Plan Administrator and the Company 
reserve the right to maintain any action, suit or proceeding to recover any 
amounts improperly or incorrectly paid to any person under the Plan or in 
settlement of a claim or satisfaction of a judgment involving the Plan. 
 
         15.6     Missing Persons 
 
                  In the event a distribution of part or all of an Account is 
required to be made from the Plan to an Employee, Participant, Inactive 
Participant or Beneficiary, and such person cannot be located, the relevant 
portion of the Account shall escheat in accordance with the laws of the State of 
Delaware. If the affected Employee, Participant, Inactive Participant or 
Beneficiary later contacts the Company, his or her portion of the Account shall 
be reinstated and distributed as soon as administratively feasible. The Company 
shall reinstate the amount forfeited by reclaiming such amount from the State of 
Delaware, and allocating it to the Account of the affected Employee, 
Participant, Inactive Participant or Beneficiary. Prior to forfeiting any 
Account, the Company shall attempt to contact the Employee, Participant, 
Inactive Participant or Beneficiary by return receipt mail (or other carrier) at 
his or her last known address according to the Company's records, and, where 
practical, by letter-forwarding services offered through 
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the Internal Revenue Service, or the Social Security Administration, or such 
other means as the Plan Administrator deems appropriate. 
 
         15.7     Status of Participants 
 
                  In accordance with Revenue Procedure 92-65 Section 3.01(d), 
this Plan hereby provides: 
 
                  (a)      Employees, Participants and Inactive Participants 
under this Plan shall have the status of general unsecured creditors of the 
Company; 
 
                  (b)      This Plan constitutes a mere promise by the Company 
to make benefit payments in the future; 
 
                  (c)      Any trust to which this Plan refers (i.e. any trust 
created by the Company and any assets held by the trust to assist the Company in 
meeting its obligations under the Plan) shall conform to the terms of the model 
trust described in Revenue Procedure 92-64; and 
 
                  (d)      It is the intention of the parties that the 
arrangements under this Plan shall be unfunded for tax purposes and for purposes 
of Title I of ERISA. 
 
 
         IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Range Resources Corporation has executed this 
amended and restated Deferred Compensation Plan for Directors and Select 
Employees. 
 
 
                                    RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION, 
                                    a Delaware Corporation 
 
 
                                    By:_________________________________________ 
                                         John H. Pinkerton, President 
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________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
                              AMENDED AND RESTATED 
                           RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION 
                           DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLAN 
                       FOR DIRECTORS AND SELECT EMPLOYEES 
 
                        SCHEDULE A - ELECTION OF DEFERRAL 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
1. I acknowledge that the terms and conditions of the Range Resources 
Corporation Deferred Compensation Plan For Directors And Select Employees have 
been explained to me, including the tax consequences of my decision to 
participate in the Plan. 
 
2. I agree to defer a portion of my current compensation, and to have that 
income paid to me at a later date pursuant to the terms and conditions of the 
Plan, which is incorporated by reference, in its entirety, in this Election of 
Deferral Form. 
 
3. I understand that this Election Form is not an employment agreement, does not 
guarantee that I will receive any predetermined amount of compensation, and does 
not guarantee that I will receive any bonus, or incentive compensation. 
 
4. I understand that any compensation I defer will be held as an asset of Range 
Resources Corporation, and will remain subject to the claims of the general 
creditors of Range Resources Corporation. 
 
ELECTION TO DEFER COMPENSATION: 
 
I hereby elect to defer the following amount from each of my compensation: 
 
         _____% and/or $_______ of my salary or director's fees paid in calendar 
         year 20____. 
 
         _____% and/or $_______ of my bonus paid in calendar year 20____. 
 
         _____ I hereby elect to defer ______% of any elective deferral 
         contributions that were made to the Employer's 401(k) plan for the 
         prior Plan Year but were treated as an excess deferral, an excess 
         contribution or otherwise limited by application of Code Sections 
         401(k), 401(m), 402(g) or 415. 
 
The foregoing Election is voluntarily made by me after reviewing the terms of 
the Plan and with knowledge that this Election is irrevocable until changed in 
accordance with the terms of the Plan. 
 
This Election of Deferral is executed this _________ day of _______________ , 
20_______: 
 
 
___________________________________ 
(Signature) 
 
___________________________________     _________________________ 
(Print Name)                            (Social Security Number) 
 
 
Agreed: 
 
RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION 
 
 
By: _______________________________     _________________________ 
                                        (Date) 
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________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
                              AMENDED AND RESTATED 
                           RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION 
                           DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLAN 
                       FOR DIRECTORS AND SELECT EMPLOYEES 
 
                    SCHEDULE B - DISTRIBUTION REQUEST/CHANGE 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
RETIREMENT BENEFIT DISTRIBUTION REQUEST/CHANGE: 
 
The following supersedes any previous distribution request and, except as 
provided below, applies to all amounts deferred and Company Discretionary 
Contributions adjusted for earnings, losses, and administrative expenses 
credited to or charged against the Participant's Account. No Distribution 
Request/Change will be effective for any prior deferrals or contributions, 
unless the prior distribution date is at least 12 months from the date of this 
election. 
 
Subject to the terms of the Plan, I elect to have the distribution of my vested 
Account balance under the Plan commence __________________________ (specify 
particular date or age). 
 
I wish to receive my current and future deferrals in the following form: IF YOU 
CHECK (ii), YOU MUST INDICATE THE NUMBER OF YEARS OVER WHICH INSTALLMENT 
DISTRIBUTIONS SHOULD CONTINUE. 
 
____ (i)     lump sum; 
 
____ (ii)    in _____ substantially equal annual installments (not to exceed 10 
             years). 
 
 
INTERIM/SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION REQUEST: 
 
Without changing my previous Retirement Benefit Distribution Request and subject 
to the terms of the Plan, I elect to have $____________________ distributed from 
my vested Account balance under the Plan on __________________ (specify a 
particular date which is no less than 12 months from the date of this election). 
 
 
This Distribution Request is executed this _________ day of _______________ , 
20_______: 
 
 
___________________________________ 
(Signature) 
 
___________________________________     _________________________ 
(Print Name)                            (Social Security Number) 
 
 
Agreed: 
 
RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION 
 
 
By: _______________________________     _________________________ 
                                        (Date) 
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________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
                              AMENDED AND RESTATED 
                           RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION 
                           DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLAN 
                       FOR DIRECTORS AND SELECT EMPLOYEES 
 
                        SCHEDULE C - INVESTMENT ELECTIONS 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The Company agrees that it will credit deferred Compensation and Company 
Contributions in the Employee's Account with earnings or losses from and after 
dates deferred amounts are credited to the Employee's Account. In determining 
the interest calculation under the Plan, the Company will utilize the following 
Calculation Assets, subject to the terms of the Plan. 
 
 
 
             FUND                              TYPE                   Percentage 
- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                 
Federated Money Market Fund               Stable Value                         % 
Bond Fund of America                      Bond                                 % 
AIM Balanced A                            Balanced                             % 
Investment Comp of America                Growth & Income                      % 
AIM Blue Chip A                           Large Cap                            % 
AIM Constellation A                       Mid Cap                              % 
AIM Aggressive Growth A                   Small Cap                            % 
AIM International Equity A                International                        % 
Oppenheimer Global A                      Global                               % 
 
Range Resources Corporation               Common Stock                         % 
 
 
 
 
                                                                            100% 
 
 
 
        Participant (print name)    ______________________________ 
 
                       Signature    ______________________________ 
 
                            Date    ______________________________ 
 
          Social Security Number    ______________________________ 
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________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
                              AMENDED AND RESTATED 
                           RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION 
                           DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLAN 
                       FOR DIRECTORS AND SELECT EMPLOYEES 
 
                      SCHEDULE D - BENEFICIARY DESIGNATION 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
I.       The following supersedes any previous beneficiary designation. 
 
II.      The below-named Participant's Revocable Beneficiary under the Deferred 
Compensation Plan For Directors And Select Employees is set forth below: 
 
Primary Beneficiary(ies):      ____________________      ____________________ 
 
Allocation Percentage:         ____________________%     ____________________% 
 
Relationship:                  ____________________      ____________________ 
 
Address:                       ____________________      ____________________ 
 
                               ____________________      ____________________ 
 
Social Security Number:        ____________________      ____________________ 
 
 
 
Contingent Beneficiary(ies):   ____________________      ____________________ 
 
Allocation Percentage:         ____________________%     ____________________% 
 
Relationship:                  ____________________      ____________________ 
 
Address:                       ____________________      ____________________ 
 
                               ____________________      ____________________ 
 
Social Security Number:        ____________________      ____________________ 
 
 
III.     If no individual beneficiary named is living at the Participant's 
death, the Beneficiary shall be the executor(s) or administrator(s) of the 
Employee' estate. 
 
IV.      This Designation of Beneficiary revokes all prior designations and 
shall be effective as of the date it is filed with the Plan Administrator. The 
Participant retains the right to revoke this Designation of Beneficiary. 
 
Dated at ______________________, State of _____________, on ________________ 
____, 20____. 
 
 
_____________________________________      _________________________________ 
Signature of Participant                   Witness Signature 
 
_____________________________________      _________________________________ 
(Participant Print Name)                   (Participant Social Security Number) 
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________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
                              AMENDED AND RESTATED 
                           RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION 
                           DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLAN 
                       FOR DIRECTORS AND SELECT EMPLOYEES 
 
                       SCHEDULE E - IN-SERVICE WITHDRAWAL 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
HARDSHIP WITHDRAWAL: 
 
____     I hereby elect to receive a Hardship Withdrawal in a single sum payment 
         on the Hardship Withdrawal Date specified below, in the amount of the 
         lesser of my vested Account or the following amount: 
 
         AMOUNT:   $____________________  (Insert Amount - not less than $1,000) 
 
         HARDSHIP WITHDRAWAL DATE:  ___________________________ 
 
 
IN-SERVICE WITHDRAWAL WITH PENALTY: 
 
____     I hereby elect to receive an In-Service Withdrawal in a single sum 
         payment (with penalty) on the In-Service Withdrawal date specified in 
         the amount of my vested Account balance. I understand that by making 
         this election, ten percent (10%) of my Account balance will be 
         forfeited. 
 
         IN-SERVICE WITHDRAWAL DATE:  ___________________________ 
 
 
No In-Service Withdrawal shall be effective unless it is elected on this form 
and submitted as required by the Plan Administrator. 
 
 
___________________________________     _________________________ 
(Signature)                             (Date) 
 
___________________________________     _________________________ 
(Print Name)                            (Social Security Number) 
 
 
Agreed: 
 
RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION 
 
 
By: _______________________________     _________________________ 
                                        (Date) 
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                                                                      EXHIBIT 21 
 
                           RANGE RESOURCES CORPORATION 
 
                           SUBSIDIARIES OF REGISTRANT 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                  Percentage of Voting 
                     Name                              Jurisdiction of                 Securities 
                                                        Incorporation           Owned by Immediate Parent 
- --------------------------------------------      ------------------------      ------------------------- 
                                                                          
Range Production Company                                   Delaware                       100% 
Range Energy Services Company                              Delaware                       100% 
Range Holdco, Inc.                                         Delaware                       100% 
Range Energy I, Inc.                                       Delaware                       100% 
Range Gathering & Processing Company                       Delaware                       100% 
Range Gas Company                                          Delaware                       100% 
Lomak Financing Trust                                      Delaware                       100% 
RRC Operating Company                                        Ohio                         100% 
Range Energy Finance Corporation                           Delaware                       100% 
Range Energy Ventures Corporation                          Delaware                       100% 
Gulfstar Energy, Inc.                                      Delaware                       100% 
Gulfstar Seismic, Inc.                                     Delaware                       100% 
Domain Energy International Corporation             British Virgin Islands                100% 
Energy Assets Operating Company                            Delaware                       100% 
Range Production I, LP                                        TX                          100% 
Range Resources LLC                                        Oklahoma                       100% 
Range Pipeline Systems LP                                     TX                          100% 
Range Offshore LP                                            Ohio                         100% 
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                                                                    EXHIBIT 23.1 
 
                    CONSENT OF INDEPENDENT PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS 
 
         As independent public accountants, we hereby consent to the 
incorporation of our report on the consolidated financial statements of Range 
Resources Corporation for the year ended December 31, 2000, included in this 
Form 10-K, into the Company's previously filed Registration Statements on Form 
S-3 File No. 333-76837, Form S-4 File No. 333-78231, and Form S-8 (File No.'s 
333-40380, 333-30534, 333-88657, 333-69905, 333-62439, 333-44821, 333-10719). 
 
 
 
                                                          ARTHUR ANDERSEN LLP 
 
 
Dallas, Texas 
March 6, 2001 
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                                                                    EXHIBIT 23.2 
 
 
                   CONSENT OF H. J. GRUY AND ASSOCIATES, INC. 
 
         We hereby consent to the use of the name H.J. Gruy and Associates, 
Inc., and of references to H.J. Gruy and Associates, Inc. and to the inclusion 
of and references to our report dated February 14, 2001, prepared for Range 
Resources Corporation in the Range Resources Corporation Annual Report on Form 
10-K for the year ended December 31, 2000. 
 
                                               H.J. GRUY AND ASSOCIATES, INC. 
 
 
March 2, 2001 
Houston, Texas 
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                                                                    EXHIBIT 23.3 
 
 
                       CONSENT OF DEGOLYER AND MACNAUGHTON 
 
         We hereby consent to the reference to our firm in your Annual Report on 
Form 10-K of Range Resources Corporation for the year ended December 31, 1999, 
to which this consent is an exhibit. We also consent to the incorporation of 
information contained in our "Appraisal Report as of December 31, 1999, of 
Certain Interests owned by Range Resources Corporation," provided, however, that 
we are necessarily unable to verify the accuracy of the reserves and discounted 
present worth values contained therein because our estimates of reserves and 
discounted present worth have been combined with estimates of reserves and 
present worth prepared by other petroleum consultants. 
 
 
 
 
                                               DEGOLYER AND MACNAUGHTON 
 
 
Dallas, Texas 
February 28, 2001 
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                                                                    EXHIBIT 23.4 
 
 
                          CONSENT OF WRIGHT AND COMPANY 
 
         We hereby consent to the incorporation by reference of our name in the 
Annual Report on Form 10-K of Range Resources Corporation (the "Company") for 
the fiscal year ended December 31, 2000, to which this consent is an exhibit. 
 
                                                           WRIGHT AND COMPANY 
 
 
Brentwood, Tennessee 
February 28, 2001 
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